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PREFACE

The IJBC conference was the second in what may become a series of Can

wide meetings dealing with special problems in teacher education. The co -

ference vas jointly sponsored arid pl nned by the Canadian Teachers' Federa ion
and the Faculty of Education of th University of British Columbia. A rep e-

sentative of the Canadian Society for the Study of Education also participated
in the planning meetings.

The theme for this conference continuing education for teachers, was'
chosen because of growing concern with the question of what forms continui g

educationshouldtake once all teachers hold degrees. Is graduate study t e

only appropriate path to professional improvement? Or should other paths

be explored and accommodated within the system? thlat new structures must b
built, and what older structures altered, to accommodate needed changes in
continuing education for teachers?

The conference did not attempt to provide definitive answers to these
questions. _However, it did open for discussion the issues and problems in
continuing education and the strategies and delivery systems that are currently\

being tested.

11.

La conference tenue a l'Universite de la Colombie-Britannique constitue
le deuxieme d'une serie eventuelle d'entretiens a l'echelle nationale portant

sur la formation des enseignants. Elle a ete patrOnnee et organisee par la
Federation,Canadienne des enseignants de concert avec la Faculte &education
de l'Universite de la Colombie-Britannique. Un delegue de l'Association
canadienne de l'etude de l'enseignement (Canadian Society for the Study of
Education) a egalement participe aux reunions de.planification.

Le theme de la conference, la formation permanente des enseignants, a
ete choisi en fonction de l'interet grandissant a l'egard des programmes
de perfectionnement professionel offerts aux enseignants diplOmes. L'etude
post- universitaire est-elle la seule voie appropri6e qui s'offre aux enseig-

nants qui desirent se perfectipnner? Doit-on etUdier d'autres moyens et les

adapter au systeme? Quelles structures doit-on elaborer et quelles sont
celles qui doivent etre remaniees pour incorporer les modifications qui
s'imposent dans le domaine de la formation permanente des enseignants?

La conference n'avait pas pour but de repondre categoriquement a ces

questions. Toutefois, elle a permis de discuter des questions et des
proAtmes de la formation permanente ainsi que des mesures et des solutions
qui sont presentement en voie d'essai.



WELCOMING REMARKS

DR. WALTER GAGE
President

The University of British Columbia

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, my official function here today

4142

is to extend a welco e to you, and that I am very happy to do on behalf
6f_the Faculty of E cation of The University of British Columbia, and,
of course, on beha of the University itself. It is a great pleasure
to have you here and I hope that you find the conference profitable and
enjoyable from all points of view.

Now to welcome you, of course, is not only a happy thing to do but
is the easiest part of the conference. Some of zou have had to prepare
material for the conference and that I know is a hard job, because on
you depends the _success of the conference. Perhaps those of you who
listen may have an even harder job on occasion, depending on how success-
ful those who have prepared the Material are. As I said then, mine is
a very easy task, both because we are very happy to have you on this
campus and because it's easier compared to what the rest of you have to
do.

I hope that while you are on (this campus you will be able to see
something of the city, if you haven't seen it before, but particularly I
hope that you will be able to, wander about the campus and see things of
note. Mr. Chairman, I am very happy to officially welcome you and to
hope that you will find this conference enjoyable. Thank,you very much.

THOMAS N. TRAFFORD
President

Canadian Teachers' Federation

It is indeed a pleasure this morning to bid you welcome to this
conference on teacher education, co-sponsored by the Canadian Teachers'
Federation and The University of British Columbia. It seems to me that

in conferences the thank-you's- are too often left until the last. I

would therefore like immediately this morning to make some thank-you's
to those who have worked hard in planning for over a year to bring us
together to consider a very important subject -- continuing education
for teachers. Two people who came to mind immediately are the Chairman
this, morning, Len Williams of the Newfoundland Teachers' Association,
and the CTF staff member who has done all the legwork, Geraldine Channon.

1



I must also include'in my personal designation's the, planning committee;
Dr. David Thomas, Director of Field Services, Faculty of Education of
the UniverLty of British Columbia, who has done a great deal to make
this conference possible; Dr. Doug Myers of the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education; Doug Lynd of Statistics Canda; DomipiqUe!Henry of
the Nova Scotia Teachers Union; Ronald LeBretoWiTtrom l'Assiociation des

enseignants francophones du Nbuveau-Brunswick; Bruce Archer, Ontario
Teachers' Federation; and from the Manitoba Teachers'
Society. We thank you a reat deal because your work has been long and
arduous and I hope that die results of this conferencewill be your
reward. We must also thank UBC for co-hosting this -confdyenso and for
very willingly providing personnel and facilities.

I would like to say that-during the last ten months, as President
of CTF, wherever I have been in that capacity, I've stressed over and
over again the importance of making available quality education for all
Canadians. Whether talking to those primarily'concerned with professional
development, economic welfare, education finance, international programs,
or French-languav-instruction; whether with government officials,
school administrators or classroom teachers; whether with one or °Ile
hundred, I have emphasized andre-emphasized that there is no one more
important than the student. And we must recognize that each and every
area of education and each and every body and jurisdiction interested in
education must aim at ultimately realizing the goal of providing that
quality of education for every Canadian. Certainly there can be nothing
more central to the concept of quality education than a qualified teacher.
And perhaps more to the point for us at this meeting, the qualified
teacher who in a rapidly changing and complex society remains qualified
to teach those students.

'he issues inherent in continuing education for teachers are many
and varied. ether matters of philosophy, communications, finance,
'reponsibility, or rewards, the issues exist, they must be faced anethey ("

must be grappled with. This then I would say is the task before us --
to grapple w th the issues in continuing education for teachers honestly
and frankly I would hope during these two and one-half days we can
grapple wi h problems, the solutions of which will undoubtedly move us
steps, in fact strides, closer to that goal of a quality education for
every Can dial'''.

EnCore, merci a l'univgisite de la Colombip-BritanniqUe, aux personnes
resources et merci aussi a vous, les participants. Je vous souhaites un
colloaie fructueux et un exp6rience enrichissante. Merci.

2



INTRODUCTION TO THE CONFERENCE

LEN WILLIAMS
Chairman,CTF Teacher Education

Conference Design Committee, and
President, Newfoundland Teachers'-Association

For some time now CTF has been concers0 with and concentrating on
pralems involved in teacher education. Th&Montebello workshop last
year was he first in a series of meetings dealing with sonic of these
problems. t that conference represeAatives of teacher organizations,
faculties o education and departments of education met to discuss pre-

service pro lems. It was felt that a logical sequential step from that

discussio of pre-service educational problems would be this conference

on continuing education for teachers.

It Is almost commonplace today to assert that a teacher's education
is never complete. Educational change, and the rapidity of that change,
makes continuing education as important an element in teacher education
as the pre-service program. It is also very readily apparent that the
problems associated with continuing education do not admit of any easy

solution. There appears to be general dissatisfaction with present
haphazard and fragmented attempts at improving teacher competency on -the

'job. And yet common sense would indicate that the greatest potential
improving teacher performance must be within the practical situation

e teacher operates.in whi

Current teacher demands for in-service sessions to take the form of

regular universIty credit work raise some interesting questions. Whether

such demands emanate from a genuine concern for professional improvement
or a practical look at the economic :ealfties concerned is debatable.

However, they do indicate the very close relationship between in-service°

and.pre-service.

This conference will deal with a broad spectrum of problems in this
area. It will, we trust, identify many new ideas in the field of

continuing education for teachers. We ask you to consider the purposes
of continuing education from the point of view of the individual teacher,
the teaching profession,and the educational system. We also direct your
attention to the roles which various institutions should play -- teacher
organizations, faculties of education, departments of education, trustees,
research institutions -- are playing, will play and should play in the
development of teacher education programs. The conference also will
provide an opportunity to discuss appropriate strategies for improving
continuing education for teachers.

s,
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Fram the formal presentations, panel discussions, and group sessions
we hope you will be able to sense something of what is happening in this
field and will as well discuss something of what might happen. The

conference design provides opportunity for a sharing of varied ideas and
experiences, and hopefully, will permit you to consider such questions
as: What is needed in this field? How can our efforts be best coordi-
nated? And the jurisdictional question, who controls? Who is responsible?
Who pays? When should it take place? We have been very fortunate in the
selection of our guest speakers, our panelists and our group leaders.
We.trust an interesting, informative conference awaits., We need your
participation.

o A

B
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PRESENTATION DU'COLLOQUE

RONALD LEBRETON
Directeur general

L'Association des Enseignants
Francophones du Nouveau-Brunswick

. Au nom du comite je desire souhaiter la bienvenue aux participants
- francophones. Comme it a ete mentionne dans la lettre d'invitat'on, le
colloque ne sera pas bilingue. I1 n'y aura pas de traduction si ultanee

etant donne le petit nombre de participants et les coats prohibit'fs
d'un tel service. ,Nous avonsneanmoins reorganise le programme d sorte

A permettre aux participants francophones de discuter avec leurs ollegues

de toutes parts du Canada afin d'arriver a un consensus du Cate f ncophone

sur la question du perfectionnement professionnel. Donc, cette ap es-

midi A 14h00, il'y aura rencontre des participants qui desirent dicuter
en francais pour entendre deux presentations en francais, l'une pa

Monsieur McMahon et 1'autre par Monsieur Roy.

n'y a pas tellement longtemps la formation.des mattres et
assez sommaire. L'etudiant sortait du systeme public, suivait un
programme de formation professionnelle d'une duree d'une annee ou de

deux annees et it etait par la-suite lance dans le monde du trava.1 avec
un minimum de connaissance et une obligation prealable de parfair cette

formation en cours de service. Donc, l'education permanente pour ces

personnes consistait a continuer leur formation jusqu:A l'obtenti n d'un

premier grade universibalire.

L'exigence minimum actuelle dans la plupart des provinces du Canada,
par rapport a l'enseignement, est un diplame universitaire du premier

cycle. Donc, it y a danS la profession enseignante une disparite'par
rapport aux qualifications academiques des enseignants et par consequent

les programmes de perfectionnement professionnel ne peuvent pas s'adreSser

A la profession enseignante comme representant un groupe homogene. Ces

programmes devront assdr,r les etapes necessaires pour arriver aux

exigences minimums d'unepart et d'autre part dev"ront fournir l'occasion
d'un perfectionnement.professionnel proprement dit afin de permettre un
approfondissement des connaissances dans les disciplines enseignees, des
changements d'attitudes, l'acquisition de nouvelles connaissances pro-

fessionnelles et lc recyclage.,

Pourquoi l'enseignant entreprend-t-il un'programme eeducation
pet anente ou de perfectionnement professiongel? , Si Von demandait
cette question aux enseignants ou 5 leur empla9evr 1a premiere reaction

serait prdbablement que l'enseignant se perfectionne pour ameliorer sa
certification et par consequent recaroir une retribuiion plus elevee.

Cette reaction est probablement conforme a la reali0 mais s'ajoute A
cette premiere raison.le besoin d'une plus grande competence professionnelle

-9
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et une satisfaction personnelle resultant d'une meilleure comprehension
du rale de l'enseignant et de l'enseignement.

Si nous considerons le perfectionnement professionnel ou l'education
permanente dans une perspective d'avenir, oil la profession enseignante
presenters beaucoup plus d'homogeneite en terme de qualifications de ses
membres, it ,importe de se demander quelle devrait etre la motivation de
l'enseignant a se perfectionner? Comment encourager l'enseignant a se
perfectionner? Cette conference veut se concentrer sur cette question
en particulier.

Nous voulons considerer aujourd'hui la situation actuelle avec ses
problemes et, a partir de cette constatation, prevoir quelle forffie.

devrait prendre l'education permanente de demain qui devrait en etre
responsable, comment devrait se faire la coordination des efforts des
.differents organismes de sorte a assurer, une continuite dans les program
mes et eviter le double emploi.

Le but ultime de ce colloque nest pas necessairement d'arriver
des solutions mais plutat de considerer les problemes relatifs au perfec
tionnement professionnel, d'echanger sur les solutions a travers le'pays
et, esperonsle, permettre aux participants de sortir de cette conference
avec une amorce de strategies ou de solutions.

Nous esperons que les delegues auront l'ocCasion de prendre connats
sance des differents programmes a travgrs le pays, d'echanger avec leurs
confreres et de retourneravec certains alternatives qui pourraient
assurer une coordination des efforts au niveau provincial ou au niveau
local selon le cas. Alors, je profite de l'occasion encore une fois
pour vous souhaiter un bon sejour et -un bon colloque.

6
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CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS --
AN UNROMANTIC VIEW

MYER HOROWITZ
Dean, Faculty of:. Education
The University' of Alberta'

Attendance at this Conference was supposed to be my opportunity for
con inuing professional education. Geraldine Channon first wrote dbout

the onference almost a year ago. When the literature describing the
conference arrived several Months back, I decided that I could learn
something f om participating and so I named myself as a delegate. My

purpose was to find out about an area that I do not know very much about
and Which I think is very important. Asyou can tell, between December
and May the charm of Miss Channon worked and I agreed to mOce a Presenta-
tion this m rning, but with the understanding that it would riot be my
responsibili y to present oversimplified trite solutions to complicated
issues, but tither to raise with you some important questions for future'

resolution.

Last Fall I participated in a conference on medical educationofsponsoredby my colleagues in the Faculty of Medicine at the
of Alberta and attended by representatives from each of the schools o
medicine across the country. One of the major conclusions of that
conference was that new emphasis had to be placed on continuing medical

education. Another conclusion wad that the responsibility for continuing
professional education for doctors and for other medical workers is that
a number of agencies, including professional associations, the licensing

authorities and universities.

The concern for in74ervice preparation of doctors has its parallel

in other professional groups. The Parent Commission in Quebec, the
Committee on Teacher Education of the Univefsity of Prince Edward Island,
and the Alberta Commission on Educational Planning, to name only three
recent committees and commissions, all emphasized that teacher education
must be continuous and life-long. This concern is not confined to oir
national borders -- indeed, in this area, as in most aspects of ecxcation,
we have been heavily influenced by developments elsewhere, and especially

those in the United States and in Britain. In each issue of the Jollrnal of

Teacher Education in 1974, some attention was given to continuing teacher
education: the Swing issue had as its maim theme "teaching and teacher
centres" and the Summer issue included "in-service teacher education" as
one of its concerns. The James Report in Britain and the Faure Report,
Learning To Be, also emphasize continuous teacher education.

Askeorge Tomkins points out, in the final chapter of th OISE
publicatiosn, Educating Teachers -- Critiques and Proposals, t o many of

us in teacher education have placed undue emphasis on pre-ser ce preparation

1.1
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of teachers the neglect of in- service activities. Let there be no
misundersta sing. I place high value on initial. preparation. I hot
among thos who consider that all is wrong with faculties of educ tion
and -with eir programs. Now, of course, my assessmekt is anythin
unbiased but I maintain that the f culties that have emerged in,this
country during the last thirty yRar \are a domin'ant force in education
and a.number of them are exploring patterns wIlieh -qr of interest to
P-rofessional preparation, generally, and no-t-ljue't teacher education.
But no matter .how high the quality of the iniiral preparationi and no
matterhow realistic the field experiences, new teachers will continue
to require special help in their early, years in the profession; and all
of us who teach need to be active'learners throughout,our professional
lives.

.

In one sense-the-problem is more- pronounced now till't,,Fe a movi

Or into the period when beginning teachers will possess a bac' rs....degree.
ike many others in this room, I welcome an increase in e number of

yea s,of university study for initial certification in lberta and
elsewhere. I think we Would be wise to recognize, ever, that t

a tendenc to look_upon thJtompletion of the d gree as a terminalpoin started teaching after one year't a teachers' college follbwing':
grade eleven. _ppon the completion of my first year of teaching I returned
td summer schooi'attheteachers' college and Arentually I Acquiteii
suffic(dit credits'fOr-a,baChekor's degree. Now in the process of
satisfying certification and degree requirethents during my first.five

-4ears of teaching, I benefited from experiences which served to enhance '
my professional development. I would like to think that our students
who wi neir careers. next Fall, and whdhave already completed
their Ed. degrees, are much better prepared for their fi'rst year of
teachin hall we were.A I know this to be the case. But they too must
benefit from quality education experiences in their earlyyears in the.
profession. I do not 'suggest they all return for furthef formal univer-
sity study; indeed I feel that here is too much emphasis on conventional
degrees and diplomas as it is4 t in some way we mist increase the

sibilities that teachers will g the help they deserve.

Considering the relatively small amount; of money that is invested'
in continuing professional educklaion for teachers, compared to the
investment in in vice education in some of the other profession and
in the business and in strial worl t is surprising how much has been
accomplished in manyparts f this cpunt,y. Many school boards offer
extensive programs, sometimes conjunction with teachers' locals.
Teachers' conventions continue to rovide opportunities for renewal). In
Alberta, the,teachers' association rs a large number of specialist
councils. I havt been active in the Early dhood Council and, like

.imost of the other.councilqv we have conducted, a' oth the provncial
and regional levels, numerous conferen es, workshops and seminars; and
we publish a rather g od journal. Unfor unately, the number of teachers
on assisted study leav has fallen dramatically during the ilast six
years. However, large bers of teachers continue to takeformal
courses during the summer &1 a part-time basis during the regular
sessions.

y

Many teachers feel that they have not been ,Suf\ficiently4nvolved
determ og what the conanuing ucational experiences ahou d be.

/ ,

Geor4e_F dersen, Dean of Educ Lion at the University\of Vict ria, 0

8
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his 1973 address to the Canadian Education Association,Conventiorr, mentioned
that most in-service programs reflect needs perceived by non-classroom

educators. Surely, in one sense, you and I are teachers, and we shall
insist that we are, even though, at this point in'time we work in departments
of education, in faculties,of educationin teachers' associations and in

school systems. Consequently, itlis important for us to be here. Do not

be offended when I say that at least half of Us should trade our places

with classroom teachers. I went over the lis,t of participants, last

and I was concerned with the small number of people whose present vacation-

in education is that of classroom teacher. I am sure there are many more

classroom teachers who would have wanted to participate and I am sure the
organizers of this conference would have wanted to include more cAssroom
teachers, but it is simply not common for school teachers in,large numbers

to attend national conferences.

Several of the articles which were distributed by the conference
organisers describe current innovations and proposals in this country. I

applaud those which place emphasis on the responsibility of,Trofessional
associations in giving general directN to the developments in continuing
professional education and on the responsibility of individual teachers
and small groups of teachers, at the school and the system levels, to

deterMine the themes which are most appropriate for them.

I hope, in our legitimate desire to achieve more in continuing teacher
1

educatiOn, we avoid the temptation to foster only one kind of activity.
Teacher centres deserve serious exploration in different parts of the

country. Curriculum development must continue to involve large.niimbers

of teachers and so for me it is gratifying that the work of the Canada

Studies Foundation will continue. Recent research indicates that the

regional offices in Alberta provide for many teachers valuable in-service

experiences. Universities will continue to'offer courses leading to

4 degrees and diplomas and individual faculty members, to the extent
possible, will continue to serve as consultants to other agencies involved

in continuing teacher education. While coordination of the efforts of

s7 agencies such as teachers' associations, departments of education, univer-

si s and school systems k to be desired and encouraged, / think we

should s roil the all oo\- simple solution proposed in some_

quarters that an e a ency,s ould be solely responsible, or even

,mainly respons 'le, uing-teacher education. Perhaps my fifteen_

years at Mc 11 and The Universi f Alberta resultin my being overly

sensitiv to'criticisM in teacher education, but I am aware of some real

concert about the value of our pre-service offerings. I am surprised,

there ore, when some of the same critics are.so'very ready to assign to

th universities the major respOnsibility for continuing professional

ucation. Faculties of education an universities have come a long

way in recognizing.a variety of'in-SerVice act.r141.ties for university

credit. The Open Access approach at the Atlan Institute of Education

speaks to this matter most directly, but even at more-Ntablished univer

sides there has been an exerting, even if a modest, trend. reined
our Special Sessions calendar at The University of Alberta and was

9
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and please that we are offering such a large number of degree courses
dealing with new elementary and secondary programs and with current
methodologies and points of view.

,P

There is a danger in this development, however. Needless to say,

if the one in-service experience can satisfy university degree require-
ments as well as personal an school system needs, that is ideal. But

it is gocid neither for in- rvice education nor for university education
if it is assumed that, t be valid, each experience must be acceptable for
university credit. we concentrate all °Cour energies on university
offerings, in abl important needs of teachers will,be neglected.

t?

Several months ago I was visited by a teacher who felt strongly that
each seminar, even of ne day duration, and each two-day workshop should
count for university ct dit and for salary purposes. At an Edmonton
regional meeting of the Canadian College of Teachers about two months ago
I was asked when we would accept travel as creditatoward graduate degrees

° (the individual already h d a B.Ed.). I value travel. I feel very
foctfunate that in the las \five years my responsibilities at The University
of Alberta

\

lberta have enabled me 6 travel on behalf of the University to Europe,
to touth America and on three'occasions to East Africa, and during'the last
two months to Southeast Asia let alone the numerous times I've crossed this

.

continent. And so I know' ho much,can be gained by these experiences and
what a valuable informal educ tion I have had through travel. I fail to

seewhy our obsessiOn with cr dits and degrees leads us to feel that every
activity must have university- redit to be valued. Mind you,,teachers are
not unique. in wanting their in service experiences to Ave some kind of
pay-off. In the April 1975 issue of the British Columbia-Professional
Engineer there is a report of th extent of involvement of engineers in their

continuing professional educatio . A large number are not taking advantage
of in-service opportunities, we a e told, because they feel that the courses
do not help them obtain salary ra ses or,promotions.

As I said at the outset, I do t have over-simplified answers to
important complex questions. Perhaps by Wednesday, we shall be able to
'help.each other develop tentative answers to some of the following
questions: ,t

1: How will in-service programs be determined, and by whom?
How do we find out what teachers really want. and need?
What'are the 'similarities and what are the discrepancies
between what teacher leaders say teachers want.and what
teachers in a particular school feel they want?

z-=

2. What kind of coordination among the various aggpcies is
d sirable? S ld we,be thinking about an advisory boa d .

or onti acher education similar to the advisory
boa d av- Alberta, and I suspect you have in most ,

of your r. nces, for teacher education? Should the one'
dvisory board be concerned with every aspect of teacher
education, both pre-service and in-service? IT we opt

forj coordinating body at a provincial level, to whoM
should this board be responsible -- to government, to

..,-
, tee.4herst associations, to faculties of education, to
schocir systems, to all of these?

10
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3. How are the costs to be covered? Should some costs be

absorbed directly'by teachers' associations(just as the
Alberta Medical Association absorbs some costs for con-

tinuing medical education)? Which costs must be borne

by government if we ark serious about further development
in this field? Which costs should be covered directly
by government, either through their central office et
through regional offices? For which activities should
government make money available to universities, to school
systems and to teachers' associations? In Alberta our

teachers' association presented to governTent just Last
Spring a proposal for the creation of a tAust fund iniborally

to the extent 'of a capital investment of $50 million
that would enable our association to spOnsor a number of
professional development activities including teacher

centres. When governMents become )involved, and when\it

happens to be a province like Alberta with two departments
of education, is continuing teacher education a concern
of education, or of advanced education, or of both?

4. What are the legitimate reward's for, the teacher who

participates? Are we realistic f we pretend that the

intrinsic rewards are sufficient? Should the system

provide more tangible rewards as well?

5. To what extent should in-service activities be mandatory

for purposes of acquiring initial permanent certification
and for maintaining certification? There should be more

discussion with regard to the proposal that initial
certification should be limited to a tenure' of,_ say, ten

years.

6. What should be the balance between in-service programs
related to very specific immediate needs, like the new
math program or the program on values in social studies,

and those related to more general long-term goals?

7. Howrcan we link pre-service and in- service programs so

that the teacher has a continuous professional education?

8. To what'extent,is the interest in continuousppfessional
education on the part of different agencies more a matter
of concern for institutional power politics than concern
for the welfare of individual teachers?

p.

Continuing professional education for teachers is an important

part of a major movement, that of life-long education for everyone.

Experiences which give new confidence to,the teacher in relation to the

teaching of mathematics or history are very important, but they are no

the only learning experiences which are desirable or necessary.

all others in society, teachers should develop and nourish div rse

interests. The extent to which the teacher approaches his wo with zest

- 15
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and with imagjnation in his fifth, or fifteenth, or twenty-fifth year of
teaching is more related, I suggest, to the quality of his general educa-
tion (and I said education and not schooling) than It is to the specific
learnings of a more narrow professional nature. And so to what extent
must we involve other units at universities and college in the con-tinuous

preparation of teachers? Let us be careful not to orgahize and systema-
tize unnecessarily a teacher's activities in further education. Ideally,

we at universities, in school systems, in teachers' associations, and in
departments of dducation, should provide numerous opportunities for .

individual teachers to make individual decisions that will result in
their 'taking courses and participating in other in-service activities
of interest to them.

This con erenceis an in-service experience for me. Nobody told
me to come here. I read the brochure and I decided to participate.
ButIAmfaftunate because I work at a university. My employer not only
permits my being away from my normal duties for three days, but applauds
my coming here. I even benefit in a modest way from travel funds for
professional.-development. When I return to the campus, my participation
here will be noted in our weekly faculty staff newsletter, and if they
are really short of important items for the university newsletter a week
or two from now, my presence migh e in Folio as well. I

suppose that is some kind of extrins rewar4;//Also, reference will
be made to my participation at this conference on my annual report, which
I file with the President, and which I assume he reads: Ladies and
gentlemen, perhaps my experience at the university level suggests
something that might be borrowed for teachers from the continuing
professional education of,this Dean.

,QUESTIONS FOLLOWING
DR. HOROWITZ'S ADDRESS

Question

It seems to me that coordination of agencies is obviously desirable;
but I think that the experience in our province with coordinating agencies
is that they tend to be obstacles to change rather than proponents of
change.' I suggest that if we get too deeply immersed.in aiming for :--

. coordination we won't get anything done at all for the next five'.years.

Horowitz

I won't present an argument against that position because I am not
entirely happy with some of our attempts at coordinatiOn with regard to
other aspects of education.
,associations an trustees' associ ns can make the same criticism of

the behaviour of pe le at universities, ecause I know that some of the

time we play games too. But looking at the j t groups from my point
of view, I see games being layed all of the time decisions being

taken often with little conce i for the issue at hand.

m,sure that my friends in teachers'

rot
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question

- Teachers who stay in the classroom for ten or twenty years often
lack the initiative of the starting teachers. Aren't they the ones who

should receive special help?

Horowitz

Surely it is notan either/or situation. I am sure that every

individual requires a different kind of help. Your point is certainly
well taken that there are many teachers with twenty years of experience
who should be retrained. I think it is entirely' appropriate for us to

raise the,question as to, why so many new teachers leave, the profession
within the first five years -- I am sure there is no simple answer
that question. For the moment I assume that some of the people
leave do so because their acculturation into schooling * not a
fying as it might be. I feel, therefore; that these people nee
special king of help. I di'd' not mean to suggest that the only people
who required assistance' were those in their early years of teaching.

.raised a lot of good questions this'morning and I do hOpe that
during the next two or three days we get new directions on many of those

q stions. One of them concerned the questiOn of giving credit for in-
s viee14ducation. My experience shows t t our teachers are often
asking 1,7737 they can not accumulate universi credit for short-term in-
service sessions which are often of equal val e, sometimes of superior
value, to what they receive in the so-called nmal in-service education.

You mentioned travel, for example, as another ethod of broadening one's

experiences, and maybe we should look at that well. HowAkshould
we go in accepting and acknowledging types of raining other n the

formal ones at universities?

Horowitz

Like most peop at universities, I tend to be conservativeonthis
matter. Let me fire emiShasize that I do e-not think there is 1gclear
dividing line between those activities which are appropriate for credit
and those which are not. I think the line is moving, all the time. For
example, during this last ytar some exciting offerings have been developed
by our Faculty, in conjunction with oneror more school systems, which
are clearly of an in-service nature and which can fit very harmoniously °

into the programs in education. I think, thereforpt_thatFe want to be
putting to the test all the time the kinds of activrti4,wilich.are
appropriate for credit.

The line between that which is acceptable and that which is not is
in a different place as you go from one part of the country to another.
But I have no difficulty in seeing a cluster of activities which in
1975, asfar as one university and one faculty in that university are
concerned, clearly fall outside th e of acceptability with regard to
university credit. My argument is tha we really do not do justice
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to he concepts of:inservice education and university education if we

try o translate every kind of activity into university credit.

f course, whether or not an individual receives university'credit
has some relationship to other important matters. In Alberta there is

sometimes a difference between credit for'univesity degrees on the one
hand, and credit or salary purposes on the other. Some of is in this

room spent about three and a half hours just this past Tuesday morning

on this issue. We are finding at the university, the institution that
is sometimes depicted' as a conservative ivory tower, that over and over

again when we bend and do the sensible thing and decide to give univer-
sity-credit for a non-university program, another agency in the provincei-,,,

which is responsible for making decisions with regard to salary levels,
is unprepared to accept...the program as legitimate.

Quettion

You mentioned the necessity. for a fairly large degree of freedom
for individual choice in terms of educational activities in which a
tea,:ier might be engaged. I wonder if there isn't somedegree Of problem
here in terms of'a teacher's self-perception of needs relatedbto the
real needs of the teacher. Quite frequently you get a situation where

the teacher elects the activity h© already knows the most about rather
than doing, that which may be more valuable. I wonder if you.have some

comment about what is a reasonable balance in terms of an external
evaluation of your needs anda self-evaluation-of needs.

'Horowitz .

4

There have to, be the two, of course, and good administrators in
subtle and sometimes not so subtle ways will guide teachers in certain

directions. I bireme are not talking about the kind of experience
WhiCh an individt11,'Is compelled to have, because those-of us in pre-
service teacher education can tell you about the inadvisabilityW that
kind of control. L prefer to gamble with a more laissez-faire kind of
open-ended arrangement than with the kind of situation where irrdividuals
must satisfy certain refluirements at certain pointsin time. The latter

,Approach hasn't worked' too well in other professions and I don't think
it will work very well in,teaching. I realize that your qdestion didn't
speak to the extreme approach to which I hive just referred. You were,

wondering,,about the possibility of an individual being helped to realize
that he should place emphasi's op some other area of concern. That

positive approach I support. t

Question t

,goy

Dean Horowitz,. you stated that the choice.of in-service activities

and the variety of them should be determined closer to where the teacher
operates than at other levels. The major problem we are facing has to

do with those things which arecreditableys. those things which are
not. How do we determine what is legitimate and what is ,not? We. all

know that universities give&courses. Right now in Montreal we have many

teachers taking special education courses. The fact that the course
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prepares people to be administrators of special education doesn't make

any difference. The course is legitimate, creditable and you get paid

for it. But people who require courses in other things, for instance,
training in human relations or decision-making, have a problem. Yet

'these are important areas for teachers working as members of teams. I

think that's one of the nuts we are going to haire to crack if we are

ever going to make continui4mg education really work. We have to do away
with what is "legitimate" for both the university and the provincial

government.
r

Hordwitz

There are various ways of cracking the nut. One of them is to try

to ;force, compel, or, interest universities in giving university credit

for the kind of activity to Which you have referred. I remembea meeting
, the members of the Commission who have just tabled their report

Quebec on salary categories. They visited Alberta for a couple of days

WO or three years ago. I will say here what I said to them there and

.
what I have said in Alberta to Albertans: ,,The time is just around the
corner when we have to re-think the conventional salary scale arrange-

ment for teachers. That scale no doubt made'great sense when our pre-
decessors worked so long and hard to bring it'about, because there was
such chaos prior to the establishment of salary categories twenty or

thirty year ago. But now that.a degree will be a minimum requirement
for teachers in most provinces, we have to ask ourselves what we gain
and what we lose by having six, seven, or eight salary levels. Surely

the time has come when CTF and teachers' associations across the country
Will have to say clearly what the appropriate preparatiolr for a teacher

is. That suggests to me one salary scale.

4F-
Now for a while, of course, we will hav o accommodate the decreasing

percentage who have lesg than a degree or post-degree diploma, but it

'Seems to me that the time is coming ver soon when we're going to have

to indicate what the appropriate requ ement is. Not that sdme teachers
shouldn't go beyond that and acquir /other diplomas and master's degrees

and other experiences. But let's ake a look at some other professionl r

and ask ourselves an which other .rofessions individuals are rewarded n
almost endlessly whether or n. the subsequent learning is direetly-

related to the act of teach .g. Now I am enough of a union man, let me
tell you, that I am thinki g of settling for the best one scale. In the

year of the transformation the one salary scale should be where teachers

with master's degrees ate now paid.

Obsession With university credits and university.gegrees is only
one way of dealing with the problem of continuing edudgfion. There are
other solutions and there is going to have to be an awful lot of talk
and a great deal of Work before we resolve the problem in these other

ways. It's just too:simple to solve the problem by saying that anythin
which is valuable to!the individual should have university credit. I

think that is too simple a solution.

i9
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Comment from Member of Audience

I'mVery happy that Dean Horowitz has gone further than just the
usual nice phraes about the desire of the teachers to improve their
'work. There is certainly a beginning of efforts in cooperation among
different bodies. But I think we should consider two very basic facf8rs
which are materialistic ones. On the one hand I think there is the
legitimate desire of teachers to improve-their salaries, to improve

,their stability; and on.the other hand there is a very legitimate but
very materialistic preoccupation on the part of the univealties to stay
al ve, to have students. These two very basic factors have coincided
and ave given the universities this role, of stockbrokers of credits --
credi s being salary raises and job stability. Whatye must ask ourselves
is if these materialistic interests are not more and more in conflict with
the other interests which we both have; the interest of teachers to
improve ehpir work and the in est of the universities in research and .

better teaching in the field of to cher training. I think we are at a
point where\some interests at diffe nt levels which have coincided for
some years ar beginning to show tha they are contradicting one another.
We are at a loss to try to solve th's 'problem if we reMain_on the level
of- thSt.which is theoretical.

2
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ISSUES-IN CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR
TEACHERS

WHY IS CONTINUING EDUCATION NECESSARY?
(a cocktail of homily, dialogue and invective, with a pinch of hemlock)

G.R. LAMBERT
Coordinator of Continuing Education Program

Faculty of Education, University of Western Ontario

I have never worked in a coal mine, or a uranium
mine, or in a herring trawler; but I know from
experience that working in a bank from 9:15 to
5:50, and once in four weeks the whole of
Saturday, with two weeks' holiday a year, was a
rest cure compared to teaching in a school.

(T.S. Eliot, "The Aims of Education", To '

Criticize the Critic, p. 62).

I don't know in what sense the celebrated American poet T.S. Eliot

meant these words. Maybe'he simply had discipline problems. Or maybe he

recognized that the job of the teacher is exceedingly onerous, not only in

the time and nervous energyldemanded, but also in the knowledge and skills

required to carry out the, raxmdus responsibility given to the teacher by

parents and society. How ver, Eliot perceived the demanding nature of the

teacher's job, one conclusion is clear: the teacher can use all the help

he can get. And this conclusion becomes a key consideration for the question

that I want to examine tsiith you: Why is continuing education necessary?

,This question is deceptively simple. It Is both an umbrella and a

Pandora's box,, It Is an umbrella_in that most other questions about

eontinuing-ed-d Eation can be sheltered beneath it. And it is a Pandora's

box in that it opens up many conteiious issues.
ro.

have already suggested that the'first answer to. this question is-t

-a teacher can use all the help he can get. In other' worts, teachers have

certain professional needs that sponsors of workshops and courses can

to meet. Soffie collesgues_o64nel have suggested that the*e are three

types of such training needs identifiable as applying to prlifessional

teachers. "First, there is the need for what might be callecf....'survival-kit

updating-'- -the preparation of teacher's for a new program of studies, a new

subject area, or a new administrative post." Workshops and courses designed

1R. Gidney, P. Linden and G. Milburn, "Continuing Education: A Neglected

Concept,",in Douglas Myers and Fran Reid (ed.), Educating Teachers: Critiques

and Proposals (OISE, 1974), pp. 69-77.
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to. meet this first need might be called "switch courses", because they

enable teachers to switch into new areas of teaching and administration.
"Second, there is the need for refresher work in classroom practice.
This includes expanding and deepening the teacher's knowledge of current
developments in his subject and .of curriculum theory and pedagogical
techniques related to his subject." WorkshopS and courses designed to

meet this second need might be called, not "switch courses", but "stay-

and-grow" courses. "Third there is the need for continuing education in
areas of general professional concern -- in matters of immediate interest

and controversy, such as community involvement in the schools, and in
-long-term issues, such as the pot tial impact of new learning theory or

chnologica innovation" or mportance'of the new international

valu -edu ion movement for very teacher in the school. Workshops

and cour signed to meet this third need might be called, not "switch
.courses" or ay- and -grow" courses, but "broad-perception" courses, for

they'enco a -.cher to develop a \breadth of perception as .to what

educati ly means d as to what contribution his own teaching can

have i educational an cial mosaic. .

/
Q.

In regard to these three/kinds o eds and their respective

courses, it can be argued that we in educe suffer from what I would

call the "top-up syndrome ".,' We all know very we 1that during the
critical teacher shortages/of the 1960's, the energies of all the

.

agencies concerned with the initial, education of teachers were largely

7/
.devoted to developing a inevitably minimal leVel of professional

competence. Was there an unintentional, hidden euxriculum:in all that

feverish teacher traiiiing, and is the unintended lesson of those:ears

still is7ith,us? Is iE a fact that in the 1970's teachers by and large

assume -- perhaps unconsciously, assume -- that the object of continuing,

education is to keep their knowledge and skills topped up to about the
level they had achieved when they first entered teaching? I6 such an

*assumption lanected in teachers' perceptions of their needs in con-
tinuing education and in the types of courses offered in response to
those expressed needs? Id other words, are what I called the "switch
courses" still designed _to'achieve only minimum competenciesompetencies in the new

area that the teacher has decided to switch into? Are the "stay-and-

grow" courses that teachers are willing to attend again merely topping-
up courses, "as the often-used term "refresher courses" seems: to Imply?

In practice, do teachers generally want courses that will take their
oknowledge and skill well beyond minimally acceptable standards? Do

teachers really want what I called "broad-perception" courses designed
to enable them to achieve a broader and deeper understanding of the

educational process? _

Perhaps what we need is not top-up courses., but overfldw courses.
And perhaps what we need as a profession.in the<1970'sAs a richer
understandihg Of_what it means to be a teacher and, as a corollary, a

'clear appreciation-that the administrative division into pre=servite and
in- service education is ultimately artificial and obscures the logical



continuity of professional education. And when I say that we as a '

profession need a richer understanding of the concept "teacher" and a

clearer appreciation of the continuum of professional education, I am
thinking not least of the responsibility of the faculties pf education,
who, after all, get "first crack" at the new members pf our profession.

Here endeth the first lesson. Let us now switch,ourIcourse from

homily to dialogue:

Socrates .I tak it, Sol on, that your lesson for us so far consists

essen sally in he idea that continuing education is necessary

beca e teache need all the help they can get; in other

words, they -have eeds that can be satisfied by 'courses and

workshops of three basic types (switch courses, stay- and -grow

courses, and broad-perception courses), and you'have raised

the question whether the profession suffersjrom a myopic
top-up syndrome, a kind of hang-over from the 1960's.

Solomon Yes, Socrates, that's more ore less what I said.

Socrates Well, then, Solomon, it seems to me that yoti ha'e implied

a definition of continuing education. How'Would you define

it?

Solomon That's easy, Socrates I would say that continuing education-

includes all those act vities and learning experiences that
enable theeducator to improve the learning of his students.

Socrates Say it.again, Solomon. I want to be sure I heard you right.

Solomon I s$i.d that continuing 'education includes all those activities

and learning experi4nces that enable the educator to improve,

the learning '61 his students.

Socrates I see. And so if a French teacher takes a course in French
\language or literature, or-in the teaching of French, or
in values education -- all these, Solomon, you would count as

continuing education.

Solomon No doubt about it, Socrates,'because they all should improve

the learning of the French teacher's students.
.

Socrates Well then, whit about a course in transcendent)1 meditation

for teachers?

Solomon Let's not be silly, Socrates.
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Socrates I'm not being silly. Just last Monday, Mr. Bennet-Alder, an
education officer in the curriculum development branch of'
the Ontario Ministry of Education, was quoted in the Globe?
and Mail2 as saying that he had been a student of trani-
cendental meditation for 2-1/2 years and that when he fyile
to Meditate, he snaps at his four children and his o#e dog,

7,-- and he suffers, and his work suffers. I ,presumethat if
,he were still teaching, without transcendental-medi
he would be more inclined to snap at his students .too
in French, of course, because he used to teach French.,
And so, you see, Solomon, a course in T.M. for teacheIs
would fit your definition of continuing education for
teachers.

Solomon As a matter of fact,' Socrates, I saw that report in the
Globe and Many it was a report on a symposium held in
Toronto on 04 so-called Science-of Creative Intelligence
and Education, which uses T.M. as its technique., I
remember that one participant at the symp slum, a principal
of an elementary school, said that he ho to influence
student teachers who came to him frog.,. e Faculty of
Education at York University. I mint admit, Socrates,
thht thdt principal evidently believes an introduction to
T.M. should be part of initial training forlteachers and
so he would no doubt agree with you that a course in T.M.
could be called_contibuing education,

Socrates Well then, wouldn't'you admit as well that any educators
attending the symposium reported by the Globe and Mail
were participating in their own professional, continuing
education?

Solomon Yes, Socrates, I must agree.

Socrates Do you,not agree as well that'a course taken by the French
teacher in jewellery making could be46called continuing

'education for teachers provlooled that, like the T.M. course,
in enables him to unwind in the classroom and be a better
teacher?&

-

Solomon Yes, Socrates.

Socrates And if a course in skiing achieved a-similar beneficial
influence in the classroom, this would be an example of
continuing education?

2Globe and Mail, Toronto, April 14 1975, p.5.
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Solomon I suppose, Socrates.

Socrates Or if our Ftench teacher didn't actually take skiing lessons,

but just went skiing instead? I mean,' isn't that an "activity

that enables the educator to improve the learning of hits

students" -- at least indirectly and that's your definition

of continuing education.

Solomon Well, I suppose so, Socrates.

Socrates Isn't the same thing true if out French teacher doesn't even
ski but spends his Christmas vacatioeguzzling beer in a ski

lodge at the foot of a Swiss moun ain? Is 't that continuing

education of the teacher by your definiti

Solomon Now see here, Socratesathat's a,pretty s ppery slope you've

taken me doyen. You're'lailing to disting ish b tween professional

continuing education experiences, and'per onal ontinuing education

experiences; in other words, there's 1 diifere e between experiences

that develop a teacher as a teacher and expert ces that develop a

teacher as a person?

Socrates I grant the point, Solomon, but you agreed earlier that even experiences

that develop a teacher as a person (his .mental health, his freshness,

his cultural richness) can have a beneficial influence on the learning

process in the classroom and therefore can be included in,continuing

education for teachers.

Solomon Yes, I did agree to that because it follows from my definition.

Perhaps I should change my definition.

Socrates No need of that, Solciton. Instead, let's agree that your definition
is sound enough, but let's admit that a line has to be drawn

somewhere down that slippery slope of yours.

Solomon I'll go along with that, Socrates, provided that you, will leave the

rawing of the line to the individual teacher. The individual'

teacher can best determine the value of a course, activity or

experience in terms of classroom benefit.` The only trouble, Socrates

is that administrators may be asked to make this decision wholesale

for teachers for udgetary or other reasons.

k".

Socrates That's no problem, Solomon.

Solomon Why so, Socrates?_

Socrates Just do'away with all administrators, especially coordinators of

continuingeducation.,

Solomon I couldr',t agree more, Socrat I recommend hemlock.

I
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Now, ladies.and gentlemen, if the audience in front of me is truly

.representatiVe of ourEprofession,-there will probably be a least one

person here today standing ihiis metaphorical feet and crying out such

thoughts as the following:

%amber", y 're A fool. No wonder your Solomon says all cbor-

dinatorsof con nuing education should drink hemlock -- if you're

any sample. Why don't you recognize the facts of school life?
Number one: the answer to the question, Why as continuing education
necessary?'is-simply that it isn't necessary. In this age of

McLuanesqUe media and Penguin paperbacks I can get all the continuing
education I want by,turning on a switch or picking up a book,
without going to any "switch course" or workshop organized by you
or anybody else. And so, you're kidding yourself if you think
teachers attend workshops and, courses because they think they need
them. Or are you goin to say that teachers don't always know
their own needs. a pretty tough thing to say in front of

C.T.F.: Number two: the real reason teachers attend courses and

' workshope is that people like you push them into it by dangl
promotion and salary 90 prestige in front of them. And if you

don't believe me, remove all those carrots from teachers and then
see how-many of thtm would go in for what your Solomon called
"professional continuing education ". The proof"kof the pudding is

in the enrolments:, how many teachers who have reached the point in

their careers where there are no more advantages o; promotion and
money actually chodse to attend workshops and coures? One officer

of a provincial teachers' federation suggested to me the number
might be 5 r7 per cent. And furthermore, - &tmbert..."

Ugh excuse me, Mt. Hector Heckler -- you see I recognize you
from the last meeting weittended together. I think you've made some

vehement points deserving of debate. But the organizers of this conference

whd (I assure you) did not substitute hemlock for their morning orange
juice, would (I feel confident) prefer that we turn over your vehement,
points to the discussion groups who will be following us shortly...

The Ministry's View

3. K. CROSSLEY

Director
Teacher Education Branch

Ministry of Education, Ontario

There are four rather disparate and prosaic issues that I'd like to ,

identify. They have to do with particular aspects of the continuing
education ,of teactiersli ratherthan with any general hypotheses. I
suppose they reflect,my point of view as a civil servant with pasiticular
responsibilities dm the area of teacher education. None are new, or

theoretical, or profound. If there is a common thread among the four

issues, , it is perhaps that each is an attempt to answer the question:
"In what ways can teachers continue their giOwth as professionals?". I

shoUld add "given shortages of money, sdrpluses of teachers, inflexibility_
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-of administrations, and so on". And so I'm restating the question, to

make it clear that I'm using continuing"education in a general sense --
not in any forMal wax:

AP

I ahould like first of all to attempt to categorize the continuing
education of teachers into a tripartite structure that might be useful
in thinking about certificates, diplomas or degrees -- in other words,

credit for continuing your professional growth. .1 think that we should

work around some such set of undtistandings as these in the next few
years.'

Continuing work in education may be divided into three general
categories, roughly corresponding to the interests of three groups of
teachers who'say be identified among our colleagues.

There are.the teachers who wish to move)ahead aeademically into the
M.A. and Ph.D. levels of work at university. This is a group of people

who are fairly well-represented at the secondary level in most prov1nc0s,

as far as the master's,level at any rate.

4.4'
In the next few years, I believe that this roup will remain as a

fairly_constant percentage of the profession, wi some increase as jobs

become more difficult to obtain in the community olleges and universities

betause of decliymg enrolments.
-

-..

There is another group of teachers, perhaps about the same percenta
as the academically inclined, or possibly a bit mor numerous, who wish

to move ahead professionally thrbugh the Master of ducation and Doctor

of Education route. This group includes the admini Cratively minded'
teachers, traditionally the young male principals, who are-now finding
out that with declining enrolments come static or declining job oppcktunities

for principals, superintendents and other functionaries on the totem

, pole. There will be an internal shift in this-groupl, I should imagine,

'away from administrative emphasis in the education degrees towards

curriculum and psychology-sociology studies.I
,

.0/ e
But my major interest s in the third of the ge a al categor ems- in

,
1\'

.-,
continuing education -- the teachers wh will contin a with,what am

---------- vocational studies for want of a better to This grou will

bethe-largest of the thre probably'l rger than th cademic an

professions groups togeth= It will c nsist of t c ers who ha e

, completed t eir basic educ on 4nd thei basic teac e trainingt and
then take pa t in more edu ionjor a v riety of x sons -- some good, -

some less virtuous, but no particulary lo g-range r competitive ar

globa in scope. In this category I include diplo s, non -credit courses,

inter st co rses, practical courses and special int rest courses all
with he co on denominator that they somehow contributeto the skills,
knoWl dge a d competence o the teacher. We should,examine closely,the

role,* the university in egard to this kind of continuing education.
\...I.Mersonall doubt that all knowledge that we need to deal with in

education, Particularly non-verbaleor visual and praxiologinal, studies

'J

ca he encompassed in the framework of universities as we think of them

no . ''' l'r
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Perhaps such a framework as these three categories is overly-simplistic,
but I'm from Ontario, and anyone who knows of the complexities that we call
.teacher certification in our province, will understand why I at looking for
-simple, or at feast clear, structures. I hope that a consultative process,
among federations, faculties, school boards, and the Ministry of Education
cantdevelop some such rational scheme, that will be understandable to the
public, and to ourselves. As we build on the base of the undergraduate and
first professional degree, we have a change we should not miss to clarify

. our purposes in some relevant certification scheme.

A second way in which I think that teachers can continue their growth
is through exchange. My thinking here is strongly influenced by the low
birth rate and the declining enrolments inmost school systems. For nearly
all of my career the school system was expanding, with-programs, and career
opportunities at every step of the way. If you weren't a principal by age 30,
in the 1950's, you quit teaching in the elementary schools! When we consoli-
'dated the school boards in 1969 in Ontario, some small secondary schools had
as'many as fifteen heads of subject departments out of a total staff of
twenty teachers! But ve0.cal mobility is not so nearly automatic now, and
one drawback of large school boards i that seniority systems begin to
operate, and teachers'find it more difficult to move to obtain broader
experience.

e partial solution to the.need for varied experience, and to add variety
and de th to a professional career based on service, is to exchange jobs. We've
been wo ing with this idea for some, time now in the Ministry of Education.
Educatio Officers of the Ministry have been on exchanges with teachers,
principai and school board officials, I taught graduate work at the Ontario
Institute or Studies in Education last year for six months. A professor
from 0.I.S.E..will come to the Ministry to work in the Supervisory Services
Branch fo six mo9ths this year we called that a deferred exchange. Some

laeX changes- perate like domino=s -- one of our O.T.E.C. staff members tp
L-;/` of a four-way exchange to tak place this Fall -- college staff member to

separate school boar , school principal to regional office, regional education
officer to Ministry I eadquart rs. Who's'on third?

It's surprising how inex
be, with ingenuity a d a few
agreement among all oncerned
by the temporary assignment,
And exchange's don't haVe to b
travelt-a- the possibilities a
newsletters or magazines of t
houses or brokers for those w

ensive this form of continuing educaiiOn can
asi rules (one rule of exchange must be
that salaries and tenure are not affected
o matter how much more the other fellow makes!)
glamorous moves to faraway places with costly

e 'almost infinite -- perhaps the various
e teacher federations ould operate as clearing
shing exchanges.' Exc tinge didn't work in the

exchanges -- we hhd1960's -- people seldom returned from secondments d
enough money and growth to keep them!

Il
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And a third way in which teachers can Continue their educational
growth may never be available to all, but I believe that the role of the
associate teacher is evolving inta more professional responsibility
than before. At each faculty or college of education across the country,
I think that there are, or soon will be, steps underway to include the' ,

pr ce teachers more intimately in the planning, offering and evalua-
t ng o programs for tht pre-service, preparation of teachers. There are
some specially designed courses for teachers who assist student teachers'
-at some faculties now, for example, the University of Windsor. There
are more networks of advisory committees being set up. We held two
conferences last month, sponsored by the Ontario Teacher Education
College and the Ontario Teachers' Federation to begin the closer involve-
ment of associate teachers in the programa-of that college. It will
surely contribute to the professionalelopment of all concerns/ --
students, college staff, and associate teachers, to improve the 'carrying
out of this shared responsibility to the beginners in the teaching,
profession.

Finally, I'll refer to a new dev lopment in Ontario which is likely
'not unique to us. We hake line regional offices of the Ministry of
Education in our province -- our system is partly decentralized. Each

r Anal office this year set up a Regional Professional Development
Committee, with membership from the school boards, teacher federations,
faculties and colleges of education, and the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education. A very small allotment of money was made to each
committee, to be allocated for start-up activities. ?The general purpose
of each committee is to cpordinate some but by no means all of the ,

professional development activities within a region. To carry out this
purpose, the committees assess requests for courses, help school boards,
faculties and the Ministry to determine needs, try to match resources
with needs, and serve as an information exchange among the parties concerned.
The committees have functioned for less than a year now, but their effect
is noticeable already in the province. You might communicate with Bob Rist,
Director of the Curriculum Services Branch of the'Ontario Ministry, with
regard to these committees.

There are interesting new roles in the future
Professional Development Committees. With the aid
or perhaps just filing cabinets and telephones, th
function may develop into a resources bank service
it may be possible to organize consortia &f ool
boards and faculties of education, to offer cour
otherwise possible to fund 9r to find enough candi
Teachers' Federation is a full partner in the oper
track ecord of providing professional development
membership on all the committees.

d so theSe are four i sues. Rather thanpesent
I've offered them as predict ons of the future. They a
in enhancing the service of he teaching profession to
of this country and none of hem costs much money!

for the Regional
of computer terminals,

nformation exchange
rough the Committees,
rds, and of school

for teachers not
ates for. And the
tion, with a proven
for its members, a
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The Teacher Association View

CLAUDETTE FOI8Y-MOON
Executive Assistant

Ontario Teachers' Federation

Mr. Crossley, I was very interested in one of the statements you
made and I do -have a solution for the problem. You mentioned the fact
that certification was a great' problem for the Ministry. Lean assure
you that the Ontario. Teachers' Federation would be very interested in
becoming a self-licensing body at any-time.

It ,is rather this porning to look around this room. I
r,have a rather odd, feeling, as if I were sitting in the lions' den and

they were about to go out and prowl for their food. look around the
room and I see the/faces of some very distinguished Canadian edudators
who are working very hard in all kinds of areas in teacher education.
And I wonder what on earth am I doing up here when so many of you have
so many eloquent things to say and have sofmuch more experience in
dealing with many of these areas.' However, I do have some thoughts,and
I have alot of concerns.

My real crit'icism today is not for the Ministry, nor for the
faculties of edUCation, but for the teaching profession in-Canada. I'm
directing-my words particularly to the teachers' associations, and to
thoS-e-peeple in them who are responsible for formation of budgets and
programs.' ''What's happened? Teaching the teacher to learn,_and not
necessarily to teach, has become an avocation of the educational world.
Its disciples and benefactors display their Wares in varying guises,
called by-many titlesup-grading, professional development, life-long
learn ing, and of eoure, continuing education. The s es of their
wares are very enticing. Beautiful brochures cross my de ry week,

!paper, beautiful pictUres, arti4 e design, the,e iha-vertising,
and 3,!re on your desks,and they're on Mine.. And; they have such

,c

interesting courses to offeri-L' mini-teaching', micro-teaching, MacrO-
teaching, science at the,junior level,-- second term, integrating ballet
with rock and onward and up. We also havea,:whole dialogue now surrodnding
all of these words, a dialogue which is often little more than a superficial
way of saying something that really can be said in a very simple sentence.
And there are all these big long buz words. There's a whole smorgasbord
of them -- thrust, interfa0,'potentidl administrative leadership, O.D.

Today everybody's got a hew,name and a new title. I remember when
I got my arts degree, it took about four years of extramural' work and
semmer,ceirses. And boy was I proud the day I could write "B.A." after
my name. Now we have everybody introduced as "this is Mac so and so,
he an M.Ed. Admin". There are too many Mac so and so's who are M.Ed.
Admin of enough Mac's who are alot of other things. She's an M.A.
C.I.R. i. don't know what that qualifies her for;',''but....

9 f``
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We also have whole new departments springing up and devotin time,

energy, person-power; and money to promote, sell and increase our depen-
dency on their services. Continuing education centres, they're beauti-
ful. PD organizations, federation.courses, faculties of education', and
of course, our departments of education. What a marvelous market we
are, all 200,000 of us acros Canada. In a few weeks, thousands of us

will flow like a rising tid to the universities, the schools, and the
camps for indoor and outdoor education.' Our writing boards ill one hand,.
and,at the end of the,course our little certificate in our other hand,
to show "our jloardl_chat we have up-graded and therefore a little more
silver must tinkle. Nott because we've shown any greater competency in
our skill -- teachin&. Not because we have so awe-inspired our students
that they are'now drinking deep from

we
Pyr-lan_aarings, but because we

have a little piece of paper in ourfhand, duly computerized and IBM
noted. Have we been inspired? Have we been.awe struck? Do we feel
more competent? Apparently we:are not even able to decide whether we
need to feel more competcn Are we being sold a bill of goods by our
own profession as well as oth rs?

If I seem to be taking a mewhat facetious view of the whole area
of continuing education, I do so with great concern and the utmost
sincerity. Many topics will be discussed at this conference. The M.Ed.

programs, relationships of various institutions to each other, ways of
recognizing in-service work, diplomas in education, all df these traps

and trimmings. Teachers engage in a great variety of education activities;
seminars, conferences, professional development days, but all of these

activities apparently are fragmepted. In order to bring about the
changes necessary so that teachers can continue to do their job effec-
tively, may -I suggest that these questions be asked: How are teachers

involved in the decision-making regarding their future in teachin Are

we as professional associatIons pr laing adequate career counsellin
and making those services,%gvailab e to our teachers? Should compensa-

tion be so closely tied with up- ading? Have teachers' associations
ven too much emphasis to protective services and allowed outside

a encies to take over professional services? And have they done this to
the dettiment of the profession? ,Those are the questions I would i q'

to leave with you to,consider. Because I feel that, if we d of take

'hold of the growingiprofilem of continuing education, weca-6not as a
profession hope to Oarticipate fully in improving tea her education or
indeed of proving out Competence to be responsible f education decisions

in.-4ny form.

QUESTIONS FOLLOWING

PANEL PRESENTATION ON
ISSUES IN CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS

Question

I'd like to ask the last speaker if there are any places where
career counselling for teachers has been implemented, even in a begin-

ning way.
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Foisy. -Moon

0

From my experien e I would have to answer ,that there are a few

places I know of in th United States and in Britain where this is done,

but I'm not aware of It here in Canada, and certainly not in Ontario.

It is done on an individual basis, but not in a formalized way, I'm

afraid that that's why we have this problem, where so many people are taking

administration degrees when we have so many other needs.

Question

May I follow it up by asking who you see as being most capable of

providing such a service.

Foisy-Moon

I see it as a service that should be performed by the teaching profession

itself, by the teachers' associations.

Question
1

Is that pre-service, in-Service or at what point in timg? Itsuppose yo

could counsel into some other profession or some_ohefield,of endeavour a

an in-service activity, but.... .

Foisy-Moon

At this particular point I was thinking of it as thy-service, after

certification. There are such a diversity of things that can bedone in

education. Yet if you look at the kinds of things that are'happening, you

fidd that the predominance of enrolment in university post-degree programs

is in the administration courses. Yet there is a very limite&number of

people at this time who can aspire to the position of vice-principal,

principal or superintendent. This summer, in Ontario we will have a thousand

or,so people attending the principal's courses, and quite frankly they

haven't got a hope in hell in getting a job.

Question

You mentioned there are approximately 1000 people taking principal's

courses or administrative courses in Oritario. A.r5i not many of these people

already in these positions? Would you have a number?

Foisy-Moon

My understanding is that they don't-necessarily have positions. Maybe

Bob Rist can answer that better. Are people in principal's courses generally

already holding that position?
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Rist

A great many of them are.

Foisy-Moon

But there are only 4500 principals in the province so ifiyou go
five years and you have 5000 go through you're pretty well though that.

question

I'd like to ask Kelvin Crossley about the very interestin statement

he made in his second part of continuing professional growth. We had a

little problem with the Calgary Board of Education, just as we were
holding our Annual Meeting about the exchange of jobs within education.

n you talked about exchanging jobs within education I wasn't,sure

whether you mentioned anybody going backto the classroom. But of

course then it comes down to the economics agatin. Does a principal of a

forty7teacher school, earning $35,000, go ba6k to the classroom and earn
$20,000 for the year he is in the classroom, and vice versa, does the
$20,000 classroom teacher go the Ministry and get $35,000? I thought

you mentioned there was no problem regarding money.

Crossley'

If you are going to do it, and have any luck with it, you must have
.,either implicit or explicit agreement that you leave money out of it.
We have had $28,000 people doing $14,000 jobs in the last couple of
years in the province, and the opposite too. We just simply take the
bull by the horns, is the experience worth it or isn't it?

.
Question

.0ne of the things I'm hearing-from members of the panel is that
teachers have a commitment to on-going professional education. My own

experience, however, has been that when teachers phone up to ask about a
course their major interest is in "how much work do I have to do to obtain a

B". The emphasis seems to be on a maximum return for a minimum investment.
I would like to ask all three members of the panel what they feel their
sector of the educational system i$ doing to begin changing this

attitude.

Lambert

It seems to me that it logically should follow that all anybody can
do is make the course or workshop that teachers will come to as interesting.
and appealing as possible and hope that that will have some impact on
human nature, which of course too frequently takes the form of "what's
the least I can do for the maximum benefit?"

3
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Comment

I don't believe that most people go to various education courses,
whether they be formal or less formal, looking at the minimum they need
to do. If that attitude exists, it's because they're bloody well tired

,and they feel that they're being pushed into doing some kind of extra
work. And then they're saying I'm so damned tired I can hardly do it.
But I've got to do it, so what's the minimum I can get by with. I don't

think it is a quegtion of 'changing human attitudes. I don't think human
beings are-like that. I think it'is a question of changing the conditions
under which they are required to Zork.

Crossley

I think you are perfectly right. But this attitude, which is ,real
and which exists, fs partly a ProduCt of human nature, and it is pg.rtly
a product of the administrative requiremenp, the systems, and the
attitudes and expectations that we build into the system. And the hu
reacts in that way to some of the pressures put on him. I'm not sure
they're always realistic.

I'm glad to see .that Claudette suggested that the counselling
function should be done by the professio elf. It can't be done by

those of us who have vested interests th of er goals in mind, other
purposes; or we'll start shoving the ndividu 1, around to meet our own

interests: Currently, one of the pr biems is that, now that the high
schools have worked their way o -wing too many Latin teachers in
UntaiA, the problem has hi ties, and they don't know what

to do. So they're mounting ampaign. ID r people in there, to what
end, so that they'll become L tin teachers in the non7exisstentcourses
in high schools? This is what n when I say administrative pressures
come in and breed these attitudes.

Question

9)41 The on \thing perhaps we're hot looking at is the social
condition under wh ch th" 's supposed to be operating. A gentleman
over here asked, how come people wanted to know what sort of minimum
investment they could make in order to get a maximum return. I think we
forget that all of downtown Vancouver operates on that principal. How
do we fight that kind of attitude, or should we? I don't knpw the

answers there. Where do we get rewards within the teaching proqsion?
We get them by getting out of teaching. It seems to me you've gory o
change the very nature of the reward system befTe you're going to be
able eo change these problems.

Foisy Moon %

I'd just like to respond to that by saying that I don't know whether
you saw some recent statistics that came up about work days lost,by
various countries, but on a percentdw baSis Canada was the second worst
in the world in terms of time lost froM work, just people taking days
off. So it is not just a teacher problem we are talking about. I think
it is a national apathy towards work that we are talking about.
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Crossley/

I think we're fferi n education from a little too much of that
, 'kind of mentalit We ha about five_years of constant reorganization,

a search for administrative patt rns, underneath it all was the
business -ethic, with which I have no quarrel, but which'Simply doesn't
apply in education. Our business is values, go4Is, and purposes. If we

try to give all our answers in terms of strategies and techniques and
operational style, we'll end up with exactly the prdblems they have in
business; and I thinktwe're partly down that path now. It is highly
significant that there is a beginning-Of a move away from all this
emphasis on administration in the graduate studies'toward curriculum,

-psychology, and sociology. Those are the things that are more closely
aligned with our purposes. I think, to try and say it all in one

.sentenee, that wedo get all our rewards from the kids.

Lambert

f
I WOUfd just say that I think we are perhaps guilty of some enormous

generalizations. Perhaps we should pick up Dean Horowitz's statement
that it isn't necessarily an eiThef7or situation. On the One hand,
certain social factors, the total iMpact of our upbringing, cause us to
be the way we are. But I don't think it's a case of human nature saying
we're looking for the easy, cheap way out or human nature not.saying
that we're looking,for the easy, cheap way out, I think there is a
middle ground. Some people s1re as hell) are looking for the easy waY
out, and I think we're putting our heads in the sand if we come up/With

some kind of motherhood statement that sa's we're all one hundred/percent
goody people. It just isn't that way. We're a mixed bag and so I think
this enormous generalizationisn't really quite appropriate.

Comment

As one of the few classroom teachers here I would like to sa
there are more specific andless general things that can be done t
counter that attitude. Where I have encountered it, it's where teachers
with a.genuine interest in their own growth have registered for a course
thaton paper looks as though it is going to meet their needs. Then

' they spend their summer school hours in a situation where anything they
learn they learn from the other pa ticipants and not from the professor
who in theory is providing the cou se. Let them have one or two experiences
like that and then, they'll make th _kind of phone call that has been
mentioned saying, "Hey I*need anot er three credits. What can I do to
get them the easy way, because I've been so- disillusioned by the ones
that I've taken".

Lambert

-I-believethat goes -on;' I wouldn't dispute that at -all. But again
1 think if we make that the total statement we're really ,missing the
mark. I think that just as surely as there are rotten courses taught by
incompetent people at universities, so are there teachers who are looking .

for the easy way out no matter how good that course is. It's a mixed

bag.
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Comment-

It seems that what is emerging here is the idea that we are putting

the emphasis on the wrong syllable, as they say. The trend up to the

present time has been that if we want to hire someone we get someone

with high paper qualifications. The world out the're that has been

referred to seems to be going in the other direction, in recogni ng

commitment and ability, perhaps along with or even without pape qualificaticirs.

A little story comes to mind to illustrate that. It'gi the girl who

came home from college and said to her very wealthy influential father,

"Daddy I ain't a virgin any more". And he almost had a stroke. Then he

said, "Look, Daisy, I've pent you to the best of schools in the country

and I've spent hundreds A...thousands of dollars oWyou. I've done

everything that I could for you-and in spite of all that you still say

, Comment er

I'm herebecause I ran into a very interesting situation regarding
teacher evaluation-and formed a committee and became Chairman of tHUt

committee. Evaluation seems to lead to everything else, including

teacher education. I havei-a story which to. me symbolizes the differences

between those who do and those who watch and criticize. In our school

we have a very talented art teacher who has taught about five or six

years, and a not so talented vice-principal. He came into her classroom

one day and' aid I'm here to ,evalua e you. She was very busy with her

,students but sh
talking to them and c
this rather baring procedu

'id fine. the wads going around to the students individually,
enting on their work. So after ten minutes of

he vice-principal said, "I'll come back.

some other day when you're teac-filn "
.16

question

It was mentioned in the conference this morning it came as a

surprise to me that in the different provinces where they aye tried coordi-

nating different activities they did not have too much success., It was also

mentioned thig morning that the people who are interested-Tressional
development are the-assoclafibns, the departments Of education, and the

teachers at the district level. I would like to have the opinions of

the panel as to what ,type of structure could be built, in order to make

sure that there is no duplication. It seems to me that there is room

somewhere for some type of coordination among the different agencies
that are interested in prbfessional development. ,

Foisy-Moon

I think there are two parts to that qdtstion and I'm not sure which

part you want to refe1"-to. One i e.cooidinapion of groups of people

,'anethe otilentis duplication. I thin you'll.Mave to explain to me

first what you mean by duplication.
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Question

I hope I have it straight in my mind too. By duplication I mean that

if the statement is acceptable that the teachers' associations, the
superintendents at the district level, and the departments of education are
interested in helping ,the teachers to be able to work on new programs, then,
ielhere is no cooperation between the different agencies, there could be
duplication, because nobody would know what thd other was doing.

I think that is something that we have suffered from a lot, the, fact

that there has been duplication. One of the reasons we have regional PD
organizations working around the province of Ontario is to help to avoid

some of that duplication. But there is another whole area that'has to be

looked. at, and that is the multiplicity of summer programs that people never

hear about. We need a centralized source of information, so that if I want
to take a course in such-and-such I can' find out where it is being given.

I don't think that kind of service is available eto us yet.

Erossley

,v/ To pick up on what Claudette is saying, we're hoping that the regional
professional development committee will begin that function of exchanging
information, perhaps across the province. There havebeen one or two
attempts in the province to start the thing centrally. But it doesn't
work centrally, because in the back of our minds is our remembrance of bad
experiences with 'things that were started at the top and were supposed to

filter down. We think this approach is going to work precisely because
it is out there where the real action is. We'll put up with a little
duplication in the first few years in the hope that by having it closer

to reality we can achieve a better assessment of needs and then
establish a communications network that will achieve this other purpose
of being a resource bank. I thought the question earlier this morning

was more related to grandiose provincial committees and boards and that

sort of thing, with which there is an interesting point to be.made, whether

they are really inhibitors or enhancers Of action.

Lambert

I could just add from my experience on two of ale nine regional
professional development committees that Kelvin Crossley referred to

earlier. I think that they are very promising enterprises, but I am
not sure that they really get at the proble s described. Even within

ewe of the nine regions' not all activities of on in that region at
the present time come to the attention of t regional professional

development committee. They certainly coiiie to the attention of the

committee if the groups sponsoring them want to get some financial.support
but otherwise they might not come to the attention of the committee.
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--)In fact sometim there is duplication, but that isn't solved totallt

as yet. Perhaps t is our fault for not being more geared up and =lie in

touch with what is happening witkin_ehe one region.

Crossley

Could I say, though, that that is deliberate, very deliberate on
the part of the Ministry at this time. They do not want even regional

centralization. Copsequently, it was hoped that this year particularly,

and for the next few years, by no means all of the profess al development

going on in a region will be known to the committees, fi6ncially or otherwise,
until it is"firmly established thatAne of their basic purposes is communication

rather than control.

Lambert

Yes thinkhink they are the key words but I would hope that having

knowledge o what is going on accessible to anybody who wants to know would'
I

be seen as a highly desirable objective. Wtether they ever get to the

computer I don't know; perhaps that would be the ideal way of doing it

eventually.

,question

I wonder if the-panel would care to comment on whether they see
educational. research as having a contribution to this kind of problem.
My aperiende within our own provinCe is that so much of what we are
talking about is based on opinions, experience and perhaps good logical

thought. But I have great difficulty in knowing whether or not the opinions

are valid, whether or not we're sometimes rationalizing as desirable ideas

which we've arrived at by some kind of divine,intuition. I don't know if

research exists`in this area.and whether or not it might be Worthwhile

looking at what it might address itself to in the way of identifying problems,

and identifying effective responses to those problems.

Moderator

I think we could go on from there in our discussion groups this
aft9rnoon. .Thank you members of the .panel.

I.
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PROBLEMES ET QUESTIONS A DEBATTRE-DANS
FORMATION PERMANENTE DES

ENSEIGNANTS

F.J. ,McMAHON

Doyei, College
Universitaire Saint-Jean

Les quelques lignes que je vous presente ont ete redigees rapide-
ment et dans une periode de l'annee qui est tres agitee A mon bureau.
Elles sont donc plut6t decousues et pourraient avantageusement etre
retravaillees en ce qui concerne leur presentation. Les'idees qu'elles
veulent exprimer devraient egalement connattre un processus de maturation
fin de se nuancer, se preciser et meme se corriger quelque peu.

s'agit, en effet, de ma perception actuelle de la question qu'on m'a
demande d'ettidierr dans le contexte de ce congres, a savoirf la langue

francaise, responsabilite p 14.tique ou responsabilite des cadres politiques

ou culturels? J'ai essa de capter un peu au, vol mes idees sur ce

sujet et de vous les ti*smettre au meilleur de mes capacites dans des
delais Ossibles.

A cause des conditions dans lesquelles 'Ce-,x,exte a ete redige, je me
permpts de partager avec vous le contexte dans lequel,ces idees me sont'

`venaes. Je viehp d'abord de terminer mon mandat come President de
l'Association Canadienne-Francalise de l'Alberta, mandat qui a dure en

fait a peu pres deux ans et demi. Ce mandat m'a sensibilise non seule-

ment aux problemes des Franco-Albertains, mais egalement a ceux des

Associations semblables dans toutes les proNinces canadienn.ps. Un role'

relativementactif au sein de l'A:C.E.L.F. permis d'approfondir mes
connaissances des Canadiens frangais dans tout le pays et, plus particu-
fie'rement, de ce qui se Fait au Quebec. Je ne voudrais pas toutefois
exagerer I2etendue de mes xonnaissances surtout du Quebec, la situation
etant tres mouvante. En plus, come Doyen d'une institution universitaire,
qui se .voudrait particulieremeresponsable de la preparation des-
futurs maitres et, au moans partiellement, du developpement professionnel
des .enseignants frangais, j'ai eu l'occasion, A plusiedrs reprises, de

reflechir a la question. Neanmoins, l'institution attend toujours
l'acces officiel aux ressources necessaireg afin de se lancer serieuse-,
ment dans la preparation des futurs maitres et ce n'est que depuis deux
ans que certains fonds sont disponibles pour le developpement professionnel.

\AusSi n'eghsommes-nous qu'A nos debuts dans cette orientation. Les

hypothesed'que j'avancerai ne sont donc encore que des hypos eses et, si
les circonstances nous permettent de les verifier, it fausira es ajuster

substantiellement. Je suis donc particulierement heureux de us les

soumettre pour discussion; c'est moi qui risque d'en tirer le lus grand

-profit.
. "
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Ik''Sans ambiguite, je vous propose que la langue frangaise releve -,...

surtout de la responsabilite des cadres et, plus precisement, des
enseignants. Cette prise de position.traditionnelle me par It encore P

1?valabla, mais pour des raisons plut§1 differentes et qui c angent radi-
calement le sens de ,la proposition Dank., le passe, on a voulu depolitig*

,l'enseignement dp frangais. -On 19 voyait comme une realite's0Prituelle,
culturelle, religieuse meme, et devrait rexetir une ceteaine trans-
cendance a l'egard de la poli. que. On, si la these icste vraie, c'est t

que l'education, elle, doit devenir politique. Il est de tciUte premiere
.importance que les enseignants pergoivent cela et s'engagent dans une ..,
dimension politique. ,

Cette vision de l'enseignement pouvait 'etre radicafc it y a quelques
annees, mais je m'imagine'que, pour la plupart d'entrvous, elle est
déjà au moins quelque peu connue. La'question n'est sfirement pas resolue
et je voudrais esquisser rapidement l'arriere-plan de cette pedagogie.

Au point de depart de cette concepticin renouvelee de l'enseignementle
it y a une constatation globale: une crise de la civilisation occidentafe.
Il,Suffit.de penser aux evenements en Indochine; le calme et meme le
soulagement avec lesquels l'Amerique du Nord a accueilli la victoire des
Communistes sur les forces censement democratiques souliglent que nos
valeUrs "democratiques", notre systeme economique et politique, notre
vision du monde, capitaliste et occidentale, sont profondement remis en
cause. Il n'y a aucun doute que la vaste majority des Occidentaux ne
croient plus a la saintete du capitalisme, de la libre entreprise, cre-qa
democratie a,la Roosevelt, surtout lorsqu'il s'agit de les exporter 7-
mais 4me pour la consommation interne. Il ne faut pas croire, par
ailleurs, que,cette remise'en question provient d'un changement dans nos
idees, mais tout.Simplement parce que notre systeme ne fonctionne pas
comme prevu. Les Americains ont connu la defaite des mains des'Vietcongs.
Lorsque le Quebec a abandonne le systeme rtes colleges classiques, du
latin et du grec comma matieres objigatoires pour ceux qui poursuivaient
ieur etudes, le Quebec reconnaissait tout simplement un etat de fait. I
Cette formule d'education, deyeloppee au 17ieme siecle, ne repondait
plus aux besoins du 2,0ieme. Le meme.phenomene se reproduit lorsqu'il
est question d'exporter le nouveau systeme: 6elui sur'lequel a voulu se

modeler la Commission Paren, . La victoire des Communistes,et Indochine
nous rappelle evidemment la revolution culturelle en Chine, revolution 4

qui a sone le glas pour toutes nos exportations culturelles et educa-
tionnelles. En plus, ce nouveau, systeme d'edutatio4sabit une contests-
tion de l'interieur. Ainsi, par exempleOes developpements au sein
la C.E.Q. pronent une orientation dans l'641mation autrement plus
politisee et gauchiste que la Commission. /

serai tragique si les enseignants devaient ignorer /a crise de
civilisationktou,de culture par laquelle phsse actuellement la societe
occidentale. Whig les zones les plus proSperes de cette societe sont
tiraillees par to dynamique qui veut que.les riches le'deviennent davan-
tage et que les pauvres deviennent plus pauvres. Malgre l'isolement
relatif des problemes planetaires (pollution, disette,,guerres, popula-
tion), dont jouit le Canada, ce dernier reste sujet a ces forces. Nous

-nous devons de .devenir toujours plus sensales a ces, ime ions de notre

societe. Emousser notre perception serait ronger de l'inte ieur notr
capacite de presence aux enfants et' aux jeunes dont. nqus as urons
(l'enVeignement.

, )
1
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En effet, it est important de se'rap eler que les enfants et les jeunes
jouissent d'une sensibilite autrement plu develoOpee que la notre a regard
de cette crise de cultures et de valeurs. Comme ils doivent construire_
toute leur existence dans cet avenir menac,, a mesule quails emergent de la
famille,-les simples exigences de l'auto-defense les amenent a ne pas se
camoufler le serieux de ces remises en queSxion. Il y va done de dimensions
essentielles a la profession de l'enseignant que de pouvoir sesituer devant
la sguation d'engemble-de notre civilisation:

cr seLd eensceui4te.ntS::C11:11uX PX,Inece1111::11:rneM:nint

to s a chercher de nouvelles approches.I
tieno:lrilleiracvl:n:ea

U/
-e

Je me rappellerai toujours une experience vecue en Afrique. Un Afric ,

admirant le fait que son enfant savait lire, s'enthousiasmait parce qu'il
avait fait parler le bois (le bois ici etait evidemment le papier). Dan el

Berrigan a utilise l'expression analphabetisme en parlant de notre inca a-
cite de percevoir la crise de culture que nous vivons. Il a utilise c tte
expression en se referent au processus de conscientisation comme mex de

pedagogique, methode developpee particulierement par aulo Freire t Ameri-
4 i,que Latine et 4epuis larke6ent *repandue sur ce continent. ' .

/ _._.------------,,...,
.

Cettie philosophie de l'e ucation prend ses racines clan; le ouvement
,

traditionne en Amerique-du No d de democratisation de l'educa ion. Vous
savez aussL len-que moi a quel\dint pn,ndus a rebattu les oreilles avec

-''''' '. ..le,potentiel e ltkcole publique,\inserumerit par excellence de la mobilite
'sociale, instr m d'unite nat,iolite et'de democratic, p opposition a
l'elitisme et' caractere aristocr'tiqueet medieval de 'ecole privee.
Si certains .,'t rticipe aux lupess\des ecoles confes onnelles, ils se
.rappelleront les aidoyes, les denoliiations et le periodes qui voulaien4
l'imposer universe ement. La cons ientisation rec nnait cette ideologie de
la democratie_mais ergoit par con,re a quel poi t l'education tradOnne4e

-------
ne libere pas l'.6tudi nt des fofces'sociales qu cond ionnent la_deMocrat/ie.
Ai si, inalgre l'ecolt ublique, la d na

.

ui pro.tei les riches el

1)
e ploite\les pauvres pas cesse p ur aut.nt. ---'1.,

o 0(-Par\conse..1 quent,/l'edu ation you e democratie authen ique se d i
de devent une educa-td-61-i13-o r la lib= ation de l'homme. Aus en' nt/ 'd'enseigner aux- anailphabetes,,comment lire et ecrire, on devai d' r

decouvtirles mc4t,cles qui t, resentaient A-la fois leur situa on /
d'oppiimes ex-IUr possibilite\de lib6ration. Ainsi, dans un c , tex

rural, le motlleau, sig ficatif Pun realite vitale control' arjes. .

grands proprietaires,.serait privilegi Le,contrale de l'ea 'rep sente
Uh contrOl& de la vie. Apprendre a lir et a ecrire a du se ',(:1/an a

mdkure oil cette competence devient un instrument de transfo matiory de
'realites opprimantes en realites liberatrices..L'alphabe cation supp e

une connaissal4e du contexte social, politique et economi ue, afp de.ch nger
les chaines d'oppression en leviers de liberation. Les mots qui ne font
parler que le bois appartiennent a une l'angue morte.

,
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On leexcuSera 1 je repete que nous ne pouvon4 pas'nous permettre d'ignorer
la "conscientiSatio " en Amerique Latine, ni la Revolution culturelle en Chine:
deux mduvementsje agogiques qui placent la conscience ,politique et sociale au
coeurveeme du proc ssus educati . On nous propose en effet d'apprendre a lire
la langue vivante il monde, dans equel nous vivons ou, en termes plus concrets,
les forces actives qui nou deshu anisent dans nos relations avec le monde
materiel et avec d autres bmmes. Ou encote, s'Al est vrai que l'alphabetisme
procep fres rapid ment qu'and41 fait partie d'un mouvement de changement
social, ne devons nous pas regarder e tres pros toutes nos activites pedago-
gigues.

xri.demment, it ne nous est pas::',Aacile de - is er en pays inc istrialise
et prospere une "pedagogie des opprinie,s"7 Aussi, afire interveni-f-rds se-filmes

d'analyse de l'oppression du marxisme Classique se heurte a deux obstacles
majeurs: le ptemier provenant de l'existence nouvelle de nations dont la tres,
gtande majorite est prospere, et le deuxieme: l'echelle planetaire des
Onamiques. C'esteun terrain peu sar que dans lequel on transpose la
dialectique historiqued'utie nation' ou d'une civilisation dans les relations
,Internationales. C'est done avec modestie (1'4'4 faut ptoceder.

Neenmoins, it me parait utile de reflethir aux dimensions.suivantes.
,

L enfant et le jeune devront apprendre a decouvrir les forces sociales et
politiques qui l'oppriment. Aussi longtemps que nous n'apprenons pas a nous
situer face aux objets materiels et face aux persones dans une relation

j d'inter-subjectivite, relation qui definit l'homme par sa creativite et non
4, par son caractere de consommateur ou d'objet, notre education s ra deshuma-

nisante:- Cera-suppose evidemment un apprentissdge constant du m tier d'homme
politique.

N

Cette hypothese d'orientation dans le developpement professionn 1 des
professeurs me parait encore plus valable chez les professeurs, franca's.
Recemment, j'assistais a un cpngres de professeurs de francais, dont 1= theme
etait culturelle. Au cours dep divers exposes, un socib-lin iste,

apres un exposé indiquant les pressions sociales qui militent contre le ancais
en Am6rique du Nord, pcoposait comme solution que l'on enseigne le francei

.maintenant comme jadid l'on enseignait le latin, c'est-e-dire comme une lang
morte. Je pense, 4d/moir.; j'espere, qu'iP n'etait qu'A moitie serieux. Sa

remarque toutefois souligne a quel point le francais comme,langue et comme
culture est menace en AMerique du Nord.

y a/donc, au coetir mime de la culture canadienne-francel.se, ce caractere
de minorite. a n'est,pas.guestion evidement de maudire les Awls's ou les
Americains ou .1es Juifs. I1 ne s'agit pas d'une oppression pensee, voulue,
mechante, orche8tree par queLques yilaines personnes ttawa ou de la
rye James ou M'emede Wall/Street. Pas plus que nous, nous vouldns faire
crever de faim les pauvres,en Afr'ique ou en Asie. Il y a tout simplement
une dynamique soctale, culturelle et politique qui nous entraine dans un
processus de massification. Ce n'est pas, a proprement parley, une question
de morale, mais une question de civil4sation ou, si vous voulez, de morale
structurelle.
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Vider la culture canadienne-francalse de cette dimension minori-
taire, c'est le mime j u que de la reduireAakceinture flechee ou a
la cabane A sucre,, a avoir a du folklore. Dans cette, perspective,

l'enseignement se doil (Pare au coeu de l'action politique, et le de-
veloppement professionnel se fera par l'initiation de l'action Poi tique.

N'oublions pas que l'histoire de l'education francaise au Canada est
tout a fait particuliere. Dans la m ure,,oA elle a existe, elle a ete

vehiculee par l'Eglise et le monde/c rical. Nous avons tous connu sans
doute l'adage "qui perd sa lang e pe d sa foi". Heureusement, la conscience
collective a devoilg a quel dint Ce a utelle clericale camouflait une
oppression spirituelle ue lborga is ion ecclesiasiique exploitait'les
Canadieng a ses pro fins. Sacho s econWattre toutefois, dans le
earactere mi nique du catholicism q ebecois, cet element de refus du
system& olitique, refus analogue au r fus de Marcuse, qui caracterise
out mouvement de changement social. 1 est eclairant pour notre sujet

de trouver cette coincidence entre l'Eilise et lea mouvements progressistes
en AmeriquejLatine par exemple et dans' un des derniers volumes de Roger
Garaudy, le protagoniste par excellen4e d'un marxisme humaniste.

Notons que, malgre la Commission Royale Laurendeau- Danton, nous serions
les plus naffs parmi nos concitoyens si nous remettions nos destins entre
les mains de nos gouvernements. Les forces politiques n'ont pas,pour autant
change dans leur Mature fondamentale. Les relations opprime-oppresseur
continuent A marquer au ferrouge toutes les activites sociales et politiques.
D'ailleurs, une demisgion de notre parit ne pourrait que faire de nous.des
objets contrales par les forces sur lesquelles nous n'avons pas d'empire,
en d'autres termes, nous deshumaniser.

P est certain que cette conception de l'education permanente chez
les enseignants risque d'en exclure plusieurs. Nous avons beaucoup d'en-
seignants pour lesquels cette profession ne represente qu'un gagne -pain.
Obtenir cette participation active dans le rdaniement-des forces qui con-
tr6lent leur- existence ou mime seulement leur existence personnelle re-
presenteune rupture radicale avec la societe de consommation. En plus,
cette action risque de se heurter A de tees nombreux pieges, dont le
moindre n'est pas.la puisgance de recuperation des foices en place.
Etant donne le oontexte canadien-francais, toutefois, je me demande si
nous avons beaucoup de choix. C'est peut-titre une chance a ne pas rate
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STRATEGIES POUR LE PERFECTIONNEMENT DE
LA FORMATION PERMANENTE DES ENSEIGNANTS

GUY ROY
Directeur d'ecole

Division scolaire de'Saint-Boniface

a 4

L'auteur de ce document propose dans les quelques pages qui suivent
le truisme evident mais trop touvent neaige que le COMMENT de la forma-
tion permanente des enseignants est determine par la nature cues change-
ments qu'on souhaiterait obser"v7 chez le client concern`.

Le cheminement du document t ace les pas suivants:

D'une breve revue.de la kecher esur la formation des enseignants,
l'on passe A une description de Ia "Formation des maitres basee sur
les competences"-fG$TE, pourienAife cOnsiderer une strategie

son entietete et dam\ certairts de ses details) pour le develop -
pement permanent des enseignailts base sur des competences.

!

Revue de la recherche sur la formation des maitres
(Peck et Tucker, 1973)

' 1. En 1964, Collier notait que tres peu d'etudes sur la formation
des maitTes &talent de nature experimentale.

-

en 1967, faisaient la mgme constatation.
on affirmait ,que la partie acadeimique de'
t necessaire, a sa Iperformance_en classe,

empirique pour appuyer cette

2. Denemar Macdonald,
Par exemple, ils cam tr.. é qu'
la formation d'un professeur
mais quill n'y avait p
affirmation.

Tous les partis etaient aussi a'accord que les stages surveilles
sont un excellent moyen de formation, 'mais il'n'y avait que trop peu de
recherche empirique clarffiant'pourquoi, comment ou surtout-precisement
quelles piatiques font croitre le,stagialre de facon definitive.

' 3. -Il y a un eftr important, dePuis quelques annees, dans les
recherches empiriques dans le domaine de la formation des enS4Unants,
autant A l'etape pre-service, qu'une fois que le professeur esf\en

. On perise ici aux travaux de Flanders, Allen, Amidon, Gexe
Rpsensh

44
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Quelques conclusions decoulant de la recherche actuelle

1. La methode des systemes quant a l'education permanente des
enseignants rehausse de beaucoup son efficacite.

2. Qeux qui ont la charge de l'educatio permanente des enseignants
devraient manifester eux-mgmes les competences et comportements qu'ils

veulent faire adopter par les stagiaires.

3. Une implication directe dans les competences a maitriser,
produit l'effet desire plus efficacement qu'une experience plus abstraite.
On pense ici au micro-enseignement, au minicoui3s, ou d'autres exercices
de simulation intensive.

4. II estpossible et souhaitable que l'enseignant d'initier
lui-mgme un programme auto-dirige et auto-didactique.

5. Les methodes traditionnelles de former"les enseignants ont
quelques-uns des effets voulus, mais ils ont aussi des effets indesirables.

6. La recherche demontre de plus en plus la Validite de l'utilisation
de la mesure de la croissance chez l'eleve comme critere ultime de
n'importe quel processus de formation de l'enseignant.

isr

Formation des maitres baseerSur-lacompetence *

De pair avec ces donnees, it y a un mouvement di oureux et d'importatItce
\ , .

majeure qui a connu une croissance tree energique dep is 1971. Ce

mouvement pourrait marquer tout le ddniaine de,la form tion des enseignants

(pre-service et edu cation permanents 'de facon tres p ofonde. Ce mouvement'

est connu du nom: COmpeteneyBased T acher Educatio (CBTE. Ce qui i

lui donne sa credibilitg, clest quill est axe sur la Performance, c'est-i
A-dire que les dites "competences s t 8es eolhorte ents observables .'t.,

assez souvent mesurables que le prof sseur dolt manifester pour remplir

son role.

Quelques caracteristiques du CBTE
(d:apres,Roth, 1974)

A: ' J'Compitences:

1) Les competences sont decrites en termes de comportemerits spgcifi es.

2) Les competences sont caracterisges de criteres de performance-
qui permettent une evaluation precise.

3) Les competences decrivent la gamme complete de responssbilites
de l'enseignant.

4). -BitTes decouient d'une analyse complete du role du professeur.

5) Elles sont soumises a un processus continuel de validation.

4 '
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4.

B. Evaluation:

1. Cette operation se rapporte directement auxcompetences.
2. Les critres sont specifiques et connus des partis concernes.
3. L'evaluation est base sur la performance et elle vise

l'objectivite.

C. Instruction individualise dans le developpement des competen



'Strategie,globale pour le perfectionnement des mattres

Faire l'inventaire des besoins

- instruments scientifiques
- approche determination des besoins (Needs Assessment)

- surveillance formative

axe sur les
competences
pedagogiques

Analyse des donnees

- Etudes des ressources_de chacun des-systemes de livraisons
alternatifs par rapport aux besoins A combler.

- Decision quant au meilleur sys,teme a utiliser

Clients

individu'
petit groupe
equipe dand une e ole
ecole
groupe nombreux

(division)

Systemes

etude individualisee (Open Access)
surveillance formative
Facultes d'educiation

Instituts pedagogiques
Recyclages Ateliers (Syndicats\des profs)
Centres Pedagogiques (Teacher Ceptre)_-
Consortium

Ch4que systeme doit rrmettre la suite d'eVenements suivants:
/

1. determination des objectifs (en termes de compyrtements)
N

2. developpement de strategies alternatives pour atteindre
les objectifs.

3. actualisation des strategies.

4. evaluation
A

1

,

4 7 .
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InLntOre des besoins professionnels,
2

Composition et
administration d'un.,
sondage ou
questionnaire

Surveillance formative
-

- professes
- facilitateurs
- specialistes

- analyse d'in -
teractionteraction

Pre onference
Ob rivation

A lyse\
rategie

pos onference4

(Flanders)
Popham -

Objective
Analysis of
Instruction

- Spaulding:
Base sur les Coping Analysis'
competences - Analyse des taches
pedagogiques

C. B.T. E.

- Analyse du
contexte

/1
B E S 0 I NS

OBJ'ECTIFS

Connaissance Performance Consequence

ti

(Houston et Housam)
1972

4
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Quelques exemples cites dans le "Florida Catalog of Teacher Competencies".
9

Discussions:

70 - varie la.presentation'de la legon en adoptant
differents genres d'interaction.

83 - encourage l'uiilisation de la langue parlee.

190 -.contrcile la discussion et les autres activites de la classe
de telle sorte que l'ordre soit maintenu.

334'- donne des occasions a ses eleves d'observer, discuter, et
d'evaluer le travail artistique des eleves et celui des
professiOnnels.

347 - utilise le jugement personnel des eleves poar
developper le jugement esthetique.

354 - resume les opinions des eleves sans commentaire
editorial.

392 - developpe de nombreuses occasions pour'l'utilisation
de la langue pAr les eleves.

528 - facilite le dev loppement de'l'expression de soi-mgme et de
la communicatio orale efficace par cheque etudiant dans

- s3 .classe.

553 - trouve des,sujets de discussion stimulant.

586 - partic facilement dans les activites de la classe.

598 -\conduit les discussions efficacement. N
615_- encourage les eleves a participer dans les act ites

de la classe.

469:- incite les eleveaa examiner et clafifier leurs valeuts
---, en utilisant la conversation et les questions.

1126 - modifie l'idee qu'un atudiant a exprime au moyed de la
paraphrase.

4F)
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Exemple du developpement de
quelques competences pedagogiques

Begroupement de competences: docimologie

Niveaux d'education 1) maitrise des connaissances.
2) performance en contexte simule

3) performance en contexte reel

kom etenc s

1) Le profeSseur peut choisir le .

test standardise'convenant
une situation,specifique

dans sa classe.

Module 1.

2) Le profgsseUr peut admi istrer Mod4e 2.
tine vailete de tests s andardi-
Ses selbn les procedu es acceptees
pour dgnner une just mesure du

3) 4e professeur interpreter
avec precision les resultats
deg tests-standardisis
administres a ses cl4sses.

s-,

ModulJe 3.

Etapes de developpement

Objectifs

Pre -Tes t

Activitgs
d'apprentissage

Post-Test



Etapes de developpement

Module 1 (Pour la competence #1)

Le but de ce module est de preparer le professeur en exercice a choisir
des tests standardises convenables aux clasSes dont it 1 1.i charge.

Objectif d'instruction:

1. L\etudiont pourra decrire comment les tests
autres nests en termes d'administration, de
tion du test.

2. L'etudiant pourra reccinnaitre les occasions
test standardise est Lndiquee.

3. L'etudiant ' pourra reconnaitre les occasions
test standardise n'est pas concevable.

standardises different des
correction, et de composi-

d' utilisation d'un

-oU l'administration d'un

.,-.

. L'etudiant pourra sser,les tests en categories d'aptitude, de L
rendement stolair;0, ou de personnalite w

,5. L'etudiant pourra identifier et ciaSSPi les situations comme etant
plus/corivenables a la mesure de l'aptitude, du rendement scolaire;

d lapersonnalite.

i). L'et iant pourra utilisei -(selon les mlerites relatifs de chacun) les
documents suivant comme sources de revues sur les tests:

, a) les {anuels des tests
I

b) Bur's: Mental Measurements rearbooks
c) Educations]: and Psychological/Measurement
'd) Journal of Consulting Psycholde
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Module 1. (Pour la, competence #1)

Act/vitas d'apprentissage

1. Bande magnetoscopique EDR 401-003: une confe'refice de 25 minutes;
une demonstration par le professeur des diff4ents types de tests

7 sttandardises et des situations dans lesquelles ils sont utilises.
.., ;

' 2. Bande sonore avec diapositives EDR 401-St 021:-. trois presentations

.
de quinze minutes illustrant les caracteriitiques generalqs des

° tests d'aptitude, de rendenient scolaire, et de personnalite. 7

. Lire;

Lindeman, R.H. Educational Measurement. Glenview, Illinois: Scott

Foresman,' 1967... pp. 113-114.

C.M.I.easuring Pupil Achievement and*Iptitude. New York:

Harcourt, Brace &,,,World. pp: 136-137.
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STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING V
CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS

TERRY McKAGUE

Executive Assstant
Saskatchewan Teacher ' Federation.

4471 ;e are three strategies for-continuing teacher education which r
wouldlrite to discuss' with..4.ou thig Morning., The first is perhaps the most

commonly used device for renewing teacher competencies and updating teacher
knowledge, namely in-service eduCatfbn. I'd-like'to save it until last.'

The second encompasses two projects which, while different in content,
are sufficiently similar in format to be considered together. These I've ,

called school-based, interprovincial projects. /

Th lasCone, which I'd like to discuss first,, may be new to yoLi because
it has only been attempted in a comprehensive way in two provincesithat I
amaware of: British Columbia, where it's referred to as a Learning
Conditions Project, and Saskatchewan, where we. call it our Teaching-Learning
Conditions Project, or TLC. The major purpose behind such projects is not
to provide for the continuing education of teachers, but to'attempt to
"improve the conditions under which teachers teach and students learn.

What is intpresting about such projects, h wever, is that they can
be a very effective means of having teachers'ass ss the influence of these
conditions on whatvthey are able to do in their classrooms, and consider
the question of whether or not changing the conditions under which they

operate would necessarily have any effect on their teaching. It forces
t.--;.Leachers to examine their styles of teaching in thsliglit-of the situation.

in which they find themselves, thus serving as a .starting point for professional
development activities.

A

47

As you know, a frustration experienced by many teachers, particularily
beginning teachers, is that the teaching methods they have been trained to
use have only limited applicability on the job because of the situation in
which they find themselves. The nature of their training and the philosophy
of recent curriculum guides tends to assume the existence of such factors as:

- reas able class size,
exte sive materials and resources,
time for preparation, for evaluation; for planning, with oth r teachers,
an sfor consultation with students,

prog am assistance and supportive supervision from administrators and
co sultants, and

- oppo tunities for prdfessional growth.
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In the absence of these conditions, teachers are obliged to Modify their
teaching Styles to the point where they feel that their background and training
is only being marginally utilized because they are prevented from carrying
out the kind of teaching they would like to engage. in. They begin to develop
guilt feelings about the discrepancy that dxists between what they would like
to see happening in their classroom and what they do see happening, largely
btirause the conditions they are, working under do not permit the kinds of
activities they feel should be" taking place. -Thus one finds:

- Elementary teachers whose'attempts at grouping and individualization
are-thwarted by large classes.

Secondary teachers whose'desire to initiate group projects,and independent
situdy is hindered by a lea Of suitable 'resources and inflexible class
gchedules.

Beginning teachers who are )supervised only infrequ ently and usually for
administrative purposes rather than instructional iMprovement.

-./!Teaching-Learning Conditions Projects are. intended to:

1. Identify those conditions which teachets contend are preventing
.them from funftioning in the way they would like to function.

' 2. Attempt to determine what minimum or ideal conditions should
apply. in each of the areas identified.

3. Undertake a grogram of retediation.

While there are some conditions that are applicable to almost all teachers,
local cirtumstancds frequen4ly dictate the particular situations that teachers
encounter. Among urban teachers., class size and lack of preparation time are
common problems, w tle on the.part of rural teachers the teaching of multiple

g
-

ack p rt services and an inability to specialize becatise of
declining enrolments re frequedtly mentioned. ,Inadequate resources and
inappropriate supervis'on appear to be common to both groups.

The most difficult task faced by Teach earning Conditions Projects is
bang able to substantiate that by improvin e conditions real" differences
will. be achieved in the nature and quality o ci STOOM activities.

It is not difficult for teachers to.doc ent what happens when class sizes
are reduced, specialized help provided or pr parat4on time increased. The
classroom atmosphere becomes more relpxed, thd.<41uctaryt'student becomes more
involved; a variety of learning activities can be attempted, with the jahole
experience being more rewarding and less demanding for .both,teacher and student.

But this kind of subjective data is usually not considered adequate in
supporting the claim for improved classroom conditions. What iq needed is
evidence that will substantiate the contention that,

A. different things take place in classrooms depending' on the nature
of the situation which prevails, and that

B. better things are,, taking place sin, those classrooms ;where exemPlary
teaching-leatn1 conditions-can 'be found.

'
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Wale the first of these can be investigated /ithout any pre-
conceived notion of what constitutes a good classroom, the second requires

(

some conception of what is meant by quality education.

It is this aspect of the TLC prof tt which contributes most to the
contipuing education of teachers -- attempting to arrive at criteria for
quality educatiOn which can be reflected in Aassrpom activities and
convincing teachers to engage in those activities which contribute most
to the agreed -upon criteria. Unless teachers become committed to a set
of educational .ideals, are aware of how these ideals can be manifested
through certain classroom procedures, and have opportunities to gain
experience in the use of those approaches, the like 'hood of modifying
their teaching styles will be very limited.

To change teacher behavior in the claSsroom, it seems necessary to
engage in the following steps:

1. Describe those activities which represent an ideal classroom ik.
situation.

2. DeterMine what these activities have in common -- thus arriving
at some general criteria for quality education.

3. Identify the teaching styles which best reflect the criteria
that have been agreed upon.

- 4. Examine the teaching styles presently be4ng used in order to

determine how closely they approximate the exemplary teaching
styles.

5. ,thempt to narrow the gap between real teaching styles and ideal
teaching styles by

- modifying the situation wtich'may be restricting what a
teacher is able to ho, and ,,'

-.providing opportunities"for teachersto became familiar
with those teaching styles that Contribute most to
quality education.

To carry, out these steps in an empirically defensible manner is
obviously a very formidable task -- as we'in Saskatchewan have been
discovering -- but the approach does not have to be-undertaken on an
all-or-nothing basis. It is ossible, for example, to agree on quality
criteria that have bee developed by others, rather than starting from
scratch to de erffiine one's own. Many of the reports of provincial
commissi or local surveys on educational goals can be dsed as starting
points for arriving at quality indicators.

If one /e prepared, for instance, to acce)t the four criteria
outlined by, Martin Olson, namely Individualization, Interpersonal Regards
Group Activity and Creativity, one can discover as a result of his
research what classroom activities are agsociated with each factor and
attempt to bring about improvements'im-the light of these.
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We have discovered that simply making teachers aware of Olson's
findings has created an interest in the whole area of teaching styles
and a desire to become familiar with some of the newer approaches to
teaching. In response to this interest we are including among our non-
credit courses this summer workshops in the areas of questioning strategies,
group processes, classroom evaluation, role-playing and simulation. If

the reason teachers are not 'using these approaches to a greater extent
results from their unfamiliarity with them, these workshops should help
to overcome that deficiency'.

One problem that can be anticipated; a workshop whose focus is
the behaviour of individual teachers is that teachers attending the

..,

workshop and becoming enthusiastic about these newer apprgacfies may be
returning to a school situation that is not supportive Of what y
would like to do. Although teachers are relatively independent ithin
their classrooms, they cannot overlook the views and expectations of
-thoSe who are affected by their_classroom activities.

Because of the, importance of creating a climate the school that
is supportive of change, focusing oft-unit that includes a group of
teachers, the principal and possiblYoutside personnelimay be more
functional in bringing about sustained innovation than concentrating on
a single individual,

School-based Interprovincial Projects

I think-that is one ofthe reasons for the success of the, second
type of strategy school-based projects carried out on an interpro-

vinci 1 basis. As examples of this type of approach I would like to
deal ith two projects -- Project'Canada West, one of. the regional
activities under the, Canada Studies Foundation, and the Interprovincial
School Evaluation Project -- carried out recently in the three prairie
provin es.

j, I suspect all-of you have some familiarity with the projects
supppr ed by the Canada Studies Foundation, such a§ Project Atlantic
Canada, the Ontario Projects, or Project Canada West: Because I'am most
familia with it, I would like to limit my comments to Yroject Canada
West -- a'five-year undertaking involving fourteen sub - projects throughout
Western Canada'that is presently winding up its activities.

Th focus of Project Canada West has been local curriculum develop-
ment an the creation of instructional materials related to the theme of
the Can dian urban environment. The project was based on the assumption
that fu 1-time classroom teachers could sxccessfully develop and dissemi-
nate cu riculum materials. Although functioning autonomously, these
teacher were provided with financial support, released time, consultative
assista ce and, a network of participating projeccs that proved to be
unique o curriculum development in westernCanada.

5J
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Tha following features--f;:terized most of the PCW projects:

teacher participation in every phase of the planning,---
a climate of cooperation and mutual respect,

- delimited field of activity,
= budgetary responsibilities,
- emphasis .on the needs of students, specific program objectives,

appropriate content, suitable materials, and desirable teaching
strategies,

- opportunities lor research and consultation,
systematic dissemination of project results,

--a-central body to coordinate the various projects.

The results-of Project Canada West; can be seen in the development
of principles, processes and products for curriculum development, for in-service
education, and for program evaluation. Any school or school system involved in
local Program development would do well td, become familiar with the methods
used by ,Project Canada West in achieving such a'high level of refinement in its

recent undertakings.

Of importance to us here is-the effect that participation in such a project'

had on the teachers who were involved. In this iegard, 'we can turn to the

findings of a study by Peg fy Burke from Stskatoon, who examined the professional'
grotAh experienced by teachers in all the sub-projects and attempted to identify
specific behavioral changes associated with involvement An PCW.1

Her findings are reported in terms of 9 categories derived from the lit rature,
with comparisons being made,b.e-Eween teachers who had been original members
project teams (Group A) and those who had-been subsequently recruited
(Group B). Table 1 illustrates these findings.

It can be noted that, with three exceptions, teachers who were involved
with Project Canada West for a longer time exhibited to a greater degree the
behaviors commonly associated with local curriculum development: increased

professional activity, especially activities intended to Change the behavior
of fellow teachers, to communicate program changes to the public, or to
implement changes in other subject areas; changes n their own teaching
stategies, and involvement in decision making.

On the other hand, teachers newer to the pro ect (Group B) scored.higher
on those items which reflected a change in attitu a towaxd their profession,
toward research, and toward curriculum developuien in general. Assuming that
lat one point this was, also true for those in Group , it could be conclUded
that a change in aptitude is a necessary prerequisi for long-term involvement
in a project of this type. Without such commitment, c tinued interest and
participation wc\ld simply not be sustained.

"MargUerite Burke, "Professional Growth of Teachers Participating in
Project Canada West," M.Ed. Thesis, University of Saskatchewan, 1973.
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In this respect, the expectations of various reference groups can
have considerable impact. Because of the nature of the project, teachers
must have felt a considerable degree of pressure 'tg succeed, despite
frustrations which from time to time they probably encountered. Being

selected for inclusion in the project, having the assistance of interested
consultants, attending conferences and workshops, making presentations
about_t-heir project -- all of these factors must have dictated that the
,project had to succeed. And succeed it did, as you probably know/

Many of the elements which contribute the success of Project
Canada West were also present in the nferprovincial School Evaluation
Project (ISEP). This was a two-y r project made up of fifteen schools
in Manitoba, Saskatchewan; and, A berta, schools that engaged in an
evaluation of their total program or some aspect of it. Selection of ,

the participating schools varied from:one province to another, with most
projects being selected as a result of competition.

Unlike Project Canada West, ISEP was not part of a larger organiza-
tion which could provide direction and financing. Without a central
agency, coordination within and between provinces became a major consid-
eration. As well, the provisilin of sufficient funding was also a concern,
although in time adequate sources were found within each province.
Despite the fact that the project prided itself on its developmental,
grassroots nature, there were occasions when the financial and adminis-
trative advantages of a sponsoring organization would have been most
welcome.

No systematic ateempt has been made to measure the professional
growth of the teachers involved in the ISEP project. I would suspect
that variations inthe value teachers felt they derived from the project
would depend less on the length of time they were involved and more on
the nature of the project within their own schools. Some projects were
highly complex undertakings involving considerable effort and expertise
on the part of teachers and administrators, and including the participation
of students and community members. Other projects were much more limited
and simplistic in their design and operation.

A difficulty encountered by many of the project schools resulted from
the rather amorphous nature of program evaluation and the realization
that many of tDe theories in the marketplace had little relevance when
applied to the realities of educational life. Although much has been
written in recent years about school evaluation, there are surprisingly
few strategies available to assist school staffs in the performance of
this function. Had it not been for the PDK Goals Kit, for example, a
number of schools would have been at a real loss, since many of the
consultants had had little experience with this kind of undertaking.

6
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In their excellent monograph, Developing Evaluation Systems in Schools, 2

Riffel, Schalm and Hersom summarize some of the comments ma4e by teachers in
a final section entitled "What Did, Teachers Experience in ISEP Projects?":

1. Practical experience gained in evaluating a school program by
applying agreed upon procedures and instruments to achieve
specific purposes.'

2. Frustrations experienced in determining the purpose of evaluation
for that school, in dealing with constraints of time and budget,.
in developing instruments, and in collecting and analyzing data.

Increase communication among teachers: within each staff to
share ideas, opinions, and concerns more freely.; among schools
to share evaluation aims, procedures, and materials.

4. Participation in seminars and conferences'which initiated personal
contacts across provincial borders and identified common concerns.

5. Involvement and commitment from all members of staff, with the
emergence of leadership in small committees, and Anse Of purpose.

Let me conclude the discussion of these two projects by indicatingdicating same
guidelines derived from those features -of both which contributed most to
their success, guidelines that should have some appliCability for similar
types of projects:

1. Engage in an activity which is topical, pertinent to the teachers who
will be involved and of interest to the larger educational community.

2. Provide the types of considerations which are appropriate to the
nature of the project:

- local decision-making responsibilities
- administrative support and consultant assistance
- adequate financial resources

opportunities for professional development and the exchange
,'if ideas with teachers engaged in similar projects

3. Attempt to meet the needs teacherS have for Rsteem and recognition:

- competition between schools for inclusion_ in the project
opportunities for describing the project and disseminating

the results

- appropriate publicity concerning accomplishments

2Riffel, Schalm and Hersom, Developing Evaluation Systems in Schools: Organ-
izational Strategies. Available from the S.T.F., P.O. Box 1108, Saskatoon.
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4. Limit the scope of the activity to that which can be concluded
within the Constraints of time, personnel and resources imposed
upon,the project.

5. Clarify expectations regarding time-lines, responSibilities to
funding agencies, documentation of the process, and the nature
of the product.

6. If possible, include all the teachers in the unit which will be the
focus of the study.'

7. Recognize the importance of leadership and the need for coordination.

8. Involve those people who are interested in or would be affected by
the project or whose, continued support is necessary for the projeCt
to succeed.

9. Ensure that outside people function in an advisory and consultative
capacity, so that final decisions remain within the group.

10. Be prepared to encounter the kinds of frustrStions which typically
accompany a developmental project, where outcomes are not pre-
determined and where whim and fancy may-take you down untrodden
paths beset with traps to lure the unsuspecting.

I would be reluctant to recommend this type of school- based, interpro-
vincial project if I felt it had to_ke done on as large a scale as the two
examples that have been cited. -This kind of approach, for instance, does f

not have to be carried out on an interprovincial basis. While there are
certain advantages inherent in provincial cooperation, there are also
certain difficulties which this kind of structure imposes.

What is important is the feeling created ideach participating school
that it is part of a larger project in which other groups of teachers are
involved in similar activities and probably experiencing similar concerns.
I think one of the reasons that many innovative projects never realize
their full potential is the fact that those engaged in the project are
going it alone, without the contact or support of other groups engaged
in, similar ventures.

The beneficial effect of a network of sub-projects is not ,dependent,
however, on the size of the geographic reg(on. It can be achieved just
as successfully within a province, within-a region, or within a school
system. In fact, some would contend that the smaller the network, the
fewer the problems of coordination, and support.

In addition to the creation of a series of sub-projects, I wou1d
recommend that:

- agregment be. reached early about the major focus for the project
- schoals taking part do so on,a voluntary basis
assistance froth consultants outside the project schools be obtained

1.3k
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- funding be provided to enable participants to attend seminars,

visit other projects and disseminate results
- the cooperation of all organizations and groups affected by the

project Be solicited.

If youfeel that these possibilities can be achieved in th rea

from which you come, there is no reason a projecrt cannot'be undertaken
which could rival either of the projects mentioned here, and prollide an
on-going focus for the continuing education of those teachers who could
be involved. If the initiative is ?here and the process begun, the
results can be truly gratifying.

In-Service_Education

melltlen now to the topic of in-service educatiotN, I do so on
the as umption that, while some people here have been or will be involved

in th kinds of projkts we've just been looking at, all of us likely-
have some responsibility for in-service education. It remains the

backbone of the continuing education of teachers.

I also do so with realization that the likelihood of my saying
anything new on the topic is pretty remote,, since there appear to be few
recent developments in the organization and delivery of in-service
programs for teachers. i"

I recall my disappointment a few years ago when I attended, my first
ASCD Convention and signed up forla_ieminar entitled "New Directions in
In- Service- Education", to be given by a noted American who had written
at least one book on the subject. By the end of the seminar I had to
conclude either that there were no new directions in in-service education
or'that the practices considered by most Americans to be.innovative .

were,-in fact, commonplace En most parts of Canada.

Although there ts-a general concern among Canadians for the improve-
ment-9f in--Serii-6-education, I. think we can take considerable pride in
what ha0 been accomplished in this field over the years.

Let me begin with the following generalization:

To be effective, in-service education should fill a need
teachers have to acquire certain skills and knowledge which
they consider will be beneficial for them, particularly in the
immediate future.

That seems pretty obvious, and yet it is a prinpiple we ften

overlook when we begin to organize in-service activities. nstead of
trying to identify the needs that teachers do have, or att mpt to
instill in them certain needs we4feel they ought to have, we assume diet
we know what their needs are and set out to design in-service prograte
accordingly.
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As a result, we are often forced into the realization that our efforts
have been somewhat less than successful, an occurrencethat is likely due
either to.our misperceptions about the needs that teachers have or our
inability to design in-service programs that are appropriate to meet those
needs.

> One need we often fail to recognize is the need most teachers have for
time to, relax and enjoy themselves during their non - teaching hours, a need
which we overlook,in'not ipsistin4 that in-service education should take
place within the teachers' work-day, work-week or work-year and not beyond
it -- a recognition that in-service training is sufficiently important to the
performanCe of the teacher and. the effectiveness of the school that it
should'be considered an integral part of the educational program and not
something that is tacked on after school, on weekends and during the summer.
We've come to acknowledge that principle with respect to curriculum
development, but we still haven't been able to achieve an equivalent status
for in-service education.

It is poSsible, I think, to identify to some degree the'general needs
of teachers which can be met by in-service activities. Three-of,them come
immediately to mind:

1. The need to exchange ideas and experiences with other teachers.
2. The need to become updated about newer teaching techniques and

practical classroom strategies.
3. The need to acquire skills. related to the implementation of new

programs.

.

What is much more difficult to do is to identify the particular, and
sometimes tenuous, needs which teachers have. We IEnow, for example, that
needs arise from a change in the classroom situat on:

the decision to try a new reading series
the addition of children with learning eisabilities
the move from a self-contained to an o n space classroom.

We also know that needs result from Inc eased responsibilities, such as:

- having to work with other teachers n a team situation
- agreeing to develop a new program or a special group of students

taking part in an evaluatiop of s ool-community relations.

We recognize that when these kinds of c anges occur teachers become
motivated to secure additional in rma ion, to seek out consultant help
and to acquirfinewer skills. We, now that, at this point, in-service
education can p rform a very valuabl= function.

The likelihood, however, of su h particular needs as these being met
at a system-vide institute or prOv cial conference is prOably very, slight,
since in-service at these kinds of eetings is typically geaxed to a much
more general level. If thisiis t case, then what is the value of such
activities as teachers' cOnventi s, professional days or subject area
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conferences. Such activities, I would contend, are valuable to the
extent that they can do on of two things: Respond to the needs and
interests that are descriptive of the majority of teachers, or create
needs which, through a well-designed in-service program, can be. satisfied.

This business of the creation of needs in teachers is something
that perhaps deservesa little more attention. Although initially the
idea sounds-a-t-best manipulative and at worst subversive, there is
nothing unethical or unprofessional about trying to instill in teachers
certain needs which, in our opinion, they ought to have. As with most

people, teachers will not go out of their way to entertain new thoughts,
contemplate divergent views, or attempt untrived approaches, unless
someone or something prompts them to do so. Inertia is a very powerful
ally of most teachers.

Recently I heard a panel of high school students commenting on the
'methods by which they were evaluated in grade twelve. Halfway through
the session I found myself coming to the r alization that these students
were being evaluated in almost the same manner that I had been when I
-waa-a student at the same school almost 20 years before. A tragic
situation, if it were true, because it meant, assuming that the methods
of evaluation are consistent with the methods of instruction, that these
students were being taught in the same way as I had been taught when I
was going to high school. In the face oreSuch disclosures, it is no
wonder that I keep asking myself -- what does it take to make some

' teachers realize that what might have been acceptable 20 years ago is
simply not acceptable; today?

That's why I contend that in-service is only doing h;11-till job if
it simply responds ,to the needs teachers already have. It has a legiti-
mate functidn to create needs where none exist in order to get teachers
at leastthinking about what they are doing it their classrooms. But it

must do more than just "unfreeze the system", to use-L6*in's analogy.
It must provide a mechanism for movement,to adifferent lever, the
skills needed to perform comfortably at that'level, and the support
required to maintain that level without continued interference.

The power of in- service will, never be fully exploited if we restrict
its operation to a response mode. Only when we have explored its potential
as an initiator of change can we say that it has truly realized its full
capacity.

We.have, then, identified two prerequisities for effective in-
service education:

the need to become familiar with both the general and particular
needs which characterize teachers in order to undertake programs
that will approximate such needs

- the recognition that in-service education-Eari-be used as a tool
to generate teacher needs, thus serVing as its own motivation.

6 6
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Let us continue our search for in-service strate ies by examining
some empirical evidence that pertains to this subject. In a recent
survey on in-service education in Saskatchewan, conduct ,d in 1973 by the
Department of Education, teachers were asked' their opinions about the
delivery of in-service training.3'Table 2 illustrates the \r preference
for the type of in-service activity, while able 3 indicates teacher
perceptions of the effectiveness of vario roups and individuals in
conducting in-service training.

Having described the opinions of both teachers and administrators,
the report goes on to develop a series of principles which it contends
should "underlie-any provincial plan for in-service education:

1. In-service training should be viewed as a process for .con-
tinuous professional renewal.

2. In-service training, to be effective, should be systematically
'planned and conducted.

3.--Ip-service training requires the constructive involvement of
teachers in defining thei, own learning, needs and satisfying
those neede.

4. In- service training activities should be delivered at the local
level wherever practicable.

5. Participation in in-service training -should be voluntary.
6. In- service training shOuld be conducted by those most competent

to do so, regardless of their institutional affiliation.
7. In-service aining should be concerned with solving practiClal

problems e perienced by the teacher.
A: V,

In outlining an in-service approach for Saskatchewan, the authort
make a distinctio between those activities intended primarily for
program implement ion and those designed to enhance professional develop-
ment. They then divide the major responsibilities.for in- service education

t W e e n th4- Department- of-- Education and the Saska tchewaiiTeackers

Federation, with the Department beingrespOiahle-for- o ram implemen-
tation and the S.T.F., professional development. In doing so, hey
acknowledge that,while the universities and /school boards should be -----
involved in the provision of in-service education, they do not haye the
primary responsibility for its delivery.

The distinction that is made between program implementation and
profeesional d elbpment can be useful in examining the extent to which
in,Lservice tr Wing can be systematically organized and conducted. 1,

would 'conten that the implementation of_new-programs ori inating from a
central sour e is mdch more amenaW-EO a coordinated eff rt than are
Activities imed at professional growth. In fact, if one believes that
to be effe ive prpfessi8y1 development activities shoul be carried

' out in res onse to lo.cal n ds and concerns, then any att mpt to, subject
these at vit s to external ontrols would be a violatio of this
princi ;N\

I \\

"""

/
Planning and Dev lopm t Brandh, Sa kat00, Department
Partnership for P ofessi al,Renewal A'P y Paper on
ining for Sa,plcatc ewan/E44e
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the case of provinCially developed programs, however, one can

make the umption Nonce a new program has been introduced the

majority of to erg will want to become familiar with it. While the-

nature and timing o implementation may vary from one jurisdiction to

another, it is possible to undertake a coordinated approaCh for the

dissemination of the new progr

Themethods which have been used o the,years to familiarize

teachers with new courses are as numerous and varied as the resources

and the ingenuity available to officialP. Among he most

common approaches are the following: -

- field. testing and the use of pilot projects

- orientation sessions laSting one to three days ,

- dfssemination through regional offices add curriculum apso4rtes

- training of supervisors and administrators

- provision of credit and non-credit courses 1

- regional workshops, weekend retreats
- provincial conferelices, institutes and conventions

- activities of special subject groups

- identification aid training of teachers to function as resource

'people inth efr own schools.

A recent approach, currently being used in Saskatchewan' to acquaint

teachers with a new program in environmental, eduoition, has been to

selecillie number of teachers from all parts of the province and provide

them with an intensive three-day 'workshop. These teachers are then

freed from their elassrooms two -days a month, with thee Department of

Education paying for their'su -ITEDIes, so that they can get into the

field and familiarize teachers wi the new program. Coordination of

their, efforts is being done, through e regional offices;

Since this endeavour was only begun last 'November,it ilS,too early

to make an adequate-assessment of its effectiveness. ,Because it does

incorporate a number of the features of desirable in-service,, wdhave

high hopes-th-at it will prove effective, and that it ma serve as a

prototype for the disseminatiOn--`of other programs in th future

There is no doubt,however, that despite the success of this kind

of approach, program delopment-in the province will alwayp'be considered

to be fragmented and incomplete. SOme teachers' will have more than

their share of/Chances to become aware of new courses; while others will

probably go wanting. Some teachers will take advantage of voluntary

opportunities for in-service training, while others will wait to\have it -----

served to them on a silver platter: Some teachers will urge the Depart-.

ment of Education to design a centralized approach to program implementa-

tgon, using full7tie departmental officials as' consultants. Other

teachers, however, will comment that,as professionals they should not bey,

subjected to this kind of aternalism and that bepfdes, no one ever-sees

department consultants on e they're appointed anyway.
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And so it goes. Obviously there isfrib one'b

the in-service of teachers.

\

11

Iii
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What is hearteningat this point is the realization that in almosti
every'province in Canada people are sitting down and talking about the

delWery of in-service education. They are trying to analyze the concerns

being expressed by teachers,* administrators and trustees. They are

seeking, solutions which may prove effective in meeting those concerns/
They are experimenting with different approaches to in-service and /

attempting to evaluate their relative success. And they are trying 65
come to grips with determining the roles and relponsibilities of varlious

agencies for the coordination.and funding of in-service activities.

Through this Rind of dialogue and debate one can only hope th t new
insights may be discovered and new directions found for the improv went
of in-service education. To those of you who have been or are preently
involved in this type of undertaking may I extend our best wishes for
your continued success. We salute your efforts and look forward to
hearing about the results of your deliberations.

Throughout this talk you've been subjected to many setsof principles
and guidelines related to the continuing education of teachers. With

your permission, I would like to conclude with a few more:.

1. No major strategy for the improvement'of continuing teacher
educatiotjwill---ba-au-eeess- , onal

rte.-- cooperation and support. Because of my own background in a
province where there is continuous dialogue and discussion
among the organization6 concerned with education, and where a
spirit of cooperation-is so very much in evidence, I find it

difficult to understand or, to appreciate the situation in some
other provinces where ttiis,is apparently not the case. For

without such inter-uprganizational support, no large-scale
, attempt to effect changes in the nature of continuing teacher,

education will realize the potential of which it is capable.
- In this day and age for an organization to try to "go it alone"

/\-
,is little more than sheer foolishness.

2. In devising strategies for improving continuing teacher education,
don t get too hung up on the issue of who Controls the project.
I j :st can't get as excited as some people do about:the impor- ,,

tane of teacher control dr the need to avoid hierarchical
strUptdres. ;if teachers ,have within their midst the necessary

rtise 'and the required resources to carry out a, program

aimed at their own improvemen all the better for them to keep
control of such a,venture and ai-ity -it out in whatever way they

see fit. But-if fn so doing eykchoose to ignore the assistance
ihae.isavaiAable from people oiltside ehejroject, the coordina-
ting abilities ,of; school administraeRrs, or the -financial
reSources,Of.proVincial igencies,'then,I thinktheir,program.._ :

will be the poorer for atihaving util ed these'Services. No

osustained

programaimed at improlYing,teica er tompetencies, in
mykopinion, will.labt for very, lonk withRd some degree'af,;
bureaucratization. -Ad-hbcfacy may be fine in 'the short run,-,
but for the .long haul I111 put my money on b eaucracy. '-,

, .
.
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3. I would suggest that you not spend any great amount of time

attempting to come up with sophisticated devices for measuring
the success of what it is you've undertaken. Much better to
devote your energies to assessing the needs it is attempting
to satisfy and dievlsing the program that will have the greatest
likelihood of succeeding. You'll find out soon enough whether
or not it's had.Ay impact.

At the same time, however, I think it is important to be clear on
what yeur outcomes are supposed to be, so that you can adequately assess
whether or not they've been achieved. This is particularly true if your
emphasis is more on process than it is on product. Measuring the quality
of thelprocess is usually more difficult than assessing the value of the
produclt. In either case, how'ever, I think that subjective reactions
will likely tell you just as much about your level of success as will
any L-kert scale or semantic differential that has been devised.

Finally, let me wish you every success in any endeavours you
undertake or any strategies you decide to employ for improving the
conti uing education of teachers.

T.6-
I
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TABLE 1

Percentages of Responses Among Teachers Participating
In Project Canada West

1. Acted as change agentsfamong
fellow teachers

Group A

71%

Crop') B

66%

2. Changed relationships with
other teachers and the lay,
public 64 56

3. Increased number of profes-
sionaL activities

4. Implemented curriculum
change in other subject areas

/ ..

5. Involved in decision-making
.,

6. Changed teaching strahgies
re.

7. Changed professional
; attitucke

e

" g. Research orientatiori
r

N: Changed attitude to curri-
-i4...1 culum development

41 31

50 46

83 73

57 52'

58: 63

52 58

.

I

76 83

br
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TABLE 2

TEACHER PREFERENCE FOR TYPE OF IN-SERVICE
ACTIVITY BY AVERAGE RANK

Rank Type Average Rank

1 Workshops 1.92
2 Seminars 3.01
3 Special projects 3.28
4 Institutes 3.50
5 Conferences 4.22
6 Teachers Conventions 5.02 A

TABLE 3

TEACHER. ASSESSMENTS OF INDIVIDUAL AND
GROUP EFFECTIVENESS IN CONDUCTING IN-SERVICE TRAINING

Most Effective

Local Program Consultants

Average Rank
Was

Practising*Teachers 1

S.T.F. Special Sublect..--'
.Councils 4C 3

Departmeht of Education
CoVhsultants 4

S.T.F.-Professional Devel-
opment Staff 5

Uni rsity ,Faculty 6
Principals 7

.,east Effective
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STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING
CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS

DISCUSSANTS

JAMES S. HRABI
Associate Deputy Minister

Alberta Department of Education

Its is indeed aiplerre for me to be' asked to address a conference
o ed bisponsY the Canadi Teachers' Federation in order to react. One

' of the -a-dvantiii working-iii a department of-education is that 5-rl
get a lot of advice frOm many groups, including teachers, and it is very
unt.tsma f for me to be in a position where I can give some advide.

..., IL debating the position that I was going to take this morning, I

21111

had s e difficulty deciding whether I should take an objective, a
sutije tive, or an existential view. You may know the story about the
umpires. An objective umpire is one who calls them as they are, a
subje tive umpire is one who calls them as he sees them, and with respect
to a existential umpire, they're nothing until he calls theM. I'm
goin to take the subjective point of View, and call them as I see them.

C /First of all, I would-like to emphasize that I share your Chairman's
gene1ral view with respect to- 'Terry's presentation. T.,t,Was an excellent

presentation. I was captured by his final remark beeause anyone who
cho ses bureaucracy.over ad hocracy as a means of echievlsggoals has
got to have support from department of educatiqs'personnel.' Piscu-ran,

Te ry, that you also captured the admiration di the other bureaucrats in
th audience, whether they be employed by universities or by teachers'
associations or by departments of education.

Now some of the strengths that I saw in the presentation. First of
1, I felt it drew on really two kinds of evidence -- one of experience

and one of research, and with rather a balanced emptc. If I were to
choose the greatest strerigth, it would be the many generalizations that
/were put forward drawn from the evidence present. The address was
,really a power-packed short course in the kinds of things we should pay
attention to when we get into the business of in-service education of
teachers. An added strength, from my point of view, is that there was a
judicious mixture of conventional teachers' association stances and an

I acceptance of reality. The kind of usual stances I refer to are those
having to do with class size, the lack of preparation time, lack of
supportive services, the view that in-service eduction should be done
during school hours rather than after school or on weekends, and so on.

7 3
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One of,the reality positions was the fact that most teachers, like most
people, do not go out of their way to entertain new thoughts unless prompted
to 'do so. Now I'm sure Terry isn't apologetic about the defensive
stances taken by teachers' associations. They're very real, they're to
be expected, and as far as I'm concerned, they're to be respected, though
not necessarily to be agreed with.

I was very pleased, and I certainly agree, with his plea for inter-.
agency support and cooperation regardless of the agency. And I certainly
concur with his views onithe control issue because, like Terry, it makes
good sensevto me to take advantage of programs whose goals are concurrent
with mine regardless of who did the initiating. In this way, I. disagree

with some of my colleagues, who occasionally get carried away with
considerations of territorial imperatives when other departments of
government become involved or invade the teliritory of basic education.

There are a couple of problems that I see arising out of Terry's
.''presentation. It may be that I do not understand the Teacher Learning
Conditions Project, since t'm not familiar with it, but from what I have
heard and what I have read, it looks like the project may have the
potential for being counter- produ'tive. I make that observation on
these bases. It appears to `Te from what I read and what I understood
that the project was a good approach for _the gathering of data which
might appear at the negotiating table. In my view that's a good and
appropriate activity in its'own right, but it's scarcely a basic founda-
tion block for professional development. Another concern that I have
aneone which I'm sure will cause much argument, is that the project
tends to concentrate on what are ideal conditions. While I think it is
useful to consider ideal eonditions, if we focus too much on ideal
conditions we have inevitably built in a high degree of dissatisfaCtion
for participants. As in any kind of social service, there is no limit
to the amount of human and material resources that can be brought to
bear on the teaching- learning situation. Looking for the ideal or
concentrating on the ideal, in my view, will cause as many problems as
it solves.

Perhaps I might expand a little bit on the first remark I made. I

think it is quite reasonable and most appropriate that teachers attempt
tb improve working conditions. I also think it is quite reasonable and
appropriate that teachers attempt to improve learning conditions. But I
believe that the public will be very suspicious if these are presented
as being necessarily the same thing.

I share Terry's pointof view that there is much to be learned from
Project Canada West and the inter-provincial school evaluation projects,
botI as models for curriculum development and in some degree, therefore,
models for in-service education. These were excellent projects, and
they are going to make a very substantial contribution as models of
curriculum development for both school jurisdictions and departments of
eduCation.
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One of our staff, as a consequence of a curriculum conference we
had in Alberta last year, has spent much time recently talking to students,
parents, teachers, superintendents and school trustees, and has reached
a number of conclusions with respect to this issue of curriculum development.
I would like to share some of these with you. All teachers do not wish
to be curricul4m developers, starting from a blank sheet of paper: Most
teachers, if no't all teachers, want access to a variety of activities
and learning resources to achieve the objectives that they see are
necessary. Some creative and energetic teachers and school jurisdic-
tions would like access to additional funding to develop different

programs and different learning resources and they are rather anxious to
get involved in the Project Canada West model to achieve their goals.
There is a need at the provincial level for policies whereby the develop-
mental work Of these creative and energetic teachers and their jurisdictions
may be recognized, may be generalized, and may be made available to
other jurisdictions. Relative to in-service education, I suppose that
what I am saying is that some people like that type of in-service activity
where they will be creative and developmental. Others like that type of
activity where their activities invqlve becoming familiar with and
developing a feel for the activities and materials developed by others
so that they might choose to use them in their particular situation.
One thing that concerds me flows from a comment that was made by one
the panelists yesterday morning, Claudette Foisy-Moon. In my view,
there is a strong dagger that we perceive these two kinds of teachers
very differently, with one thought of as being better than the other.
As I think Terry pointed out, we are building feelings of inadequacy,
feelings of guilt-among those who don't derive sat faction from engaging
in the creative and developmental activities that others enjoy.

I would like to summarize my remarks by saying I agree with our
Chairman that Terr has provided us with some very useful suggestions
;Mich our disc. on groups will debate in an animated fashion for the
rest of ihe morning.

S.J. ROGERS
Director, Continuing Teacher Education

University of Ottawa

Terry McKague has served up for our consumption a veritable banquet
of strategies. He is a renowned, experiented chef who liRts to work in
a cool kitchen.

Some of the chosen courses he and his Saskatchewan family have
sampled and tested; and though he admits to no new flavours to tickle
consumers' taste buds and encourage their salivation, he proudly recommends
them to our digestion. I don't blame him.

!

As a partaker of the meal,- I L2ve delighted over the 'Appointments,
the service and the reservations made for m . I have chewed over the
host's remarks and swallowed the conclusion . There was never too much
on my plate. Nothing w.ls overdone -- nothing was too rare either. I

stomached everything and I am suffering from no postprandial flatulence
or other discomfort.

.
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Now to the reckoning. Were 'ngredients nutritious? Did they

provide food for thought? Did the proferred plates set a style for a

steady, stable diet which other cheery chefs in St. John's or Victoria,
Toronto or Halifax, might emulate and assemble in their own homes?

Personally, I found his courses proiiinaceous and energizing, and
when I turned from the repast, as guests often do, I jotted down a
variation on a'recipe which I recognized and analyzedfnly to realize
that unless the rules of the mixing are not prudently followed, future
consumption might lead to some blockage, possible paralysis, and perhaps
some loss of life.

In the short time I have for an estimation and reaction on behalf
of you, my fellow guests, I shall hasten to recall the aftertaste and
afterglow of the opening courses, and then return to the potential
constipation or worse which might result from the entree.

The first course was a hors d'oeuvre concocted in Saslcatchewan, the
chef's own kitchen. You remember the aroma of this serving. It started

out by examining criferia for quality teaching -- a tall order, and a
large mouthful by any standard. This led to the need to identify styles

----a---_____--t

to meet the criteria; to examine existing patterns; to -sore out the
dietary deficiencies, leaving consumers to identify their future needs
nd astes and seeking to'satisfy them.by planning new menus. The

activities sowed fertile seeds and they fell on good ground to become
germinating points for further needs detection and fulfillment. Our

host generalized on the staminating ingredients of TLC by wisely empha-
sizing how personal and group palates can be genuinely pleased by such
living, practical enterprises.

Next we . blend of soup called PCW. It was, he claimed, a

cordon bleu special, for as he -described it, it was refined and

vitamin enriched. This gastronomical venture had defined, limited goals
and a high involvement of consumers. A noted, independent Saskatoon
analyst and dietician with some expertise had already appraised PCW as
body building and, for some, quite succulent. She said it already had
given new muscle to further professional development ingestions and I
believe it. It was a well funded piffee.'

The thil , course was an ultramontane prairie sandwich, a provincial
triple-decker, somewhat awkward to manage. One-decker provincial sandwiches
have a lower avoirdupois, and when onlooking neighbours aren't dribbling,
they are presumably easier to manipulate and masticate. The chef again

showed how professionally health-givinundertakings, such as ISEP, can
be when the are topical and pertinent to needs, when they have accessible
goals, when they hold wide interest and applicability, when they are
skillfully funded, locally planned and involve consumers intimately.
This sandwich was well placed On the menu, for by design the chef wanted
the rich filling to repeat on us later. His own accepted conclusion

was: don't design a too big handful, or alternatively, don't bite off
more than you can chew and then you won't need to reach for the antacid.
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Dr.' McKague then made his big entrée. He dished up a highly calorific

arrangement of principles and practices. This was the course which

built backbone he said, and then desensitized our appetites with a
warning that there would probably be no new smells and tastes to enjoy;
in fact, that there were probably no new untried spices around anywhere.
Despite the lack of new condiments, this course highlighted certain
basic techniques and guidelines for other cunning cooks to copy.

Sieving his ingredients, I find that he and Saskatchewan see continuing
education as a process of continuous professional renewal, systematically
and centrally designed -- bureaucratically Terry would prefer, I think --
but locally conducted by the most qualified personnel available, so as
to develop and satisfy speciific and practical needs of voluntarily
committed consumers. This is a gorgeous mouthful and my taste buds and
my gastric juices react_favourably to it.

Then, drawing a s tuYeTy-bntre--Szsicatztrewan- fuucl rules -of -I973---1- he

brotht ten sets with him, although happily I thought, they had been
inserted in our background documents by the deft hand of fair Geraldine
-in the central kitchens in Ottawa -- Terry drew a distinction between
in-service training for professional_development and in-service training
for program implementation, a difference suggesting possible models for
other provinces regimes, within which professional development would be
assigned to the profession and program dqvelopment to tie. state.

This is a distinction which, I confess, has appetizing appeal for
me, for I see curriculum design and implementation as part of the regular
work of the teacher as an employee of tie--`state, and continuing professional
development as his self-imposed duty as a member of the profession. One

is compulsory; the other voluntary.

Concentrating on professional development as defined, our chef then

listed some of the ubiquitous courses which have proliferated in attempts
to get professional blood flowing -- to unfreeze the system, he said.

But herein lies the_problem. There's the rub,'as.they say on.Yonge

Street.

Do teachers fulfill personal dales to their profession by tacked-
on, patchwork, one-shot, stop-gap, often hurriedly and haphazardly
arranged week-end moments and ephemeral nocturnal interludes, one hee,
one there? May I respectfully express my doubts about such passing
shows.

And'now, may I more boldly exceed my terms of reference perhaps,
and take one or two intrepid further steps? May I urge that if real
advances are to be made, the profession must see and, if it does, press
others to see, the true nature of continuing education -- to see it as a
continuous unbroken stream of activities, as a lifegiving, lifelong
operation for teacheis, not an on-again, off-again, mélange of disconnected
undertakings, but ideally, to use James's nicer terminology, as "a
seamless continuum" of preparatilon?

P' t--,1
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To accept this concept of continuing education, of "formation
permanente" comme on dit en francais, is to conjure up the need, I
suggest,'for the establishment of an enduring "pervasive moulding force",
as someone else has said, to design machinery and opportunity for its
pursuit.

'Just as I
t

recognize the .state's legitimate function to engineer,
design and implement curriculum updating and to pay for it directly, or
alternatively to release teachers from their highly responsible classrooM
duties, so I feel *it to be the profession's role to be instrumental --
visibly so -- in perfecting this machinery and the opportunities for its
use.

The desire to design, control and operate such machinery must be
the profession's partial but proud- calling and raison d-reere, its challenge

. and its joy. It is for the profession, zealously, jealously, to guard
its custodial rights. That's the bright, straight road to professionalism
for whose construction and maintenance the members should increasingly
-foot the bill and legitimately take the initiative in encouraging the
assistance of others to do so. Thus they will acquire the mastery of
their own professional' destiny. To mix my metaphors a bit: if they pay
the piper along the promenade, they will call the tune they march to.
They will be monarchs of the road they survey.

Now, I respectfully suggest, is the time to move forward or as
someone else put it in another way, now is the hour for members of the
profession not to ask "What can the state and the profession do for me?"
bat "What can I do for the profession?". If they do not, I fear the
tentacles of a multitude of organizations may well put a tightenin
hold, maybe a throttling stranglehold, on the machinery.

Now is the critical,hour for renewed initiatives by professional
groups. They must look at orke, I feel, and throughout the next decade,
with fresh vigour, ingenuity and excitement, at schemes for permanent,
continuing education of members, and through justifiable confidence and
newfound momentum, enlist the services of others in creating and/or
strengthening in each province a consortium of agencies to develop

rpolicies, guidelines and practices of continuing education so that
teachers see these as normal, acceptable, unive.tsally applicable pursuits
which it is their professional entitlement and personal obligation to
undertake.

Such provincial councils or consortia would surely look at questions
such as: the refinement, of the distinction between professional growth
and job training;'the availability of large injections of funds; the
financing of longterm leaves-of absence, perhaps through collective
bargaining machinery; the establishment, in the name of the profession,
of professional awards in further education; the use of cross appointments
of professional tutors or clinical professors, particularly in the

° induction years; the creation of regional teachers' centres, again
through collective bargaining; the obfuscating- idea that continuing
professi.knal education is but a means for climbing ehe salary.scale or
achieving promotion outside the classroom. z)

7 (3
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I sense that the puic is aching for teachers to demonstrate their
real professional concerns and the unselfish commitment held by the vast
majority. Imagine the impact if monies for continuing permanent education
as'well as for salaries, or'in conjunction with salary demands, were the
widespread, well publicized subject of teacher concern.

And, now in react4ng to one banquet, I may have asked you to gulp
down another meal. f hope your digestion has not suffered.

I shall now leave you to chew the fat. Bon appetit!

O
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ARE WE REALLY READY FOR TEACHERS' JCENTR

GARY J. ANDE SON
DENTS J. CA IVI /

Atlantic Institute /of EOcation

/

Drugs, economic inflation, bilingual/schoo s, continuous progress,

open education and competency-based instriictiod are but a few of the
social and educational pressures of the. 1/970'W which demand a forceful
respomse from Canadiaa teachers. Educat rs mist not only/ respond to

S*1
such'pressurts, but they must create ev xoye bold prop6sals for future
educational reform. The established sttuctlkes of democratic educational
systems, moreover, cannot easily adaptithe elves to a careful assess-
ment and, wbere appropriate, an accommpdat o of such widesweeping
reforms. Educational systems are partficu y vulnerable having to rely

solely on,traditj.onal mechanisms for inter l leadership. Naturally,

those most directly affected are\ted

r
erS, who are left .to do the

accommodating, and indeed the shapin of/ ducational change within a

i
'structure that allows little basic firee l m to effectively provide for
their own growth and continued profess' al development. A major ;failing

of ,past models for continuing teacher ucation is that they have tended
merely to respond Co external pres4ur for change or pressures felt by
teachers who d sire assistance with p essing day-to-day problems. We

need' to creat a malls whereby continuing education will also initiate
and Shape change in our schools.

/'
/ Eddcation for Self-Reliance

The gohof education, including teacher Education, must be to
/develop a g f-reliant learner. If, as many teachers would charge,.

traditions university programs in preservice teacher education
to'promote education for self-relia ce, it is not surprising that

continuing teacher education suffers no less badly. Continuing teacher,

education has not yet achieved the `gtatus, or attention accorded even
preservice education which, rightly or wrongly, is at least compulsory.
The result is that current approaches t the education of teachers,
however adequate they may have been con

o

idered in elle past, are not

capable of responding to the social needs and educational pressures of
the last quarter of the twentieth century.

In particular, frustrations are deeply felt by the classroom teacher.
The one-day, one shot inservice sessibn can do little more than introduce
a topic. The extension course is often distant, theoretical and of
limited use. For example, many teachers can't quite handle the transla-
tion of the theory of curriculum development as taught in a university
course, to the need for telacher and student developed learning materials
on the local community.
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Access and Control
as, 4

The two fundamental ch racteristics required:by teachers for
effective models of continui g teacher education are access and control.
Access includes the opportunity.to receive assistance on demand, immedia
tely and according to the teacher's personal constraints. The teacher
with preksj...ng basic needs cannot wait until the university senate approves
a new course. He cannot wait for a new semester to begin or for summer
when he may be able to travel to a distant university campus.

Increasingly, the immediate learning needs of a teacher must not be
denied by the timetabling constraints or tuition costs of an extension
course. Such a'teacher needs a response --,now: Nor can he learn when
he is denied access to the appropriate human resources necessary for this
continued learning. He may need assistance in.ple classroom over a
prolonged time and cannot get it freely under conventional systems.
Resources external to the school system have 'their own constraints which
limits their accessibility. Indeed,,while profesS4.onals from Aany. '4,-. 4

institutions are willing to provide occasional consultations, none are:
at liberty to devote the sustained attention ancrservice which may be
required by a teacher attempting to.significantly improve the educational
environment for his students. Naturally, provision exists for help
from within the existing structure, through skillful and sensitive
supervisors, consultants, and the like. On the other hand, they are
often equally inaccessible, not through physical remoteness, but by
representing in the minds of teachers a part of the evaluationaccounta
biity,hierarchy from which there remains a reluctance to seek help.

The means to access iscontrol. .The use of, the word, which often
conveys the usurpation 'of pol4Vr from the existing authority to create a
new one, is not used in that'sense here. Rather it is used to express
the ability of teachers to make fundamental decisions about their own
learning, with access to the resources necessary to implement them. In

this respect, teachers should control their own continuing education.
Abov all, they must be.in a position to determine which resources are
con idered appropriate, who will be involved, and who will be passed
over for lack of relevance or effectiveness. The movement.to establish
teachers' centres is one means of giving teachers,such control.' Il can
be'exercised in a variety of forms: boards of directors, teacher coordi=
nators, and, so forth; but whatever the form, tacher control -is the
factor which tends to distinguish this approach to continuing teacher
education from past models.

1
Transplanting Foreign Models\

There are those who would suggest that teachers' centrts are
simply more,of the same traditional, administrativelydirected type of

-Th-r-servi-ee training,'neatly Ih.app.ed with a new title, prOViding more of
.the appearkJ1E than of the fundamentals of educational T&form.' We are.
inclined to

\C.

isAgree with that posture, and would go furthet:4suggest
that such crft,lcs are providing a commentary on%teacher centre ngt

teachers' centres (see Pilchec, 1973; Evans, 1971). The distinction' is
crucial.



t

We will not attempt4to repeat here a detailed analysis of what a
teachers' cent'e .ris and how it can be established. That has been
described elsewhere (see Bailey, 1971i,./ Raskin, 1973, and Thornbury,
1973). For those unfamiliar with the concept, it is a'fairly simple
notion: A teachers' centre is a place whey -..teachers meet to learn
something' useful. Teachers' centres e.not. resource libraries and

clearing houses. The resource of.,t teachers' centre-is a dynamic one,
resulting:Trom.tly communications, mong people. Its success depends on
voluntary teacher pattiCipation and refutes the notion that teachers
should be led by the hind by those who are out of touch with and not
even undL-sltand the .concerns of the everyday classroom teacher.

Despite( heir potential for resolving the problems of lack of *--",
-,..,

access and teacher,control, teachers' centres are sufficiently foreign 4 -.,....

to the North Am'ev.icaxa context to raise,some major questions regarding
'tbe.lOng-rangeAmp1ications of. their introduction. We cannot overstress
the impcttance of the major differences between the educational systems
of 'Iorth 'AMerica'and Britain. The degree of academic freedom and curricu-
lariadepeAdence assumed 'by teachers overseas in contrast to the attitudes
and practices of Teachers here causes us to caution those who assume the
British model can be traapplantetrwith little adaptation. In North
America we have. the a de problem, therefore, of getting teachers to
assume control of the r on teaching and learning. f` The adoption of the

notion'of teacher cont of leads to the emergence of issues entirely new 1

to the North American ontext. With teachers making basic decisions
about programming,/effe established hierarchies and pecking,orders become
intrinsically less imp rtant. No longer are persons accepted as in-
service education le ers by virtue or,the positionscthey hold. The

renowned professor s on precisely th ame footing as the beginning
teacher. Each cans be included as a lea g resource, but only if he

scan actually produce. There is no place r a system supervisor who
lacks credibility attbe grass roots level. Similarly, new patterns
emerge among'the learners. Pursuit of higher degrees may no longer be a
criterion for advancement among one's peers. Persons who make use of
the teacherg' centres; those who.help plan programs; and those who know
something and can'teach it so others will quite naturally assume positions
of educational leadership.

What does, tkis say to ouf urkiNersities? Firs't, few, if'any.of

) them, seem ready able,to assume a leadership role in helping intro-
.

',duce viable teachers' centres, in our school systems.Without such
involvement universities will surely be left far behind,. To be sure,
there will always be teachers in search of the type of external validity,
represented by university courses and degrees. But,'if successful, the
activities sponsored by teachers' centres will challenge what universities

. are currently doing in the name of continuing education., To be blunt,
man, universities,, will be found with nothing relevant to pffer. Sooner
tor atep the competition of teachers' centres,' by the service they
provide, will fdfce our universities to change'. The rigid, lock-step
system ofitraditional courses and degrees will have to give way to, means
which, appropriately respond kro learning needs. Note here Coo,.the
contrast between 1iritishand North American universities in their attitudes
towards courses-. Vie roles of The.respective universities 1 theldevelop-
ment.and support, -f teachers' centres,.therefore, also cannot be assumed
to be analagous.

,8
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Accountability

The teachers' centre trend also raises questions concerning accounta-
bility. For the first time, many teachers will have the opportunity to
interact and observe one another in,a teaching-learning setting. Teacher '

visits and exchanges may pe pikwhel, and no longer will,we have the luxury '
of shutting our respective doors so that only the students know for sure
what kind of teacher we are. 'Those who have no interest in learning will
stand out. Pressures will develop within the profession -- on the one
hand to oust the laggards, and on the other to rid us of these centres and
return to a previous status quo.

A related issue is that of the allocation of educational resources. If

they assume control, teachers will also have to accept responsibility for
their decisions in continuing education. For example, a problem already
emerging is whether teachers' centre staff shbuld b counted in the pupil
teacher ratio. An affirmative decision may raise e ireof colleagues,
piipils and. parents. In Specific terms, are we w ling to sacrifice the
services of a specialist (presumably in guiptance, physical education, or
music), for a full-time centre coordinator? Those in control of the teachers'
centre must take the brunt of responsibility for such decisions. On a day-to-

day level, teachers will be called upon to substitute for eblleagues who wish
to teach and-learn in the centre during the school day. Who will decide the
terms and conditions of such involvement? Who will be left to teach our
children? It is noteworthy that those who are not involved may receive the
greatest number of extra periods to teach.

The administrative bureaucracy will also feel the pressures. School
refoim now. will have a major chance to develop from the grass roots level.
While no progressive administrator would fear moves to introduce relatively
Minor curricular or structural changes, are we ready for the possibility of.
teachers' centres spawning ideas leading tolateempts at more wikiesweeping
reform? Perhaps such issues as the aboli4on of compulsory education or
the complete restructuring of the current system will be advanced.
The superintendent or principal may be attacked, for his ptirchasing policies
as they relate to curriculum materials. The de'cision to consolidate school

.districts mi t be strongly opposed and even successfully vetoed. Further-

more/ school a inistrators will no longer have a privileged Ipositionvwithin
the informatio low. They will know what is going on only if they take
the trouble.to i\ind out for themselves.

The .teaching profession may itself have to adapt. If persons from the
community who have,po teaching license or academic credentials are found
to be prime resources for teacher education, then how cin we maintain a
closed shop posture in our schools? Teachers themselves will become
decision-makers. They too will experience frustration and failure in their
administrative d6cisions. ft

Teachers' centres can be like the open forms of educa ion many of us
advocate for our children. Like all successful reforms in our schools, they
must be introduced slowly and cautiously, but with convicti n. Teachers'
'centres'are a fact in North Alilerica. Are we ready for them

8 4
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT BY TEACHERS
AS A STRATEGY FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

RALPHH. SABEY
JOHN PATTON

Canada Studies Foundation

sa.

Many approaches to continuing education of teachers have bee practised.

Most are based on the assumption that such programs should be sti ulat d and
controlled by one of the following:

1. teacher organization
2. faculty of education
3. department of educatio

Most are also based upon the needs of teachers as perceived by the above
mentioned organizations. There is, however, at the presenCtime, an effort
being Lade by the above organizations to develop a co-operative approach to
the continuing education of teachers. This effort does not go so far as to

solicit information from teachers regarding their needs, nor does it function
in such a manner as to act only as a resource group from whom teachers can
obtain consultation on their perceived needs. In short, even the co-operative

approach doe's not allow the teacher tb set goals. What is needed is a next

step which would lead to a continuing education program that is teacher
initiated and teacher centered. Such a program would have all of the copsulta-

tive expertise from the three groups mentioned at its disposal when deemed
necessary.

The Canada Studies Foundatiotl and its projects, through the vehicle 0
program development, have been. practising a program which is teacher-controlled

for the past,f4ve years. We have found soige very peculiar things. Some of

our findings indicate that our traditional views of teachers ht be incorrect.

Teachers are responsible, mature people who, given the opportun ty, are able
to proceed with a 'course which leads to professiona growth wi out

organized 'attemptp,of the three organizations mentioned. The teachers, however, .

are not able tolproceed without calling upon tft expertise of,these

organizations. We have also found teachers to be financially responsible
people. The continuing educatiori of teachers, through involvement in program
development as practised by to Canada Studies Foundation during the past
five years, has been successlul.

At,t&is Point, a brief overview of the Foundation /would-seem appropriate:,

.84
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1. Set up with the endorsement of the CounPil of Ministers of
Education, Canada, and financed mainly by private sources, the
Foundation was to be a five-year experiment in voluntary
interprovincial co-operation, unique in the history of Canadian
education. Its objectives'were broadly defined at fhe outset

.as follows:

(a).140to demonstrate in association with the ten departments
of education that co-operation among educators in
the area of Canhdian studies is feasible and desirable,
and that this co- operation can be achieved without
doing. ift.juty to provincial autonomy in education;

(b) "through a series of pilot projects, to provide
opportunities for teams of educators'from different
levels of education and from different regional,
linguistic and cultural groups to. work-together in
the development and exchange of learning materials
for.use in the Canadian studies classroom; <

(0 to involve classroom teachers in the gianning,
development and'iMplementatfon'Of each project;

4

(d) to develop learning materials and procedures based
on the needs of contemporary Canadian society;
toward this end, to design,. experimental programs
that will "seed" existing curricula and that will
help students become more knowledgeable about the
complexities and.opportunities of modern Canada and
encourage a greater appreciation of the value systems
and aspirations of Canadians from other regions
and ethnic groups. 1

How successful has the Foundation been in attaining these objectives?
Perhaps a review of the work of the organization over the past few years
will provide the answer.

2. From its inception, the Foundation has accepted as the organizing
principle for all its prpjects the concept of Continuing
Canadian Concerns. This approval was carefully analyzed with
educators in every province during the year 1968-69 and was
overwhelmingly accepted as the most viable of all alternatives
for providing the necessary conceptual framework. In developing
it, the CSF identified a number of features that obvioUsly
nelp to shape the structure of Canadian society. If said that
the nature of Canadian society was determined at least in paft
by the following characteristics:

a. Canada is a large, regionally divided country.

b. Canada is a highly industrialized ak technologically
advanced country.

'The Canada Studies Foundation. Annual Report, June 30, 1973, page 4.
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c. Canada is an urbanized country, rapidly becoming a
nation of city-dwellers.

d. Canada is an exposed country, open to a multitude of
external cultural, economic and political influences.

e. Canada is a multi-ethnic country with two predominant
linguistic groups.

f. Canada is a country with a unique, northern geographic
location.

These six features are not themSelves "Continuing Canadian Concerns". e.

They are simply essential elements in the structure of<anadian society.
Each one generates- a complex range of problems that 'determine the conditions
and concerns of contemporary life which make demands upon our young
people. It is these problems, issues and questions arising from the
essential nature of Canada that should properly be called continuing
Canadian concerns -- "continuing" implying that'all have a time or
historical dithension, "concerns" suggesting that all are recognized by
Canadians as having an actual or potential effect on the cruality of our
national life.

3. It was the aim of the Foundation to encourage the development
of teaching/learning materials and strategies which would
interpret these concerns to Canadian students in the elementary
and secondary schools. How to proceed with this was indicated
quite clearly by the other- objectives. Pilot projects,
consisting primarily of classroom teachers, from various
Levels of education and from different regional and cultural
backgrounds would be established For the co-operative develop-
ment of curriculum. Each would focus on one particular area
of concern.

4. The first project was funded early in 1970. By the epd of
1972, there were project teams in every province and in 38
centres from Nanaimo to St. John's, 49 teams in all, organized .

for the most part into three major groupings. Among them,
they covered all of the six areas of concern in a way which
ensured'input from a variety of'outlooks and sources.

Project Canada West is the largest of affiliated projects of the
CSF. It consists of fourteen teams with personnel drawn from the four
western provinces.

iThe general theme of PCW is Canadian urbanization in its various
facetS, developed through a number of teaching strategies and disciplines.
Its concern,is the development of materials and processes for.more
ekfective teaching and learning about urbanization. Each of the subprojects
has taken a particular aspect of this theme and concern as its special
responsibility, the result being a network of relatecNend co-ordinated
studies about Canadian urbanization ranging,vertically from kindergarten
to senior high school and hqrizontally across a variety of disciplines,
including art, ,literature, biology and the various social and environmental

C) at:5
sciences.

\
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5. For example, the 'Identity" shprojec,t it Slskacoon is directed

to student : in grades four to eight. Five teachers' guidas

and a wide range of multi-media materials are designed to help
the student to understand the corzept of identity and how it

is achieved in the urban setting. The major s,tudies focus, in
a consecutive arrangement over `he four or five years, on the
self, senior citizens and ethnic groups. These studies

are now in wide use throughout Canada. The team has also been
of great assistance to other CSF groups who are also loOking
at the concept of identities, particularly the Frederiction
team in the New Brunswick Canada Studio: Project.

6. Perhaps a word should be said here about materials and pNiCations.
Materials serve as a vehicleNfqrs considering and testing new
approaches to teaching about Canada ane as a focus whereby
teachers can exchange ideas and inforration. Commercial
publication of materials per se is not a primary aim, although,
as noted, contracts have been signed and others are presently

being negotiated with Canadian-lowned publishers. At a time
when we are facing almost a surfeit of Canadian materials in
our classrooms, the rroblem for the teacher is one of selection
and the ability to deploy his curriculum development skills in
using materials of all kinds in Wayr that will most effectively
achieve the" aims of teaching Canadian Studies. Curriculum
development should be a continuing process to ensure that
classroom materials retain a contemporary relevance. There is
much to be said for "homemade" materials that can be. kept up-

. to-date or replaced quickly as the contemporary scene changes.
Mary of the-materials developed by Foundation projects are
being widely disseminated through exchanges between teams and
through interregional and national workshops based on the

rvor. .getwarkCa.seven hundred teachers and associated resource
people across Canada. In all cases, the aim is not to develop
total new curricula- but to peed and supplement existing 'curricula
and to provide suggestions to those who have formal responsibility
for developing news programs.

Project Canada West has developed a unique vehicle for the dissemination
and evaluation of its products. During the pa'st 18 months, the various

PCW teams have been hosting a series of "mini-conferences". In each,
case, approximately 25 to 30 teachers from across Canada and all previously
unacquainted' with the project are invited. They, in turn, have agreed

to test the materials and processes in their own classes. At the conference,
these teachers interact with the teacher-developers to gain a detailed
insight into the work of the project. They are also trained in the
appropriate, evaluation skills so that they can Frovide the necessary
feedback to the PCW team. By 1975, upwards of 500 teachers will have
been introduced to the work of Project Canada West in this fashion. In

the proces4e they also make the acquaintance of other teachers from
across the country who share their interest in a particular area of
Canadian concern.

8
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7. While the first project funded by the CSF was called The
Laurentian Project and involved teachers from Quebec City and
Peterborough, the term "Laurentian Projects" is now used to
designate the Foundation's main bilingual teams, principally
the original Peterborough-Quebec Project which is developing
units of study on the theme of "The Impact of Technology on
Canadian Society", the Outaouais Project in the National
Capital Region, focussed on linguistic and cultural relations,
and the Montreal-Toronto Research Group which is exploring
differing interpretations of various themes and periods in
Canadian history.

In discussing these projects in a speech to the Empire Club in
Toronto earlier this year, Walter L. Gordon had this to say:

o.

Let me give you two examples of what is going on.

A group of English-Canadian teachers in Toronto and 550
of their students are working with a group of French-
Canadian teachers in Montreal and 350 of their students
in studying selected_periods and themes Canadian

history. There is no thought of developing a single
interpretation of our history that all Canadians would
agree with. That would not be possible or practicable.
It is practicable, however, to explain. to English-
speaking students how their opposite numbers in Quebec
interpret certain incidents in our past. And vice versa.

And that is the beginning of understanding.

This is being accomplished -- in this particular project --
by a series of student visits and by the English- and
French-speaking teachers getting together in monthly seminars.
If in the long run this helps English- and French-Canadians
to obtain a better appreciation of each other, it is surely
well worth - while.

My second example is what is known as the- "Outaouais Project__
which focusses on the role of a nation*1 capital in a
bilingual multi-cultural cour4ry like Canada. Under the
auspices of the Foundation, a number of teachers,*univer
professors, administrators and,school board members from

, Ottawa and Hull met jointly for the firk time in history.
Prior to that, the Ottawa River had been a unassailable

a barrier as the Berlin wall. lolw, teacher and studenta
from both, sides of the river are Working,together in the
developmenf learning materials about the Capital Region
and having a Nt of fun.doing.so.,.
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8. Project Atlantic Canada is the youngest of the major project'
groupings and 'is just completing its third year of work on the
-theme of regionalism and cultural diversity, viewed initially
as an Atlantic regional phenomenon and then com..ratively as a
major Canadian phenomenon. PAC has been descri:=, as the
largest co-operative educational effort ever attempted in the
Atlantic region, having brought_ together representatives from
all four departments of education and teachers' federations as
well as the various faculties of education throughout the
region. Thirty teams of approximately 150 teachers and their
students are organized into four components..

The New Brunswick Canada Studies Project comprises eight teams
throughout the province all examining the theme "New Brunswick Lifestyles:
An Ongoing Experience in Cultural Diversity" from a variety of disciplines
and levels. For example, the Hartland team is studying the influence of
the United States on a border community while the team in Sussex is
looking at the issues facing the rural community in the Maritimes.

PROFAT (Projet des francophones de l'Atlantique) comprises franco-
phone teams in all four provinces, with the bulk of the activity in New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia. This project aims at the production of
materials and the development of teaching methods that will interpret
the unique identity of the Atlantic francophone culture to itself, to
nonfrancophones within the region and to other Canadians. Links have
been forged with the Quebec team of the Laurentian Projects and a student
exchange program has been initiated.

The Nova Scotia-Prince Edward Island Project consists of 15teams in the
two provinces which are studying diversity from three perspectives:
literature and Art, economic and environmental issues, did history and
heritage. Finally, the Newfoundland-Labrador Canada Studies Project has
five teams exploring cultural diversity in that province, in particular
as it relates to the forces and process of change. One team of teachers
in the Exploits Valley is working on a Study entitled The Beothuks -- A
Vanished Race':. Their students wrote a play based on their studies
which was very well-received at this year's DoMinion Drama Festival.
Another team is studying the phenomenon of resettlement of the Burin
Peninsula.

In August 1973, Project Atlantic Canada held a very successful
three-day workshop, involving more .than 100 teachers, at Mount Allison
University_ in Sackville, New Brunswick. Varied sessions were provided
wfiereby,teachers were able to improve their skills and knowledge and lay
plans for theit project work this past year. This past August, a second
workshop Sias held at Sackvillein conjunction with the annual meeting of
the Canadian Association.for the Social Studies. More than 400 teacher6
from allPrOVInai-g-aitended this bilingual gathering. CSF projects from
all across Canada made presentations and provided the main components of
the conference program. This was the first opportunity for PAC to
present its work toga national audience. The. chance to interact with
teache'rs*from other regions extended the various opportunities that
project teachers gained during the past year to meet with their colleagues
elsewhere, particularly, by attendance at the Project Canada West mini-
conferences referred to earlier.
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All PAC projects will he h lding national dissemination conferences,

along the lines of the PCW mode , during this calendar year. In fact,

two of these have already been eld, by the NLCSP and the NBCSP. Together,

they involved about 125 teachers in a very direct personal sense in both

the specific work of an Atlantic team and, as well, in the wide work of

the CSF.

9. BY now, it should be obvious' that the bulk of the work of the

Foundation is carried on within and by the proj,e4ts and teams.

In case there is any doubt about this being more than, a verbal

commitment, it is instructive to note that four out of every

five dollars spent by the CSF has been disbursed 'directly to

the projects and their activities. However, as already

indicated, these undertakings do not exist in isolatidn,
either prac tically or philosophically. The three main regional

groupings are in almost constant contact and co-operation with
each other in a variety of ways. In some cases this involve's

the exchange of ideas. So, a teacher from Fredericton interested
in cultural diversity and the question of identity arranged to

visit the PCW Identity in Saskatoon. One outgrowth of

this was a Canadia ultural Ball which involved about 300

persons from the various ethno-cultural backgrounds in New

Brunswick. While this kind of interaction is not always
possible, the Foundation publishes a newsletter, called
Contact, designed to facilitate the exchange of ideas and
information among teachers of Canadian studies. Each issue,

which is distributed to about 3000 educators across .Canada,

highlights the work of a particular project team.

In other cases, the exchange is of teaching/learning materials and

procedures. For example, the Fredericton team of the New Brunswick

Canada Studies Project, which is conducting study of Fredericton as a

capital city, has been using a study of capitals, developed by the

Outaouais Project. This sort of exchange provides the developing team
with an excellent_reading of the transferability of their work to other

regions of Canada. Ptobably the best continuing example of this is the

series of mini-,conferences being held by Project Canada West during the

past 18 months.

10 Finally, there have been numerous occasions on which people,

ideas and materials have had the opportunity to interact. The

CSF has hosted, either centrally, through its projects, or in

co-operation with other organizations, a number of national
workshops for teachers of Canada studies. Mention has already

heen made of the WS-PAC meetings this past August. Two

other excellent examples from recent months are the institute
for francophone teachers of Canadian studies which/Cook place

in Cap Rouge, Quebec, early in August and which was attended
by about 40 teachers from across Canada, and the series of

conferences on Canadian studies which are being co-sponsored
by the CSF and the Ontario Teachers' Federation, and which are
designed to assist participants in implementing recent Ministry
direfti4e-s' regarding Canadian studies.
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In sum, at this point, the objectives set at the outset in 1970
seem close to attainment. Perhaps the greatest single accomplishment
has been the creation of a national network of teachers nearly all of
whom have, in their dedication and commitment, gone far beyond any
dollar value that could be placed on services that have primarily been
freely given over and above normal teaching time and duties. During

this year, their efforts will be devoted mainly to completion of their
project work, in particular to the preparation of reports and teaching
guides and to the final revision of classroom materials for publication
in whatever forms, commercial or otherwise, seem most'feasible. Much

consideration is being given to the most effective utilization of this
network in the next phase of the Foundation's`work, a phase which is now
assured` following approval by, the Council of Minioters of Education to a
continuation and ekpansion of CSF activities beyond 1975, ile som

teachers may well prefer to continue-ur project work simil r to tha
in which all are now engaged, it seems likely that more can best be
utilized in leadership roles with hew teachers, including the communi-
cation and dissemination of the experiencet and findings that havd
accrued from their present work. Project teachers ere increasingly

assuming this role,now.

The foregding consideratign raised tife.question of what the most,
significant future role of the foundation should he on the Canadian
educational scene. While the sponsorship of new projects -- in parti-
cular an interprovincial francophone project and efforts in areas such
as multi-cultural studies to which little attention has been given
to date -- will be important, of equal, if not greater importance may be
a facilitating, co-ordipating and consultative role in relation to the
many local Canadian studies programs now avearing on the national
scene. These are generally attracting significant local support which
suggests that Fouddation resources should primari y be devoted to
promoting inter-provincial, inter-regional and,nat'onal interaction that
will supplement and extend such efforts.

A very significant meeting of about 125 educators interested in
this question will take place in Ottawa at the end of this month. In

light of Dean Horowitz' comments yesterday concerning the desirability
of greater participation by classroom teachers in such national conferences,
I should note that well over halt the delegates will be full-time classroom
teachers.

Many of these will be veterans of the CSF work of the past five
years and it is most instructive to listen to their own impressions
regarding their experience in this exercise in continuing education.

PRINCIPLE OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Thomas W. Miller, in a doctoral dissertation (University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, 1972) identified ten principles of curriculum development
procedures as practised by Project Canada West. These are that curriculum
'development by teachers may proceed effectively if:

a. the teachers participate in every phase of the planning,

4
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b. the teachers work in an atmosphere of Co-operation, permissivenes

and equality,

c. the teachers have the essentials of curriculum development --
time, money and faci,lities,

d. the teachers select a limited program for local development and
avoid elaborate, comprehensive programs,

e. the teachers give attention, to specific goals and ap6ropriate
materials, content and teaching strategies,

f. the teachers employ the methods of professional researchers to
"s tudy current literatur.e, available materials and other curriculum
projects, and thus acquire a research point of view,

g. the teachers utilize"the services of education consultants,
university scholars, professional laymen and other resource persons,

h. the teachers utilize a central co-ordinating body to unify their
scattered effort's, and to assist each other, Ilrl

A
i. the teachers develop good public relations with their supervisors,

other teachers and laymen, and - '

the teachers conduct a program of continuous evaluation of theii
work.

Dr. Miller's analysis of the practices of Project Canada West teachers
indicated that 'there is a direct, positive correlation between the above
principles and successful curriculum development. -

Peg Burke in-a master's thesis (Universialof SaskatOon,z1973) found
that there is a direct, positive correlation between invonedient in program
develft, as practised by Project Canada West personnel, and professional
growth. She found that the teachers:

1. acted as chaiige agents with other teachers,
2. worked closely with consultants in developing their program,
3. increased their interest in educational problems,
4. became involved with research and eduCational theory,
5. developed a wide repertoire-of teaching strategies,
6. gained- an understanding of curriculum theory,
7. were stimulated to, read in diverse fields.

/

Administrators who have been associated with the PCW teachers during,
the five-year period all report that the teachers have become more
professional.

We therefore believe thdt one successful strategy for the continuing
education of teachers iS that of program development in which teachers are
consulted and involved.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FACILITATING
TEACHER LEARNING

J.W. FAIR
Principal, Laboratory School

Institute of Child Study
Faculty of Education
University of Toronto

In 1970-71 a study was made of 35 beginning elementary-school teachers
selected at random from two school boards in Ontario (Fair, 1973). The

of the study was to provide knowledge about the learning behaviour
of these teachers during the first 26 weeks of their careers. The study
focused on the teachers' deliberate efforts to learn, which were called
learning projects.

A learning project consisted of several related episodes occupying a
total time of at least seven hours, during which the learner's primary
interest was to gain and retain for at least two days certain clearly
identifiable knowledge, skills, or attitudes related to her role as a

The findings revealed that beginning _teachers spend considerable time in
learning activities and believe these learning activities are of value to them
as teachers. The subjects in the study undertook an average of 8.8 professional
learning projects during their first 6 inonthsoof teaching with a total of
500 hours on these Heliberat lc rning efforts. .

Recommendations

teacher.

0

The following recommendations emphasize those techniques and resources
for-learning that the _beginning teachers in this study demonstrated they

',already used and/k3und effective.
AO,

First, to facilitate learning, beginning teachers should,be paired
with a sympathetic yet competent teacher. Patricia Swanson (1968-) in -tier

article, "A Time To Teach and a ,Time to Learn",, described the type of
person and relationship that is needed:

The person should- not be a supervisor, but a non-threatening
helper who teaches in the same building, who possesses superior
classroom skills, andiwho wants to share his knowledge with
others.... Initially this person will provide the security and
support nece spry for .the beginner to adjust successfully to
teaching and ter will serve as a professional model and
partner in the p uit of excellent teaching (pp. \82.71.83) .

. 4 .. 4
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The two teachers should, work in the same geographic area of the school 41,0

an open plan school, or a school without internal walls, they would be. ler
the same area; in a school composed of self - contained classrooms the two

teachers should have rooms adjacent to one another. The data ffom this study

clearly indicated that other teachers are the major source of help in most '
learning _projects for beginning teachers and it was fbund that the teacher

clese at hand was the one who was used most often. Looking at thisblinding

fr8m the negative side, beginning teachers should not be located in a po'rtable
classroom or in any location which is isolated from the rest of the staff. ,

Those teachers who undertook the fewest learning projects in this study were
located either in portables or in some remote part of their building.

This proximity factor could also be seen in the use of consultants. It

was found in this study that the teachers in the school where the mathematics

consultant had his office used that consultant for numerous projects. In

other schools the same consultant did not appear as a major source of help.
Similarly, the one teacher who used the physical education consultant-as
a major source of assistance was teaching in the same building where the

consultant had his office. These situations, however, were by chance rather

than by desi. I void recommend that if consultants are to be employed
they should have work space in one of the schools. In some situations,

however, it might be better not to bother with full-time consultants at all
but rather give some fo6 of merit pay to certain teachers on every staff
who are particularly adept at helping other teachers with their learning
of for ts.

Principals of schools should be aware that they are not primary sources
of assistance in the learning projects of beginning teachers. Their major

contribution seems to be as instigators, reinforcers, and as secondary Sources-'
of assistance. Parsons (1971) in studying the teacher perception of supervisory
effectiveness found that beginning teachers saw other teachers as berna,the
moat effective in helping them improve the content, processeS and o4comes
of their teaching with the principal being most influential in the supervisory
roles. I would retommend thereforethat principals'should spend most of
their energies in arranging for the beginning teacher to have time to
contact other teachers and to provide specific resources for the teacher
to use. It would appear from the data in this study that if a pKincipal
wanted to help a beginning teacher learn about the teaching of reading he
would have more success if he freed the teacher to visit and talk with one,
of the other viachers on staff than if he tried to give the teachers sofne
pointers himself. The principal must be a facilitator of.learring for is

teachers, not a primary source of information.

If a principal wants to hire teachers who are aggressive learners, I
would recommend from the data in this study that he should include in the
interview questions about thoSe learning projects that the beginner has been
involved in ding the past year. The data indicate that people with some
university experience attempt more learning projects than those who have"

had none. However, even within the unpersity experienced group,there Was

a wide range in the number and the duration of the learning projects under-
taken. One would expect that an active learner would have attempted at
least eight or nine learning pro:je8ts over the preceding 12 fnonthS and have

spent at least 500 hours in learning activities.
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Printed resources were very imp tant to the beginning teachers in

many of their learning projects. Howe er, those printed resources that

were immediately at hand were the ones hat were used. Physical education

courses ofstudywereoa major source of
ssistance because most classrooms

have them as part of the teacher's libra,

Manuals were important in the projects based on learning about the

teaching of reading because most sets of readers are accompanied by a
manual which is in the teacher's classroom. When he. teacher used pro-

fessional books they were usually ones she had purchased during her teacher
education period or they were books that were readily available in the
staff room. In short, the printed resources that were used were readily
,available to the teachers.

These data would suggest that professional libraries in a central
geographical location are of little use in the learning projects of most
beginning teachers. I would recommend ;hat the books and materials in
central repositories be distributed to,the various schools to be housed
in the staff room and thus available to the teacher when, needed. The

central library weuld then consist of a system that indicated where the
various resources were located. If a teacher wanted particular material
he would telephone the central index, which would locate the material in
one of the schools and have it delivered to the teacher by the next dey.
Becoming more sophisticated, some form of teletype system, like the ones
now used in the public libraries for inter-library loan, could then be
introduc0 to speed up the process. Eventually, each staff room would be

equipped with a terminal into the central computer-assisted information
bank. Using some system of key words the teacher would identify her
learning needs and the computer would select and start delivery of the
appropriate materials. Fed into the system could be records of films,
audio and videotapes, and radio programs. Similarly, the name and phone

number of human resources willing to assist teachers could be included.
Even the listing of all university courses, short courses given by various
agencies, lectures, and professional development programs sponsored by
specific schools could be stored in the memory bank. By "talking" to the
computer via the teletype system located right within the staff room of her
school the teacher would be able to identify more precisely what she
wanted to learn and would have a wide range of learning materials at her
disposel to help in the learning project.

In short, although this study demonstrated that beginning elementary
school teachers attempt numerous learning projects and spend considerable
hours at them, it became apparent that most schools and school systems were
not capitalizing upon, nor reinforcing, enough of these in-service learning
efforts.

9 7
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RESEARCH, SCHOLARSHIP, AND
THE CONTINUING EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

BRYANT FILLrON
Associate Professor

Department of Curriculum
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Most of us t is conference assume that programs for the continuing
education of teac ers are desirable, though we have spent little time
discussing specific ends or objectives. We have discussed a great many
ways to involve teachers in learning and to provide conditions and
facilities which will stimulate growth. But when teachers are motivated
to learn, when we have provided the necessary conditions, bribes or
threats, opened the channels of communication and improved our "delivery
system", what will we have to deliver, and to what end? What will be

the sourcessof the new and exciting ideas, the better teaching materials,
the improved procedures, and the solutions to difficult problems? No

discussion of continuing education for teachers can be complete without
some consideration of educational research and scholarship.

To som extent, of course, good teaching practices and materials
will always, e devised by teachers themselves, in their classrooms and
in interactfon with colleagues. As in most professions, much of the
teachers' continuing education will occur in the process of doing the

job, in the time - honoured "school of hard knocks", which grants many
lumps, some wisdom, and few degrees.

There are, however, serious limitations to this everyday educational
process, and in recognizing these. limitations, we see the need for
formal and informal interventions such as we are discussing at this

conference. Given limited ttime and resources, teacher's find things
which "work" for them, develop some kind of rationale to justify what
they do, and adjust to needed and imposed changes, but systematic
identification, analysis, and validation of "good practice" is usually
not practicable for the busy teacher.

More serious than limited time and resources, however, may be ,the
limitation imposed by the school environment itself. People in schools,
as in all such institutions, develop a kind of,institutional perspective:
shared assumptions, beliefs, and prejudices which can restrict their
view and create blind spots to possible problems. The "givens" of the
sch of situati6h, and the "common wisdom" of those within it, may be so

to n for granted that they are seldom even thought about. For example,

th self-contained classroom, the notion of dividing the,curriculum into

4
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"courses", and the concept of a school as a particu ar physical location
are all "givens" in the thinking'of most teachers, a d so long as they
remain "given", possible alternatives are uhlikery t be considered.
The "common wisdom" or "common sense" of the-'school i usually predicated
on such assumptions. That is, "given" this situation, it follows (for
instance) that "most students need to be forced, or the won't do their
school work". The'main problem, both with the assumptio s and the
wisdom, is that they are taken as so obvious that they ne-d not be
questioned; they are accepted and acted upon without anyon bothering to
ask if they are necessary or true, and they are seldom exam ned as
possible sources of trouble. As the humorist Josh Billings eminded us,
however, "It is better to know nothing than to know what ain' so", and
some of our most productive recent scholarship in education ha- been
devoted to questioning those "eternal verities" which perhaps "ain't

' so":

Another aspect of this limited institutional perspective is th
teacher's role as defined by the school. As in most large, long-stan ing
.bureaucratic institutions, the teacher's job is defined not in terms pf
end results but primarily in terms of tasks and traditions. The teac er
is the person in the system who does certain things, and the standar
of teaching behavior are powerfully shaped'by cultural expectations, or
instance, that the teacher will "tell" students what they need to kno
Consequently, his professional education, self-directed within the
limits of this view, is unlikely to lead to new conceptions of the task
themielves or of his role with regard to the school and his students.
Certainly there is nothing inherently wrong with improving one's skills;
the danger is in failing to examine the tasks critically. Like ancient
doctors perfecting their skill at blood-letting, teachers may devote
considerable time and effort learning to do well what shouldn't be done
in the first place.

One of the main purposes of continuing teacher education as it has
been discussed at this conference is to overcome these limitations o
time, resources, and perspective. The limitations also indicate the
importance to schools and teachers of educational research and scholarship
in the "ivory towers" of universities, institutes, and provincial education
agencies. Freed from the pressures and demands of the classroom and
immediate community, and sufficiently independent to achieve a degree of
objectivity and perspective, researchers and scholars have the time and
resources for the collection and evaluation of data, for careful problem
solvini:for teasing out the principles underlying good practice, for
reflecting on situations and building theories, for considering. purposes,
ends, and means, and for questioning even those beliefs that seem to be
beyond question. Through the generation of new information, ideas, and
materials, educational research and scholarship should play a major role
in the continuing education of teachers.

Unjrstandably, however, teachers and schools have always been
somewhat impatient and suspicious of much "ivory tower" scholarship.
Though few would deny its potential usefulness, many question whether
that potential is being realized. The relatively slight influence of
theory and research on practice is partly due, of course, to inadequate
and haphazard "delivery systems". Traditionally, educational scholarship
found its way into schools indirectly, through new teaching materials,
through scholarly writings which were subsequently popularized in books
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and journals for tc chers, teacher training institutions where scholars
tried to influence p tential teachers and through them the,schools. The
obvious problem with his letter approach was that the pre-service
teachers were often no ready for what the scholar had to offer and the
number of in-cervice teachers, receiving graduate training was small.
Unfortunately, much education research remains inaccessible to teachers,
both because it is not reported in readily available journals which
teachers read, and because teachers have not been trained to locate and
interpret research when they need it. Teachers in training are seldom
required to read or interpret research in education, and they often do
not acquire even the most rudimentary bibliographic skills which would
permit them to locate needed information.

Perhaps a more serious problem with much of today's research and
scholarship is that it is out of touch with school realities; it fails
to communicate to teachers, and there are not enough "middle men" around
to make the necessary connections. Like the schools, the scholarly
"establishment" can become something of a world unto itself, with the
inhabitants more interested in impressing each other than in influencing
the schools. Because the academic community generally rewards scholarly
publication more than service to or influence on the schools, it is
understandable that educational scholars occasionally loRp sight of
their ultimate audience. Although there is obvious justification for
research into basic questions with no direct, immediately obvious
application to school practices, there is also a great need for educa-
tional researchers to consider the practical implications of their own
work, and to consider the pressing problems of the real-world teachers
and schools in establishing research priorities.

Perhaps inevitably there will be'significant and justifiable
differences in perspective and priorities between the educational
scholars and the teachers. The scholar must often contend .that the
immediate problems cannot be solved adequately until prior questions are
answered, .and to engage in ad hoc problem solving on the basis of inade-
quate theory'or information would be of no particular use and would
delay work on the underlying questions. But the teacher is called upon
to act now; he cannot afford the luxury of waiting until all the answers

1

are in, and he is er-sta ly irritated when help and support are not
forthcoming.

Despite these differences, however, the ends of educational scholar-
ship and of teaching are similar in important respects. Broudy, Smith

Burnett, in bcmocracy and Excellence in American Secondary Education)
identify four "uses of schooling", the replicative, applicative, associative,
and evaluative, that can he'applied to research and scholarship as well.
The replicative use of r0earch is where procedures and materials are
used directly by teachers to obtain particular results in the classroom.

1Broudy,

Rand McNally,
Irry S., B. Othanel Smith, and Joe R. Burnett. (Chicago:

964).
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Experimental treatment studies, behavior modification research, research
on questioning strategies and on the use of teaching machines have all
provided teachers with particular tools and techniques to accomplish
specified ends, and they are often used replicatively. Although most
teachers value the practicality and immediate usefulnesx,fa research
which can be used in this way, they should be aware tha ny impdrtant
objectives are not susceptible to this kind of direct treatment approach,
and that the outcomes of any procedure are never as predictable in real
classrooms as they may be in a controlled experimental situation.

The applicative use of research and scholarship involves using
principles, theories, and information to solve new problems or accomplish
given tasks. The teacher does not replicate what the researcher does;
he applies the findings to his own situation. Principles of psychology
may be used to resolve discipline problems; Ausubel's theory of meaningful
learning, anchors, and advance organizers has relevance for organizing
units and lessons. Learning theory, developmental studies, theories of
motivation and personality, and research on group dynamics are all
relevant to the classroom, biit very often the teacher's only contact
with such scholarship is in formal university courses, where he learns
what the theories are and very little about how to apply them to his
everyday work in the schools. The two-fold challenge here is to keep
the teacher up-to-date on scholarship and to help him translate inert,
text-book knowledge into attitude's and approaches which influence his
teaching. Perhaps the major difficulty is overcoming a culturally-
engrained "addiction" to replicative uses of knowledge on the part of
many teachers. What they learn is considered useful only if it can be
"passed on" directly (i.e., they can tell it to their students), or can
be duplicated in their own behaviors (i.e., they can do it on Monday);
everything else is "mere theory'. Researchers and scholars must accept
much of the responsibility for such attitudes by failing in their own
teaching and writing to consider the practical itplications, the applicative
uses of'scholarship by the audiences intended to benefit from it.

The associative uses of scholarship involve the ad hoc uses of
one's general store of information about schools, students, subject
matter, and the world. As part of the teacher's cognitive framework,
any information or ideas may be brought; into play in tliinking about
situations or consideting solutions to problems. Until it is "called to
mind" and used to increase understanding or to generate the answer to
some question, much of the information which we possess, is merely there,
available "but not directly useful in a specific sense. Until it is used
to shape a teacher's approach to his subject and students, or in a
direct applicative way to solve a partigula.r_problem, much of_the teacher's
"knowledge" of educational history, philosophy, and psyChology is used
associatively, in a more-or-less random fashion to provide occasional
insights, give depth to his thinking and perhaps a sense of confidence

that he is "aware" of things he is expected to know.
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'P priority .issues. In Englandthe recently- published "Bullock Report",
A Language for Life, promises to be one of the most significant reports
on reading and mother ;tongue education to be published /in this decade,

just as the now-famoui Plowden Report, Children and Their Primary Schools,

.The evaluative use of research and scholarship contributes to the
teacher's perspective, helping him to make sense of and judgments about
situations and what he is doing. Status studies, historilal or compara-

tive surveys, and theoretical statements such as Harry Broudy's The Real
World of the Public Schools give the teacher some sense of the "big"
picture, help to shape his professional values, and determine the criteria
he uses in evaluating his work. Work4which challenges the teacher's

assumptions and orientation and has the effect of re-shaping his views
is used evaluatively, as were many of the books of the "romantic educa-
tional critics" in the late 1960's andk,early 70's, such as John Holt's
How Children Fail, Charles E. Silberman's Crisis in the Classroom, and
Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner's Teaching as a Subversive Activity.

If educational research and scholarship are to realize their
potential, both scholars and teachers will need to recognize what the
uses of scholarship are. The challenge to school people is to understand
that the uses of knowledge are not merely replicative; the "how to do
it" book can be valuable, but its usefulness is limited, especially if
technique is not accompanied by some rationale and perspective. The

challenge to scholars is to recognize that their work will have limited
effects until it can be linked to the real world of the teachers and its
potential usefulness communicated to them.

Several developments in recent years have pointed the way for
increasing the usefulness and impact of educational scholarship. In

England, the major educational research and development agency, the
Schools Council, is teacher controlled, and perhaps not incidentally its
school-based and school-oriented research seems to be having a marked
influence on schools in that country. While Schools Council research is
scrupulously sound academically, relying on the work of the best "pure"
scholars and researchers, it is also pedagogically realistic, and there
is a marked concern for the dissemination of its work through publications
that translate theories and research findings into practical strategies
and materials that, teachers can use.

Despite some triticisi that much of our research has been too
"esoteric",and unresponsive to school needs, the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education (OISE) has established a pattern of operation which
seems promising. A strong publications program is increasingly oriented

' to productionkof materials for teacher and school audiences; field
centres have been established throughout the province to open lines of

communication both to and from the schools; OISE staff are directly
involved in work with school boards and teachers, and there is increasing
stress on field development and service to schools inOISE's rewards
system. Perhaps most important, the Institute is achieving a balance
between basic and applied research,.. emphasizing the need for high standards

of work_in_bath_areas:

Various commissions and high-visibility projects have demonstrated
the potential usefulness of fact-finding and status studies on high-
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had a profound effect on thinking about early schooling in the 1960's.
Certainly educational research need not make great waves of publicity in
order tobe useful, and at times publicity can have the effect of
negating its potential usefulness, which may have happened with Ontario's
controversial Hall-Dennis Report, Living_and Learning. But studies and
projects which bring extensive resources and thought to bear on recognized
problems and issues, and which are reported in language understandable
to teachers and the lay public alike, can have a very significant impact
on educational thought and practices, making important contributions to
the continuing education of teachers.

tlIn Canada, England, and the United States, subject matter org
zations suet ap the Canadian Council of Teachers of English, and teac rs'
organizations like the Canadian Teachers' Federation have encouraged a d

--supported important studies and projects involving scholars and practi ioners
in joint efforts, and they have disseminated research findings in their
iuiplications. The publications of the (U.S.), National Council of Teachers
o English, with periodic reviews of subject-related research for the
teacher, might well be studied and emulated as pr4pt4cal vehicles for
keeping teachers informed of developments in thert4fi d. At a time44\\
when there is so much scholarly work underway, there is a critical'need
for on-going middle-ground agencies and teacher-oriented publications to
evaluate; interpret, and disseminate scholarship for teachet.s. But a
much more important function of such organizations is that they provide
a forum where teachers, scholars, and researchers from all levels of
education can come together. In the final analysis, our success in
promoting continuing.teactier education'.willprobably depend less on
particular programs, motivating devices, and delivery systems than on
the development of a genuine community which promotes communication
between practitionrs and scholars. Though we can help to create
favourable conditions forisuch a commuqty, it is the intellectual and
professional challenge of real world needs and powerful, useful ideas
which must give it life.

,
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THE OPEN ACCESS STUDY PLAN FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

JAMES A. MUIR
Atlantic Institute of Education

John A. MacDonald is Supervisor of Elementary Education in the
County of Cape Breton in northern Nova Scotia, Canada. He is

married with five children and has just purchased/a new home.

4Y/

John attended a local university where he recei ed a B.Ed. degree
in 1962. Soon after he began his teaching car,er, John enrolled in
summer courses, and by 1970 he had completed five courses and a
thesis and was awarded a Master's degree in education. Since being
appointed to his present supervisory position two years ago, John
has felt a need for further study and additional competence particu-
larly in the fields of curriculum and supervision. A doctoral
level program could be the answer, but while his family is willing
to acco 11fle'4 - vacationless summers and a certain amount of finan-

a sacrifice, two or more years of full-tithe graduate study is
out of the question. Besides, the nearest Canadian program suited
to his naafis is over 1200 miles 4istant. Is` John MacDonald to

continue with unmet learning needs? Is there another option?

NJ
The Open Access Study Plan is essentially a performance based model

of graduate study. On one hand, the concept contains alternative elements
like those found in Britain's Open University, in institutions like Nova
and the Union Graduate School, and the external programs of the Uniyersity
of London. On the other hand, it contains many of the elements of
traditional models. OASP students have supervisors, committees, programs
of study approved in advance, orals, candidacy examinations; theses and
external examiners. The plan is designed to accommodate a veryispecial
group of students -- students who know exactly the kind of learning they
wish to pursue, where they would like to pursue it and with whom they
_wish to study. Thus, OASP is not appropriate for all those interested
in ,furthering their education.-

A major emphasis, in OASP is toform a consortium which would allow
students in Atlantic Canada many of the same opportunities forflexible
programming that they would have if they pursugd graduate study at major
educational institutions elsewhere in Canada or theAJnIted States. While
no no one institution possesses the resources certain students may need,
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by,working cooperatively the resources may be available. We believe
that in addition to the many instructional resources inside universities,
many of the outstanding people work outside of post-secondary institu-
tions and wouldebe excellent resources for participating students. A

major problem has been to gain access to these resources.

OASP is not a correspondence schoolor a way of avoiding work. It
is not a structure which permits completely independent study without
supervision nor is it a .free school or alternative college for those who
cannot succeed in a traditional university environment. OASP is not an
easy route to a graduate degree. On the contrary, more work and initiative
is usually,required to obtain a degree through the Plan than would be
required in a well-established university program in a specified field.
A significant departure is that there are no fixed programs and few
fixed requirements in terms,of courses and similar offerings. The
concept of OASP is that in'the light of students' backgrounds, interests
and learning needs, individualized programs are mounted which, in many
cases may cut across several academic and professional fields. It is
important to emphasize that OASP is not an external degree route in the
European sense. Nor can a student be awarded a degree merely by producing
a satisfactory thesis or dissertation. OASP takes into account students'
past work and builds upon it, but students must" work and study under
supervision, and learn from experience for at least the equivalent of
two.years full-time study after they have registered with AIE in order
to satisfy the requirements for the Ph.D. degree, and for the equivalent

__ of one year of fall -time stl dy for a ,Master's degree.

Governance of OASP

The Academic Council of the Institute is the equivalent of the
Senate of most universities. It -is-comprised of two-dozen persons
representing such institutions as the universities, the teachers associa-
tion, the education students' association, and the AIE staff. The Academic
Council is responsible for the academic affairs of the Institute and
thus accepts overall responsibilit5i for the Open Access Study Plan. The
Council recommends the awarding of degrees and other appropriate certifi-
cates of achievement. All regulatio s governing the Open Access Study
Plan were approved by this body. TWAcademic Council has delegated its
regulatory responsibilities for the Open Access Study Plan to two standing
committees -- Admissions, and Programs and Degrees.

The function of the Committee on Admissions is to determine which
applicants could benefit from OASP study and to issue successful applicants .

with a Statement of Eligibility. It it important to emphasizejthat a,
Statement of Eligibility implies only that the student has the prereq-
uisites for admission and does not guarantee that he will be allowed to
register in the Open Access Study Plan.

The Committee on Programs and Degrees is the body that actually
determines if a student will be registered. Having been issued with a
Statement of Eligibility, a student, in conjunction with a program
advisor assigned by the Institute, then constructs a study proposal
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which specifies in detail what is to be studied, with whom and where it

will be studied. The first year's experience has,shown that it takes
between three and nine months of effort to translate educational needs
into an academically sound proposal. When the student feels that he'
wishes to apply for registration, his proposal is submitted first for
external review and appraisal and then to the Committee on PrograzW and

Degrees. If the Committee is of the opinion that the proposal is acade-
mically sound and that the human, library and research resources are .

vailable so that the proposal can be completed with academic integrity,
e st dent becomes registered. At the time of registration, a supervisor

and a upervisory committee are appointed for each student; they become
direc ly responsible for supervising the student's progress throughout
his 0 P studies.

Methods f Obtaining Academic Credit Under OASP

The OASP provides a number of methods through which students can
secure academic credit towards their degree. It is important to note
that all must be approved in advance by the Committee on Programs and
Degrees. (a) Existing Courses at Other Universities:

Theie may be at local universities or even in other countries. In

certain circumstances, arrangements are made with the instructor
for extra assignments and tutorials to upgrade the offerings to
appropriate levels.

(b) Supervised Study ,or Tutorials:

This has proven to be one of the most common thods of study as
there are few courses which meet Ph.D. requirements offered at
local universities and it permits individualized courses suited to

the specific needs, of each student.

(c) Independent Study:

The student follows an approved study proposal and submits its

a

products for elialuation by an external authority.

(d) Internship:
0

The student spends a specified amount of time in a supervised work

situation.

In addition, each student is required to complete a graduate rl

colloquium which was Aintroduced to provide an opportunity for students
and staff to interact in a group situation. The colloquium is held one

Saturday a month and lasts for six or seven hours. Guest authorities

present views on current educational issues. Students are required to

do pre-reading and to write a critical analysis of the ideas encountered.
Thesis research is weighted at six credit hours at the master's level ,

and twelve hours at the doctoral level. It is- expected that most OASP

students will earn academic credit throdgh all of these methods of
study, although only the graduate colloquium and the thesis are compulsory.
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John MacDonald -- A Case Study

Returning tothe case of John MacDonald, let us trace the typical
response of OASP to the needs of such a person. Johnwishes to pursue a
Ph.D. in curriculum and supervision and applies for a Statement ef
Eligibility which is granted In November, 1974. He works with Institute
1-:?staff,pnd associates to plan an appropriate prog,rril f dy which after

amodification is approved by the Committee on Programs a Degrees in
April, 19,75. In this case, the Institute has arranged for the Super-
intendent of Education in a neighbouring school system to serve as
supervisor. This supervisor holds a Ph.D. in curricuium and has been

-----------
active in educational-research. The other members df the supervisory
committee include a full-time member of the Institut staff and a pro-

fessor from the neighbouring Province of NeW-Brunswic .

The first sequence of course work takes place a summer school and
during the school year while John works at his regulai job as shown in
thd accompanying program of study. For the second sequence, he has been
granted a sabbatical which he spenkas a research assistant in the
Curriculum Development Centre of the Institute, and in study situations
in local universities as shown. For the final sequence, John returns to
his full-time employment and works with his supervisor on his thesis
research. During his program of study, regular meetings of John's
supervisory committee have been held, he has had approval forhis thesis
proposal and has passed the candidacy examination and the final thesis
oral.

Though not an actual case, the program above illustrates elements
which are already under way and demonstrates both the flexibility and ,

the tight controls which we feel are essential to this form of graduate
study. A feature of OASP record-keeping it that work under Open Access
is fully documented so that prospective employers and other institutions
of higher education can see exactly what a student has done and with
whom they have studied. The academic qualifications and positions of
those persons instructing students are fully noted on the transcript.

In the first ten months more than 300 inquiries have been received
about the Open Access Study Plan. The Committee on Admissions has
issued approximately thirty-five (35) Statements of Eligibility. It has

rejected 20 on such grounds as "insufficient background in proposed area
\\of study" and "lack of available learning resources". There have been
'about equal numbers of applicants for the M.Ed. and Ph.D. levele./ The
"largest numbers of inquiries and applicants have been fbr studieS in
various aspects of curriculum and instruction (early,childhood through
higher education). The, Committee on Programs and Degrees has so faT
accepted six study prOposals and returned an equal number to,students
for modification.

The students who /h ve entered the process of constructing study
1proposals-are-ambitiou and have shown- r@lnarkable-perseveranda. Most
proposals have undergone at least. three rather complete-revisions and_
have taken three to nine months of preparation before reaching the
committee. It is ear that from a procedural perspective, the demands
on potentiakstuden s are far more severe than at any traditional
institutions with wh ch the authors are familiar.' It is evident that

ON
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HYPOTHETICAL STUDY PLAN FOR J06 MACDONALD

Sequence I (July 1975-June 1976)

Course Titles

Advanced Curriculum Thory
t'

Principles of Learning and
Instruction

Educational Technology

Graduate Chloquium

Sequence II (July 1976-June 1977)

Course Titles

4.
Organization of the Elementary
School

Theory of Supervision

Intermediate Statistics' and
Research Methodology

Curriculum Development
Internship

Modern Practides "in Educational
Administration

Supervisiod Practicum:

Sequence III (July_19777June 108)

Thesis: The efforts on pupil attitu
developed socipl studies m
Cape Mieton County.

'if'

Method of Instruction

Summer School in Boston

Summer School in Boston

Modularized Independent
Study Course

At AIE, one Saturday per
month

Method of Instruction

Upgraded M.Ed. summer
school course, froM a
local university

Upgraded M.Ed. sur
school, course from
local university

Regular university Ph.D.
course (under Dept. of
Psychology)

,Affiliated with the
Curriculum Development
Centre

Tutorial froth a retired
school superintendent

Works in a local college,
supervising undergraduate
cStudent teaching

s and achievement of locally
erials for grade 5 pupils in

Credit

6 cr. hrs.

3 cr. hrs.

6 cr. hrs.

6 cr. hrs,

21 cr. hrs.

Credit

4 cr. hrs. -

3 cr. hrs.

6 cr. hrs.

6 cr. hrs.

3 cr. hrs.

6 cr. hrs.
28 cr. hrs.

12 cr: hrs.
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the Committee on Admissions has selected wisely and that students who
have entered the registration process have been exceptional in many
ways.' Open Access is already reputed among students as anything but an
easy route to a degree.

The type of student attracted is worthy of note. The minimum of
educational experience possessed was two years while the majority have
had more than ten years. Applicants have tended to be older than the
typical graduate student and their age and experiences has enabled most
to be reasonably specific about their needs. Many had previously been
accepted into graduate programs at other institutions but of perhaps
more significance, most had continued to study after leaving full-time
university degree programs. It has become cleat as'well that most
practising educators can not afford to uproot themselves for a two-year
period in order to follow a conventional doctoral program and the Open
Access route is their major hope of doing advanced study. These people
are not averse to including summer study at leading universities throughout
the world. Most, as well, expect to be able to spend at least a six-
month period in full-time study and research.

Summary AndConclusion

The Open Access Study Plan has been developed in response to
fundamental inequalities in educational opportunity among educators in
the Atlantic Provinces of Canada. The major problems of access and the
response of OASP should provide some indication of our expectations for
the scheme:

Problems of Access

1. Geographic -- large area, sparse
population.

2. Social and Economic -- persons
who for personal or economic
reasons cannot pursue full-time
study, particularly if dis-
placed from their homes for a
year or more.

Response of OASP

OASP brings learners into contact
with learning resources by ,
mobilizing both the learners and
learning resources and by developing
personnel and materials which
were previously untapped. -

OASP draws no arbitrary distinctions
between full-time and part-time
study, or resident and extramural
study.

3. Lack of opportunities for OASP provides access to persons
graduate study within existing throughout the region at both
institutions -- some universit=\ master's and doctoral levels.
ies do not grant: master's
,degrees and no university in the
region grants the Ph.D. in the
field of education

.l0
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Problems of Access

4. Restrictions on : dmission at
exi es -- there is
little provision for those who
have learned in non-traditional
ways and who do not have "paper"
credentials.

5. Enrolment in a single university
restricts opportunities for
students to combine the learning
resources of many institutions
while most institutions have
minimal resources in a single
field, adequate resources are
available by pooling resources
across insitutions.

6. Many communities do not have
access to graddcte students as
a resource to assist them in
solving local educational
problems.

7. Educational researchers are
limited in their own studies
due to the absence of advanced
graduate student assistants.

8. Restrictions imposed by the
nature of universities and their
organization -- traditional pro-
grams are often inappropriate to
the needs of students and the
region; courses are timetabled;
research is often theoretical,
abstract, formal, removed from:____
practice. .

9. Many prime learning resources
exist outside universities and
are largely inaccessible to
graduate students.

Response of OASP

OASP will provide* opportunities
for persons who can demonstrate the
results of their past learning to
enroll in appropriate programs.

OASP provides an overall structure
which permits access to resources
across institutions and which makes
use of significant non-university
learning resources.

OASP enables field associates to
supervise the activities and
research of graduate students in
local areas.

4

OASP mobilizes graduate students
at all levels in a variety of fields
and geographic locations.

OASP proyides flexibility in the
nature of learning methods; open
timetabling to suit'the individual
student; applied research focused
on problem-solving, as well as
traditional theoretical research.

OASP enables involvrent of instructors
and supervisors without regard to their
institutional affiliations. /

*While'a flexible adMissions policy has'been built in, this' aspect of
OASP will be introduced'only after the plan gains more acceptance and many
traditional cases have been processed.
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dos'

It will take further development and experience to judge the efficacy
of the Open Access Study Plan: It is reasonable to suppose that since there

are no elaborate campuses, buildings, and minimaLfull-time staff, Open
Access programs will costA4considerably less in real terms than do conventional
programs.

Whether or not this wrticular model is transferable to other parts of
the world remains to be seen. Certainly, in Eastern Canada it seems to be

the most viable solution at this point in time. We suspect that in other
areas as well student access to appropriate programs is restricted despite
the existence of substantial numbers of universities. The failure of most

models for graduate study to fully utilize significant learning resources
which are not sanctified by universities is considered a major problem in
our society and a major challenge for program designers in, the future.

WI/
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DEVELOPING SHORT COURSES FOR-TEACHERS:
THE APPROACH OF AN ONTARIO FACULTY OF EDUCATION TO

PRE- SERVICE /IN- SERVICE EDUCATION

MALCOLM W. APPLEGATE
Co- ordinator of Continuing EdUcation

. Faculty of Education
Queen's University

One of the basic functions of a professional faculty in a university
is the transmission of the generalized and systematic knowledge of the
profession to its undergraduate students. In this pursuit, many faculties
have developed a particular type of relationship with their respective
fields; namely, one in which the students are provided with an opportunity
to gain some field experience. This relationship is no longer sufficient.
Today, the world, "...with its constant and rapid changes cannot endure
without continuous learning. The expansion of knowledge will alter both
educational and vocational requirements at a pace few of us can yet
imagine." (Report of the Worth Commission on Educational Planning, page
38.)

Such conditions make it obligatory on the part of professional
faculties to become increasingly involved with the task of providing and
promoting continued'education of the members of each profession through
in-service courses. This challenge requires such faculties to meet the
many and varied need's of professionals at a time when the body of professional
knowledge in man)' areas is changing rapidly. Any development in this
field by a profeAional faculty must make demands upon resources,-both
human and material ,'which are often already fully utilized in pre-
service education. Thus, problems with respect to matters such'asj pre-
service educatiOnal activities, the research association with the field,
the maintenance Of faculty autonomy and the allocation of resources must
be reconciled and balanced with increasing demands for in-service education.
,While universal problems with respect to pre-service/in-Service education
exist for all professional faculties, the mein concerns of this paper' ;00

must necessarily he focused upon themes which appear to be particularly
central to faculties of education.

1-
'The need for a careful balance of both programs and resource

allgtation provides only one of the forces working toward an inseparable
union of pre-service and in-service education. Pre - service and in-

service professional development cannot be treated in isolation one from,
another. The very nature of teaching as a professional activity demands
that we look-at-all aspects of teacher education and at the contributions
of all related institutions. To separate one part of the teacher education
endeavour from the other major components is a sure formula for failure.
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There is an inevitable, even If sometimes subtle, relationship between
consecutive programsyncurrent programs, associate teacher activity,,
modified internships, varied term sabbaticals, negotiated leave, graduate
studies programs, letters of recognition and the varied even if contro-
versial concepts of a continuing education diploma.

In this paper I shall try to do two things: First, to offer you

some reflections on the role of a faculty in continuing education and,
more specific, on a faculty's approach to short courses for teachers, an
approach which tends to draw together elements of both pre-service and
in-service education. Second, to outline for you several major concerns
of our faculty with respect to in-service professional development.

Now, at this point in the paper, I should explain that the pro-
fessional setting from which examples of structure and function are
drawn is the Faculty of Education with whom I work at Queen's University.
It has been the invaluable experience of working With this faculty that
has provided both a theoretical and practical base for this paper.

A Faculty's Approach to Pre-service/In-service Education

The relationship between a faculty of education aid the professional
field tends to be symbiotic. Within the regular pre-service program the
-faculty-field forms of interaction have tended to emphasize the field's
assistance to the faculty in providing pre-service experience fcxr candidates
intending to join the profession. Within the same program, other forms
of interactin such as in-service programs, specifically sponsored for
associate teachers, have tended to provide an opportunity for the faculty
to help the field. rThe changing nature of the'professional setting into
which the teacher candidate will move provides one of the factors which
indicates a need for a dramatic change in field relationships. Furthermore,

the broadening of the definition of "field" is exemplified in continuing
education programs wherein a faculty may be serving not only a specific
professional clientele but also a much wider variety of community groups.

The, intricacy of the faculty-professional Held relationship simply
bears out the inseparable union which must exist between pre7service and
in-service education. In the case"of the faculty I represent, an awareness
of this relationship may best be seen through the following developments
in the life'of the faculty.

The Faculty and Continuing Education Programs

Consistent with our faculty'sAesire to encourage all aspects of
faculty-field relationships, the provision was made for the establish-
meht of an office of continuing e ucation. Since the fall of 1969, this
office has primarily concentrated upon the offering of both basic and
advanced certification'prograts esigned for Ontario elementary and
secondary school teachers and administrators. A'major reason for this
early focus was the absence of funding arrangements for non-credit
courses. At each step in its certification program planning;,'the continuing
education office sought to draw together the major elements of both pre-
service and in-service courses and workshops.
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As the B.Ed. program became more firmly established, faculty were
able to offer more time and effort toward non-funded and non-credit
professional development programs specifically requested by interest
groups within the profession.

As the activities of the office of continuing education have increased,
a gradual reversal in enrolment patterns, -has developed between the
funded certificate courses which, In a sense, gave the office its earliest
major thrust, and the non-funded in-service and community workshops.
The change of enrolment patterns between 1969 and 1974 has a significant
bearing on the future development of continuing education for this
faculty. Within the Summer School Certificate Program it isc,evident
that certain courses are no longer being sustained by a large enrolment
as in the'past. This trend is to be expected where a certificate program
has been offered for a number of years. The pattern of enrolment in
such programs suggests that a careful assessment of future enrolments
should be made in the planning of certificate courses.

The situation with respect to non-credit courses and workshops is
somewhat different. The demand for these programs is indicated by the
amazing growth in enrolments during the past four years. These changes
in enrolment pattern have serious implications for the funding of programs
and this problem will be referred to at a later point in this paper. .

As a sub-system within the faculty, the Office of Continuing Education
necessarily concentrated upon programs which were quite different in
their admission requirements, source of initiation, and organization'
from those sponsored by the Department of Graduate Studies: Although
these two sub-structures have similar concerns with respect to on-going
professional education, it can be argued that the departments concerned
with undergraduate and graduate studies have more factors in common.
&tor example, both programs pay particular attention to themaintenance
of.'academic prestige and this concern is reflected in candidate selection
procedures. This concern is understandable from a university viewpoint;
however, provision must be made for the many professionals who are in
need of help 'but who are underqualified to receive this help through a
school of graduate studies. It is A the provision of this kind of help
that the Office of Continuing Education plays a particularly important
role.

In the case of an office of continuing education, the relation'ship
frith a client tends inmost cases to 'be of a temporary nature. The
office movcs to meet the client whereas the rbverse tends to occur in
the more formal degree programs. This\ means, that new, temporary linkages
between the office of continuing education and the clientele must be
continually established in order to bring new knowledge to practitioners
with every passing year. Among these temporary linkages are human
relations training, organizational surveys, specialized subject workshops,
seminars, and collaboration on specific problems. Thus, an office of
continuing education should have a capability of generating a great
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A

variety of temporary systems to suit specific occasions, clients and
topics. Furthermore, because of the ofice's intimate involvement with
the professional educational environment, it is not at all surprising
that-it-Must press formodifications of both faculty and university
p&Iicy2whIchA4Y act aiafib-t-tai on_this"involvement. For example,
the office must encourage new developments s diploma programs, a
maximum of Lre t portability, anu fundin o rofessional
development workshops-and-seminars.--,

Having given you some background with respect to the creatiomeof an
office of continuing education, I now wish to turn to the concerns of
both that office and the faculty it reptesents with respect to short
courses for teachers. In this description, it is my intention to point
up the consistent attempt to sustain a close relationship between pre-
service and in-service activity throughout such short courses.

During the brief history of this ne aculty office, we have found
that the short courses offered by the facul y have tended to-be organized
along three major lines of division. These may be entitled somewhat as
follows:

1. Regular short courses offered by members of.the faculty to
the profession at large.

A 40

2. Cooperative County Board - Faculty of Education professional
development prograts.

. 'ShOrt courses fo sociate teachers of the faculty: The
groundwork for a ne faculty-associat; relationship.

now wish to summarize or you the Main,elements ofeach of the
above divisions.

The Regular Short Course Program Offered to the Profession.

Almost from e very beginning of its existence, the.Eaculty of
Education at Queen s University undertook, the sponsorship o-f short
courses for teache throughout the entire calendar year, although with
special emphasis upo the spring and summer months.

From the very outset, these short courses -- assumed characteristics
which distinguished them from degree and certificate programs. First,
they were relatively brief in duration. If held in the summer, they
might be of one or two weeks duration. If presented during the academic
year, they each might involve a series of evening or weekend commitments,'
totalling perhaps 20-25 contact hours. Second, thpy carried neither-degree
nor certificate credit. An individual faculty diploma or letter Of -

recognition might be issued to a program partic antupon completion of ,

a workshop or, short cou se and frequently stich letterb of recognition
have been used as Oersua ive evidence of professidl interest and
activity by boards of ed cation. Nevertheless, no ge4Fal credit pattern /
has been as t develope in relationship to such COW / Third,



each short course must be financially self- staining, in that all
expenses must be covered by fees. No form o grant has been available
to such programs. Furthermore, it has been ecessary that a-percentage
of gross revenue from each program be retained by the university against
overhead cost.

.

A,fourth distinguishing characteristic lay in the special relationship
which emerged between the Office of Continuing Education and each individual
faculty program sponsor during the preparation and presentation of short
courses. This relationship might best be d'scribed as shared management

ie

or entrepreneurship. The Office of Contin ing Education brought to the
faculty member the results of research,con erning the perceived needs of
teachers. The faculty member, on the other hand, brought to the Office
of Continuing Education his own perception of program possibility.
Needs assessments were matched with flexibility of program design. The
faculty sponsor became a co-manager of the program. He decided upon
most details of content and determined the optimum numbers for a given
workshop enrolment. In consultation with the Office of Con'tinuing
Education, he worked out the fine balance between fee to be charged to
the profession and the pattern of anticipated expenditures. In a very
real sense; he entered into a kind of partnership with the Office of
Continuing Education in which he assumed a large measure of responsibi-
lity for the success of the program. In order to assume this kind of
responsibility it was necessary that he be involved in the basic decision-
making pattern at every stage.

Thus, the preparation and presentation ofa short course involved a
very clear sharing of details of both design and management.

The responsibilities undertaken by the Office of Continuing Education
involved program promotion, admission procedures, advertising design,
identification of target population, needs assessments advertising-
distribution, enrolment statistics, evaluation procedures and financial.
accounts. The responsibilities of the individual program sponsor were
more directly related eo content preparation and program presentation.

4

In this pattern of shared.respons4ility, certain procedures related
to program negotiations were followed or a fairly regular basis between
facultyisponsors and the Office of Continuing Education. The following
point's ummarize the sequence of negotiations for any given short course
between a faculty sponsor an the contin ing education office:

1. First a preliminary study was made of the principle objectives
of the proposed prog am. A kind of rationale for the program
was developed and co sideration was given to the influence

''which the.proposed p ()grain might have upon the overall balance
of in-service offerings being presented by the faCulty at the
time of the proposed Workshops presentation.

./
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2. If at all possible, evidence from aneeds assessment or pro-
fessional development survey was considered in program discussions
at a very early stage.

3. The proposed format for the in-service program was then discussed
and the steps in the presentation of the program were related
to the projected contact time with the clientele.

4. Consideration was next given to the question of target population.
To wh., .es the program make its appeal? What perception do

we ave of he needs of the target group. concerned,? How reliable

a e availab e statistics from needs assessments? Do our statistics

dicate th needs:of the clientele as perceived by,the professional
group itse ? Does the proposed program come into conflict
with other p posed presentations to the same target population?

5. Consideration isAext given to the optimum dates for presentation
pf the program. Is the program designed as a summer offering

of one or two weeks? Would the program be far more appropriate
to the autumn or winter term? Should the program be offered on
a series of dates? Is the program more appropriate to' evening

or weekend presentation? To what extent does the nature of the
target population, distribution of advertising, the extent of
appeal, relate to the proposed dates for the program?

6. The sponsor and the Coordinator of Continuing Education then
proceeded to cost out the proposed program. A prospective
budget was prepared for the accounting department of :the
university.. The following faCtors are considered forthis
budget:

a. The cost of advertising the program
b. Anticipated material duplidation
c. Food service costs if any
d. Honoraria to visiting lecturers
e. The cost of media service technical assistants
f. Janitor service if required
g. Instructors' stipend

07. The next procedure was the preparation of program agrertising.
A study was made of the appropriate kind of advertising for the

I program. Consideration was given to advertising dates. The

nature and extent of advertising distribution was studied. The

program sponsor then undertook the basicpreparation of the
advertising material and submitted this to the Coordinator who
then proceeded to follow-through the steps of desigd, print and,
distribution.--

8. The reservation of classroom facilities for the program was
next considered.' Should the program be located at Queen's
University? Is it more aporopriatethat the program be taken('
t/p a local community outside of the' university?



9: The question of co- sponsorship of a program from outside the
faculty became increasingly important as it was found that
members of other faculties and institutions outside the university
were becoming interested in offering programs ona cooperative
basis with the Faculty of Education. In such coTsponsorshp,
which is published under the letterhead of the university, the
faculty bear the responsibility for the standard of program
which is offered.

Such regular short courses for teachers grew in enrolment at an
amazing rate. During the period 1969 to 1974, the Faculty of Education
experienced more than a fivefold increase in enrolments within such
programs. The accompanying graph illustrates the dramatic increase in
such short courses and also indicates a diminution in regular Summer .

Certificate Programs offered by the faculty during the same period.
This increase in workshop enrolment from 85 participants in 1969 to
2,485 in 1974 is all the more amazing when we realize that such growth
in participatiOn is attained in spite of the lack of any credit for such
professional activity.

This, then is the first example of our faculty's approach to the
short course for teachers. I now wish to outline for you a second type
of short course or workshop program, this time more specifically focused-
upon special administrative divisions served by the Faculty of Education
throughout Eastern Ontario.

Cooperative County Board-Faculty of Education Profession Development Programs

During the past three years, as the B.Ed. program in th faculty
has become more'firmly established, faculty_have-been- able to offer more
time and effort toward professional development programs specifially
requested by major interest groups such as the county boards of eduCation.
A numbe of important features give'these cooperative programs very,
distinctive characteristics. In the'first place, programs are the
result Of a cooperative design and a collaborative sharing of responsi-
bility.

After a careful and detailed needs assessment has been undertaken
frequently by the teachers in a given county, board representatives may
approach the faculty Office of Continuing Education with a view to
defining certain areas of professional development considered by the
teachers concerned to be of major importance. 'A series of program
designs, specifically tailored to the needs of the board, result from
preliminary negotiations. Once a number of programs have been selected
for a given term, the faculty and the board decide upon the nature of
the responsibilities to be shared.

Usually, for its own part, the board will undertake the advertising
of the programs and the registration of participants. It will select a
suitable location within, the county for the presentation of the programs, and
it will-undertake the financial expenditures attendant upon the programs.
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The Faculty Office of Continuing Education, on the other hand, will
idenay the appropriate members of faculty and will undertake negotiations
with these facUlty members concerning the modifications of program necessary
to meet the specific requirements of the, teachers concerned. The office
will also neg6tiate such matters as suitable dates of presentation and
financial, disbursements. In other words, the principle responsibilities of

,

the Office of Continuing Education lie in the direction of faculty partici-
pation, specificity of program design and clarity of contractual arrangements.

Enrolment statistics in such board-faculty sooperative p o:grams during
recent years gives every indication that such joint sponsorsh p'has
rapidly assumed major dimensions. In the academic year 1973-1974 alone
there were 474 participants in professional development workshops organized
under these special arrangements. There is every reason to believe that ,

this new field of board-faculty 49nsorship will be sustained and indeed
intensified during the coming years. One major advantage both to the boards
concerned and the faculty lies in the sharp foCus which is placed upon the
identification of professional development need\and the fact that in most

cases this need is identified by the teachers themselves. Another advantage
may be found in the very close attention to local requirements and the
opportunity to modify programs in order to meet such requirements.

__----

Still another advantage rests in the-Whole spirit of cooperation and
information exchange which results from such an endeavor. One of the
most outstanding advantages may be found in the opportunities afforded
teachers to work closely with faculty members, exchanging information With
NrespeCt to pre-serviCe program developments,. in- service curriculum design

and evaluation. Such exchanges surely help to establish A necessary
consonance of purp,pse between pre-service and in-service activities.
Finally, one of the 4reatest strengths of the program may, be found in he

encouragement it offers to faculty to move out from the university setting

into the field itself. It must always be kept in mind that such programs
are necessarily "on-site" in nature. The programs are taken to the teacher

.
rather than the teacher going to the program. '

)

.

The Faculty and its Associate Teachers: A New Relationship

Almost from its inception, the Faculty /has been concerned with the need
to develop a special relationship,with its, associate teachers -- the teachers
in eastern and northern Ontario who work closely with the faculty in the
acceptance of B.Ed. studentsNsin the schools under practice teaching arrange-

ments. It seemed to the faculty tha,/traditionally the associate had been
looked upon almost as an adjunct to the teacher training activities of a '
faculty. Obviously, this was an inadequate arrangement. It is true that in
the early years, annual meetings of faculty and associates were held mainly*
for the purpose of examining teaching methods and student evaluation

.

procedures. By 1972 these annual meetings were beginning to take on a
a
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different hape and attention was being focused upon the professional
development interests of the associates. Beginning in the year 1972,
special April practice teaching round workshop programs were established,
specifically designed in answer to suggestions offered by the associates.
The clientele for the programs were mainly the associates themselAs.

-...----

In 1973-74 a voluntary group of associates, some 300 in number, were
designated "portal school teachers", who entered into a new and special
relationship with the faculty wherein they accepted students into their
classrooms without any-stipend consideration and at the same time moved
into a closer collaborative relationship with the faculty, to whom they
suggested specific programs in the field of professional development. I..n

response to these suggestions, the faculty established priorities in
of curriculum dev lopment, subject workshops, educational research and.

ff
innovation. Th programs resulting from these priority studies were .l,
directed speci ically to the portal school teachers. Faculty teams within
the portal schools acted in an intermediary role in the continuing exploration
of professional needs as perceived by the portal school teachers the elves.

County bbard administrative officials gave excellent:counsel in the planning
of in-se/;vice activities which were central to the portal school project.
Although rofessional d4lopment activities, many of them located within

tOthe porta nd associate 'schools, continued hroughoutkthe entire year, a
rticularly intensive concentratiou,of prog amsswas oiganized 'and 'presented

'UtAOng the month of April 1974. The nrolmen of some 1,249 participants in
pril phase of the portal school Y,n- service pirogram gave clear evidence' 7'
willingness of boardsand,tachers to become involved in professional
ent program planning and presentation. Especially was this true
teachers themselves were able to take the first initiatives in

a

this
of th_
develop
where th
identifying the nature of the programs. It,is important to emphasize the
fact that the Faculty of Educalpn offered programs free of charge to the
teachers involved with the pg0ral.scfiool project.

For the academic year 1974-75 modifications were affected in the portal
school project. However, the princfit*qualities of this special relationship
were extended to all 1,420 associates. During 1974-75 the concept of free
professional development %ervice to the associates has been maintained in
programs which instead of being mainly concentrated in the month of April
have now been extended throughout the entire academic year. Moreover, the
concept of the on-site workshop has been enhanced by the organization of many
programs.locateein such centres as Belleville, Peterborough, Brockville,
CornWall, Ottawa, Renfrew and Deep River.

This year, workshop programs have tended to vary more widely in format.
New 'And different resources of the faculty- have been drawn together. A

somewhat different timing of resource utilization has tended to give,
greater equilibrium to pr6gram presentation across the entire year. All of

these features of. the new associate professional development program of the
facuity.havabeen seen as marked advances over the portal school project of
1973 -74.
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Nevertheless, probably the greatest.adliance for out' acuity in its
relationship- to the associates has been signaled by the organization of
the Interimessociate Teacher Representative, Committee during this
current academic year. I have mentioned the concern with which the
facult as-viewed-its relationship to the.associate teachers. For a
ong time, the faculty has felt that the associate teachers must have a
far greater role in the determination of all phases of faculty program
whether in-service or pre-service. But, what vehicle could be developed
IAhich would give representation to the associates on some kind of consistent
asis? _Here We have 1,400 associate teachers spread across a vast
erritory. How could we develop d representative body which would
ttend not only to the'common objectives of the associates with respect
o teacher education but also to the more local objectives?

S. .

i In its concern, the faculty undertook a series of discussions and
'negotiations with the Kingston Teacher Education` Committee of the Ontario
'Teachers' Federation. In January of this year these detailed discussions #
resulted ±Ii the formation of anfInterim Associate Teacher Representative
Committee organized as a result of the mutual cooperation of Ontario
Teachers' Federation representatives in Eastern Ontario and,the Faculty
of Education. As farAs the facul6.4ere concerned this was.d4/i4uly
great brgWk-through in the interests of cooperative planning and program
design by major educational institutions. Together, the Ontario Teachers'
Federation representatives anethe aculty of Education had created an
organization which might give voice to thg concernq and the needs of the
associates.

i. k

The committee thut designed would give representati not only to-,-
the associates but to the Ontario Tealchers' Federation committees in
Ottawa, in Peterborough and in Kingstbn as well as to the administrations
of all county boards and both elementarylamdsecondary school principals.
In the interests of associate teacher ' epresentation, Eastern Ontario
was divided along mainly county board inesand'each division so formed
was given representation ,i)n the commit ee.

Major Concerns of the Faculty with Respect to Pre-service/In-service Education

Factors of geography, population diStribution, on-going relationships
with educational interest groups and the\special characteristics of much
of our program design have all had their influence upon the setting of
priorities and dip raising of concerns with respect to the future of
pre-service/in-setvice education for our Faculty:

We have experienced a growing concern that many aspects of our
program be developed as cooperative endeavors/between the faculty and
the profession it serves., The, teacher's perc'eption of need is most
important for any program Success. In the uture organization of programs
w= are attempting to develop vehicles whic will continue to facilitate

ut f om the profession concerning our p ogram direction and emphasis.

1
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In recent years our faculty has placed heavy emphasis upon the
, organization of on-site workshops or courses. The development of specific

board-faculty programs and the associate teacher workshops both encourage
the travel of faculty to more distant centres of Eastern Ontario.

Welfare becoming concerned also about the limitations inherent in
th e single, one-shot professional development program, the discrete

9
workshop set in a kind of isolation from all other educational activity.
As a counterbalance, we are anxious to develop a more schematic series
of programar -eac-h-o-f- which -may-embody-a- general_p re senta t ion followed by
consistent work with families of schools.

All educational institutions are beset today with problems of
limited human resources. Our, faculty is poignantly aware of this limita-
tioh. Thus, much of our emphasis in future program planning will be
directed toward the creation of a contingent of leadership in the
prdfessional field. We must attempt an integrative role, not limiting
ourselves to the use of our own manpower only.

Boththe consistent concerns and the$collective experience of our
faculty lead me now to the closing section of this paper wherein I wish
to suggest to you several important issues not only for faculties of
education but for the profession at large in so far as the future of
continuing education is concerned.

Faculty's View of Critical Issues for the Future of C iintinuing Education
in Ontario

(a) The funding of non-credit, in-service professional programs

As we have already noted, a study of professional certificate \-

course enrolments throughout the province reveals a general decrease.
Under present per capita formula financing arrangements, this trend has
resulted in an overall lowering of financial support for the conti uing
education work of any faculty. The financ al problem is compounded by
the encouraging pattern of growth which ma' be seen in the non-credit
professional development workshops that ar not eligible for fundin
In our own fadulty such inservice workshop have been self-sustain g;

that is, to say, fees charged to the parti pants provide the only form
of financial support. In most cases the i dividual participant pa s the
fees from his own income. County board and federation assistance in the
payment of fees and 4commodation costs i beginning to appear but,
naturally, it is on /broken front.

During recent years very serious consideration has been given to
the question of funding non- credit, in-service programs. In any such
consideration important assup'tions must be ex mined. For instance, it
is reasonable to assume that quality of progra is to some extent related '

to fuhding. Certain important questions also arise in considering the
matter of 'funding. What does the univirsity aculty concerned see as
its responsibilitylih non-credit education? funding affect innovation
in program develiment? If so, what will be the, nature of the effect?
Whati..bearing may a non-credit Program have on a student's subsequent
intdrest in s-credit program?

124
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In the whole matter of non-Credit program funding an important
future development. may emerge in'thvgature of a new teaching certificate,
in which recognitionn may be given to the teacher's additional attainments
beyond degree and certification work. This proposed recognition of
additional attainments should enhance the possibility of formalizing'.
short coufses-and in-service workshops and thereby give new persuasive
evidence for workshop funding. To support this. approach one only has to
refer to the marked increase in workshop-;iiitriments. One can hb.rdly
imagine the impact that equitable funding and diploma credit would have
upon in-service offerings across this province.

(b) Course credits in continuing education: the concept of a diploma
for further educational studies

Professional short courses, workshops and symposia have increased
at an incredible rate in recent years. Nevertheless, there is a marked
absence of any uniform system of recognition or credit for participation
in these many programs.

In March of 1973 Dean Vernon Ready of Queen's University Faculty o'f
Education submitted to the Ontario Teachers' Federation and the Conference
of Deans of Education a proposal for a rovincial diploma related/to'
further educational studi s.. In this rOposal he emphasized the fact
that the graduate route 'snot the on. y /way for many teachers to engage
in continuing education } indicated that many teaches may wish to do
work in applied activi ies ather than in following courses in educational
theory leading to deg ees. Others, he felt, will wish to pursue more
diverse packages of ctivities than is possible in a structure degree
program. In his proposal,' he stressed the difficulty 'that t ere is
presently no way for teacheis to gain recognizable credit f r many
legitimate educational activities and studies in tallith they participate.

1--
The suggested-diploma would have ministry, federation, trugtee and

university recognition. It would be administered by a provincial office
an' Lim the diploma would be regulat d by A provincial
board made up of representatives of the federations, a ministry, the
facilities of education and the tru ees' councils. Any institution
offering continuing education act vities could a' ly to this board to
have its offering recognized fo credif toward e diploma.

Certain/institutions hav already begun' td consider diplomas in
further edu'cation based on a educationa' offering of that specific
stitution. However, suc letters of cognition and diplomas bear

little .relationship one to another. ems evident, in the light of
recent developments, thati,,this propo j ors some modification of it
should be given very cAx ful cons ration by e universities,, the
federations and the Mi' stry.

/
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(c) A faculty as a 'regional education centre

Recent evidence sugg ts that the formation of educational centres

is effective in promoting both professional and curriculum development,
on a regional basis. In particular, the British experience of this
concept provides interesting and valnablC data for the development of

centres in this province. .Compelling arguments may be marshalled in

support of the establishment o& such centres at the province'sfacultiers
/

of education: 4

. /

r

Such a centre may be instrumental in fost ring a closer /
relationship between importh t professio al groups such as /

the Ontario Teachers' seder tion, the lieges of Applied.

Arts and Technology, the nistry of ucation, local

teachers and boards of e cation.

- Considerable uppori i rovided by the serious plight that

smaller sch 1 b rds ce in the light of staff reductions

and finan al 'r strictions. Many such boards cannot maintain

their o consultative services.__Therefore, it is to be

expect that un ,4er these conditions, boards would look with
encouragement to the coordinating role of an education centre.

fl

- While the British experience may be characterized as a local

and limited design, the Ontario development of education
centres would necessarily be along more regional' lines which

would have an important role in increasing the communication
between Clientele and resources. Su4h cenOes, marshalling,

,%
both haman and material resou rces, become very effective
agents for change,.

S

1 2 6"

1 24/

\

- The centre 'could also-have an extremely important role in

facilitating opeimum-interaction'betwe&I other faculties of

the u-
-

niversity atideithe teaching profession.

4
The creation of such centres would enhance the development_ of
a-provincial diAloma'in-educational studies.

The need to maintain aneextend our liaison 1/th the field i'

growing. rapidly. Th4 develoVMEnt-b-f-a-re- du

faculty would seem to be an excellent meats of extending the uni ersity's ;

professional aevelopmen role and also enhancing'the possibility/ of

deiiving additional financial resources to a8sure future in-service
education. It is for these reasons that)the provincial faculties of
education should undertake an investigation to determine the feasibility
of regional education.centres. Such centres would be administered by
the &acuities and' would be charged with meeting the recurrent educational

needs of the teaching profession. The major tbriyst of the centres would

be tosprovide the less formal aspect of,professional development. The

centres' functions would not extend into the sphere of graduate studies,
for which-there,is already adeouate,Oganizational provision.

N



I (d) 'Cooperative Activity
\\

In the field of continuing education, as in many ther professional

pursuits, surely it is important that by far the greer part, of all we
do be task-oriented. It is vital that there be continuing cooperation___
between major interest group.s_aneinstitutions in order,that we may
avoid duplication of effort. It is also important to ensure as much
equality as possible bqween interest groups 'participating in professional
development programs. Somewhat akin to a traditionally acceptable
attitude toward flag, motherhood and God, no one is supposed to be
against continuing education. The problem, however, is to devtlop at

least some minimal consensus betwe4n major institutions concerning
priorities, to-avoid *-,Steful Auplication. A second serious problem is,

/c,

to develop an initiation upon the part of the practitioner. This initiation
might well run parallel to what has been Called the unique contribut on
to be made by each interest group concerned. Thus far, too many of o r
activities must be considered only as emergent activities. This kind of

emergency response to situations simply is not adequate in the long r n.
We have reached the point where we must bring'our energies into a mor
common cause sa that we may avoid wasteful and enervating duplication of
effort which too often is caused by territorial imperatives, competin
agencies and the suspicions which seem to have been so steadily cast
upon joint ventures.

At this'point I wish to Auote from some notes r made based on
critically significant points stated, to a pr fessional audience by my
friend and colleague from the University o Ottawa Faculty of Education,
John'Rogers, at an O.T.F. Conference on C ntinuing Education, March1,
1975: r

Nowis the time for the A.T.F. to look at long term plans
fot their teachers. We need the format -iron of a provincial council

n continuing education. to represent the great variety and disparity

1,f interests. I urge2the profession to look with renewed vigour at
' the continuing education of their teachers. I feel that_there-mus-

--
be undertaken a re- examination of the many types-of Tofessional
reward. Means muskbOtudied for the releasi of teachers on a

continuing and me4lingful basis so that they-may embark on meaning-
ful continuing eduOtionprograms. Consideration should be given to
the development of ilegional education centres. Thus it is obvious

that continuing educ'atis a seamless continuum for all involved.

' We must look at long term plans and perhaps the only way we can
look at such plans is to form together the kind of provincial consortium
or council on in-service education suggested by Professor Rogers.
Surely we can await no longer this kind of provincial unity that is so
necessary to give continuity to continuing education.

Such a provincial coordinating body would bdcome cognizant of the
implications of change and innovation. It would help to remove the

., emergent response pattern from much of what we do in continuing education.
It would help the various interest groups to disseminate and utilize
knowledge for the promotion of sound educational change by members/of
the various interest groups themselves, the present generation'of /,
professionals under training and especially professionals in the field.

125 /
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CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR
TEACHERS IN RURAL SETTINGS-)

MYRLE VOKEY
Director, Professional Development

The Newfoundland Teachers' Association

In dealing with the continuing-education of teachers one must
distinguish between the pre-service and the in-service program. The

following comments are-directed towards the definition of continuing
:education as worded in the policy paper prepared by the Saskatchewan
Department of Education, which states that "In-service training should
be viewed as a process of continuous professional renewal". This statement
is based on the assumption that pre-service training is only the start
of professional training and growth for a teacher and/or a school.admi-
nistrator.

Another factor the; will determine the type of continuing education
we envisage is whether or-not the in-service education program is related
to the certification of teachers and/or whether or not the programs are
voluntary or compulsory.

There is a constant_need for teachers to be knowledgeable and keep
abreast of new developments in methodologies, administration and curriculum
development. Such training can be organized,pn an ad hoc basis to meet
the emerging and changing needs teachers. As far as in-service

education in Newfoundland is ncerned; the Crocker Report emphasizes
that a great deal of the in- ervice education of our teachers has been
structured in such a way that teachers ate motivated by factors of
questionable validity to /take courses which to a large degree have been
pre-determined. The content of such courses often has less.than maximum
relevancy to the skills, needs and capabilities of the teachers. .

In-service activities tend to be seen by teachers as:,

- offering an opportunity to advance on the salary scale
- helping to promote teachers to positions outside their area

of capability
- enabling teachers to adjust to changes imposed by provincial,

state or district authorities.

While none of these functions are inherently bad, any or all of
them should be in addition to meeting professional and pedagogical needs

of the teacher. There need-not be any conflict in wanting to upgrade
for'professional as well as economic reasons.

129
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In rural areas, where both human and me resources are at a
premium, itsis apparent that much formal -service education is very

..."

often a means to an end -- the'end bei a higher degree of competency
aymeasured by teacher certificatio . Sue; shortcomings are accentuated

//by the folloidDg characteristics:

/ - very limited'ch
- haphazard and s

"supermarket t
- resulting beli4

ice of c rses available to the teacher
oradic fferings of courses resulting in
ype election"

teachers, because of the above (and other factors),
that the courses are irrelevant and "not practical"

- an ad hoc approach which has little or no philosophy and no tie-in
to a sound, individualized to

- the present emphasis on gradu
to service using such co
tapes, etc,

her training program
work; which is extremely difficult

n approaches as ETV, correspondence,

The other type of in-service training -- the short term workshop
variety -- is usually field on an ad hoc basiswith little or no overall
planning and/or philosophy. However, this type of in-service generally
appears to be more meaningful and beneficial to the teacher. Despite efforts
to involve teachers in planning at the local level, these programs are
considerably weaker in tural areas than in centers with relatively large
p ulations. As a result, in an effort to,make in-service more relevant
and ractical, many rural areas are resorting to utilizing local personnel
at the"dnict level ag well as personnel from neighbouring districts for
stort.te orkshops. Apo, personnel from the university are utilized,
especially in instances here the in-service program extends over several

,. weeks. -

.

In Newfoundland many\ of the "local" in-service programs are being
regarded by teachers as being very effective. In such cases, the participation
and work of the teachers involved should be allowed to accumulate for certifi-
cation credit so that teachers can receive tangible recognition for having
received effectiO in-service training.

-
,

1

Although the locally initiated in-service education program can (and
sometimes does) suffer similar short-comings to that of the formal accredited
in-service training, e.g. irrelevant pre-determined topics, etc., the
feedback from such programs is generally encouraging_and positive. One of
the reasons why this appear to be so is that problems are identified
ideally, thereby meeting thelfelt needs as perceived by the teachers in the
classrooms.classrooms. Also,'a greater variety of resources are usually available,
including AV m
universities
tutor" descr
and merit. We
NewfOundland.

nd personnel from the classrooms', school districts,
tment of education. In this regard the

ds
"prof sional"prof

James\Report demani great deal of consi eration
not yet explored or exilerimented with this concept in

.
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The' continuing education of teachers in Newfoundland is a difficult

problem in-that many teachers are situated in'areas where population is

sparse and resources (human and physical) are very limited.' At,present

teachers Who are not able to up-grade by taking courses on campus are
upgrading formally, basically through two methods -- ETV and local part-

time instructors. Neither method is working very well, alth6ugh.the

latter appears to -be the,better of the two.. Use of the ampliphone,

closed circuit TV, audio-tapes, and similar methods has, not had particularly

,good.rasults. The utiliz ;tion of satellite TV with two-way audio and vid
communication will be experimented with in the areas of medicine and

6Ommunity,Illanning early in 1977. This approach may have some poten .1

for teaCher education. In addition to the questionable effectiven s of

thapproaches prexiously mentioned, course selection is often
stricted; fhis irf leads to a haphazard approach in se tion of

courses.

Continuing education 4 an expensive and exhau ng business. Therefore,

we should move slowly bef* commiting large sum .f money to technoldgical

approaches that tend more towards mass instru on than to individualized

instruction.

Other methods and approaches she. d be thoroughly explored so that a
variety of options are open to te.- er's -- both in methodology and course

offerings. Such approaches and 'ethods could include:

- local part-timens uctors experienced and well

qualified teacher

- visiting lec urers (university lecturer visiting a community_once

or twice a eek throughout adsemester)

- reside ce lecturers (persbnnel from university taking up residence i

in a community for a semester for the purpose of teaching in the
school system; or doing research etc, as well as teaching a

university course)

programs established to allow teachers to move around and meet with
other teachers regarding innovations in the classroom, e.g. T-4

program in practice in Newfoundland.

In-service training activities should be deliveredat the local level

wherever practicable:

Most in-service education activities should be carried on within
a setting in which the people who work together have an opportunity

to learn together. This is likely to be in the local school
building, within the school system, or in a setting where the
appropriate staff members -can- -retreat for concentrated work

together. It is not likely to be on the local campus. (Lippitt

and Fox)
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In-service training to be suotessful also requires the constructive
involvement teachers in defining their own learning needs and satisfying

those neel:

achers'need to be involved in the identification and articulation
of their own learning needs whenever posSible. This does not mean

that they "know what they need" in all respects, but the prOcess of
articulation, with resource help, is a major way of securing involve-
ment and commitment to personal growth effort. (LipAtt and Fox)

-
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GETTING RESOURCES TO TEACHERS

JOHN CHURCH
Assistant Director, Professional Development

British Columbia Teachers' Federation

Getting resources to t achers -- or having the right` resources

availabl\for teachers at th right time and in the right place -- has ,

now become\a pressing need for all those institutions that cater to
meeting the continuing educatidnal requests of teachers. Several

factors have combined to accentuate the need.

ti

1. The explosion of knowledge. The teacher must cease to focus on
imparting information, on teaching the known and the familiar,
and must begin to concentrate'on facilitating learning, on
teaching hqw to know, on actively creating challenging and
stimulating educational environments for pupils.

2. The growth in the numbers of electronic and other technological
aids available to help teachers to promote learning and to make
it an exciting adventure.

3. The increased acceptance by teachers of the theories of:
Piaget and others on human growth and development,

- - Maslow, Jourard and others on the importance of realizing

human self-actualization.

The cumulative effect of these factors has prompted fundamental and
revolutionary changes in school practice. These include moving:

1. From one teacher supported by one textbook and one blackboard
to teams of teachers recommending a wide variety of print and
aud o-visual aids so that pupils grow in selecting rationally
thos- aids that will be appropriate to each learning situation.

2. From t ching a group,or'a classto the individualizing and
persona zing of learning for each pupil.

3. From almos\exclusive reliance on a single discipline to
the broad-fi ds approach of helping pupils to*identify the
problem or th- issue they wish to examine and assisting -the
pupils to state lternative methods of studyand possible
solution or recon liation.

4. From almost exclusive ocus on study in the classroom alone to
the use of the entire s .00l, and then the grounds, and finally
the larger community, as 'e learning laboratory.
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If the teache is to promote the growth and, the development of the
pupil, he ,pr she ust be constantly g owing and developing too. For the
teacher, the si 'lest, the most funddmental, the easiest way, because it IP
is informal an. can be continuous, and because it can be in isolation or
in small grou,s, is to have professional resources'and services readily
and constant y available to the-tedcher. Like the pupil who grows when
placedin t esituation of having tomake educational decisions, i.e., '

selecting ationally some aids and rejecting others, the teacher must
have access to the same kinds of educational experiences.

ince I joined the staff of the B.C. Teadheis!tFederatiorrin''August
1964; I have been engaged, among other duties! in,trying to get resources
to ,B.C. teachers. I hope that this'national audiente will forgive this
p rochial speaker if he therefore confines his remarks about the practical
pplication of getting professional resources and services to teachers
to the B.C. situation with which he has had some familiarity over the
last 11 years.,

In August 1964, the collection of the B.C. Teachers' Federation
consisted of two rows of books and a few current periodicals shelve
the office of the,Professional Development Division director, W.V
Allester. Many, including the director, were acutely aware of s me of
the implications of the educational changes to which reference as
alteekly been made Many were keenly conscious of the need OD/ xpand the
somewhat restricted role of the B.C. Teachers' Federation iniin-service
education. At that time,' the role' was restActed to providing technical
and finaniial assistance when school districts (or divisio s) and regional
associations of teachers undertook an activity. In addit on; the Federation
sponsored a series of provincial conferences -- vocatio 1 education,
evaluation, social studies, etc. None of these underta ings was set in
the context of either a follow-up to preliminary acttAties or one that
requireda subsequent detailed stuffy. It was inevitably a case of once-
over-lightly and, hence, the cumulative effect on eachers was minimal.

It was early conceived and accepted that a BCTF Resources Center
service would help to bring a sustained focus to in-service education
activities of B.C. teachers. Materials and/a bibliographic service
would provide a nO dimension to permit. t zithers to examine in whatever
depth they so wiled a wide variety oft pAcs, themes, or issues. They
could study them owtheir own time and nder their own conditions.

In 1965, a prof ional esou es center service was established, a

1\

facility was. set aside, and one yrofessivnal librarian was employe4.
From the beginning the idea of, networks which might eventually emerge
was kept in mind. It was proposed that the collection should complement,
not duplicate, services already provided. Hence, apart from some of the
educational classics, it was determined to avoid building a book collection.
Many of thti--1.-7-'the metropolitan districts had access to their
own districts' profesiional collections. Moreover, the three universities
already had these erbook collections too, It was therefore agreed-to

/

A
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focus on periodicals; over time, the number of subscriptions has frown

so much that, in 'recent years, the BCTF Resources Center, with a subscription

list alternating between 600 and 800, has become the largest educational

periodical depository in. the province. It was also agreed to concentrate

.on the acquisition of professional educational films and audio and ETV

tapes, many of the tapes being the end product of a variety of in-

service educational sessions held throughout the province.

As the process of trying to integrate the Resources Center service
into a total and somewhat coherent approach to in-service education
continued, it became necessary to start preparing bibliographies on the
major current topics --team teaching at onetime, environmental education
at a latter,date, open education at e= still more recent period, for

example. As the imperative for eventually moving to networks was kept
open, education professors started to borrow and to use in their classes

the films, the tapes, and the multi-media packages on school libraries
and resource centres and on other relevant topics. As district resource

centres -- often with a minuscule professional resources service built

in -- began to blossom indiscriminately during the flowering seasons
between,1967 and 1969, many of the co-ordinators of these centers began
to order materials and to seek-answers to questions teachers had originally

submitted to them, e.g.,, their own resource center co-ordinators.,

These combined demands created tremendous pressures on the human

and space resources of the BCTF centre. Over time, the staff has increased

from one professional librarian to include the following support staff:

one library technician, two library cWrks and at least two part-time

assistants. In 1967, at the time of'the opening of a new expansion to
the B.C. Teachers' Building, the library was moved,to occupy 1,426

"-square, feet in the new wing.

By September 1974, when the report, Professional Resources for Teachers: ti

Needs and Networks was released, it was noted that the professional

collection consisted of 8,000 volumes, 700 journals, 200 audio tapes, 79

films, 74 multi-media kits, and 25 videotapes. It was recorded, too,

that 10,000 items a year were being borrowed in spite of the fact that

the growth in service had bee o phenomenal that almost no publicity

was being given ,as to the serviAs available. At the same time,..approximately

6.0% of all these items borrowed were sent out by mail. It was estimated

that approximately 75 reference questions were handled monthly. A

breakdown of the*clients indicated approximately 257 of total service

was internal to Meet the demands of the Federation staff, -50%. Lowers"

Mainland teacher's -- who also have the most ready access to alternative

sources -- and the other 25%, the teachers in the other parts of/the

province. Finally, it was noted that only about 30% of teachers in thee

province had used the service.

1

Concern for the profeSsional growth of the 7 % who apparently had'

not used the provincial services,and-concern tha these teachers-tiended7----

,to be congregated in areas remote from alternativ services, prompted

the publication, in September 1974, of the repor , Professional Resources for

Teachers: Needs and Networks.` Concern, too,'wa e ssed Chat the

Resources Center was supported entirely by memo rs1 fees. The,report

advocated the immediate evolution of networks o rofessional resources

or teachers by building up services'and resOu es books aid the most

133/
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frequently. used journals, periodical indexes, photocopying services --
at the district level, perhaps in a teacher center. The BCTF Resources
Center was to focus on specialized services of films and tapes, and the
universities and community colleges, particularly the former, were to
provide the in-depth resources and services. All of this was to be
facilitated, the report suggested, by combinkng the, incentive of provincial .

grants to districts and to the BCTF, and the leadership of the BCTF in
encoijraging, the formation of a network of district And provincial councils'
made up of all who would participate in the emergence of networks. 'At

the district level, this would probably include, in addition to the
local teachers' association, the school bodrd, the public library and
the cOmmUnity college, if existent. At the provincial level, this would
include the teachers' federation, the department, the school trustees'
association, the public library commission, the educational research
institute, and the public universities.

Because the report included a supplementary recommendation to the
BCTF Executive Committee for, an immediate addition to staff of a second
professional librarian, and for an eventual space expansion from 1,426
to 9,000 square feet, and because it reached the central body at the
apex of a temporary financial emergency, the proposal for the BCTF to
assume leadership in promoting the evolution of networks was not acted
upon.

The 1975 Ann5a1 General Meeting did, however,''approve the formation.
of the two levels of councils, but because of the financial burden of
trying to meet a growing profeaional service need, one which still ,

falls far short of meeting what would be more4Sptimum conditions; -the
BCF Resources Centel is' to close to external use that is/ to use by

teacherill the field -- after June 30, 1975. Throughout the next/''
schoo year it will continue to be available for use by committee members
as well as by the taff.

',4111,

As 'a temporary alter ive measure, a proposal.. is now being studied
to have the education library of the University of British Columbia
assume a centralized professional service. Advantages include:

1. UBC alone of, any institution in the province has an ERIC Network
link.

N

2. The neW service would be linked directly to an existing service.

3. Regardless of what is done, the university will continue to
bUild its collection and preSumably, its service.

4. t would provide one way to ensure that the collection and the
service were really made available to teachers.

/ . ./'-' /7

5. It would provine the university with the'Opportunity of_accepting
/ the 1974 challenge Olf the Premier that it should provide brand
new,services.

Y a

. The temporary service might be easily meshed into the specialized
kind of service the university and 'the other public universities
will be expected to provide once the networks evolve.-
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'1

This ce tralized service is predicated on the assumptio of a

departmentai grant. Pergonally, I would hope that such an rrangement

to a centralized university service was designed to last o ly two or

three years. Those at the district level must be encouraged, prodded,
goaded into action tq bui'd professional collections and services -- a
district network of profe sional services, perhaps through a teacher

center. Oiherwise4 a UBC crutch could simply replace a ba ly mauled,

BCTF crutch. If that hap ens, we will have advanced not o e step closer

to a seriation of distric professional resou-ces and sere ces, backed

when absolutely necessary, and only then, wit similar complexes of

provincial professional re onrces and service

There is no alternative -- the networks must emerge.

I'
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CONTINUTNG EDUCATION DIPLOMAS

DIXON
Ontario Teachers' Federation

The concept of Continuing Education is now generally accepted in the
community. Within education we use, the term Professional Development because
we were doing it and had a name for it beore the rest of society fully
realized it as essential in the qorld of t dayrand tomorrow.

A

We might consider switching to the name Continuing Education as a
gracious gesture and also to escape the "entertainment day" reputatibn of
the old one-day PD programs. By either name the increasing'involvement of'.
teacher6 in further education is evident. We now have several PD days during
the regular school year. More and more boards are providing in-service
courses. Mate and more universities are providing summer and evening --

programs especially for teachers. So,are Colleges of AppLied Arts and
technology. Numerous overseas programs of formal and inforiol study are
appearing. OISE is lekel to launch a Continuing Education Centre in the
near future. A complet list of developments like these would take several
pages.

What%opportunities and responsibilities are there in this situation for
4117P? We should consider a,point made by Professatrm.J.,Trebilcock (Law, U of T)
in Globe and Mail article, January 1, 1974: Every self-governing profession
sh uld be required to develop a mandatory continuing education program which,
wh ther it inNolves formal, periodic recertification or not, provides minimum
as urance to consumers of those professional services that each member of that
profession has kept properly in tune with advances in his field of expertise.
In an age of dr-aiatic knowledge obsolescence, certification 20 or 30 years
prior to the provision of a service provides no guarantee of continuing
expertise."

While we may not agree with Trebilcock on compulsory continuing education,
periaps the time is right for OTF to provide a focus for all the Professional
Development that is bursting out. We are already very much involvdd in
helping groups of teachers identify and meet their PD needs. Indeed this
se* to be an important role for us. This paper suggests a further step.
The roposal is that OTF offer a Diploma_ in Education to teachers who have
accu ulated a certain number of credits for PrOfessional Development work
comp eted. A few tentative suggestions may help to explain the proposal:

200 days of PD credits would be Tequired for a Diploma.

12. All PD activities apprOved by OTF would 11 possible credit days.

13'"
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3. OTF could approve (or not) for Diploma credit any course or
activity not leading'-to a degree or university credit. This could
include unive sity special courses, board courses, PD day programs,
workshops, s minars, travel study programs, affiliate activities,

4. No retroactive crediting would be considered.

5. Any agency or group seeking to have an activity approved for credit
would present an outline of centent to OTF or a monitor approved by

7
OTF. Approved mo itors could include: Faculties'and Colleges of
Education, OISE Feld Offices, r4ional committees of OTF like the
Teacher Education Committee, etc.

I

6. All OTF members, no matter what their academic background, would
be eligible for the Diploma.

7. 'The OTF Diploma in Education would become a true alternative to
graduate courses for people not eligible for degree taurses. Since
the vast majority of our membership is not eligible for graduate
work, the Diploma would be a real incentive.

8. An OTF Diploma might be attractive to universities because they
might be able to get grant money to offer a course or two without
having to mount an entire diploma or degree program, as is now ,

the case.

9. OTF would be Asuming leadership in an area where a vacuum exist,
We have often asserted our wish to be responsible for certification.
This'is an opportunity to take an important step from which we
would gain a foothold to step into certification.

10. The Diploma would not interfere in any way with accreditation and
category assessment as presently carried out by OSSTF and QECO.

11. The Diploma would become valuable (and thus encourage high quality
Fl

PD activity) because it would provide a readily available, fair
tool fdr assessment of the commitment of a member to his further
growth. No doubt it would be used in deciding promotions as a
viable alternative to graduate degrees.

12. The gUality of PD programs throughout the province would improve
greatly because every agency would want its programs accepted for
credit and would have to meet quality standards. ,

U. /One girl in the OTF offide could handle the Diploma record-keeping
at first. Eventually it would have to be computerized. But it

i/ should be made to pay for itself. One possible suggestion goes
/ . like this:

13
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(1) A member sends in $10.00 to be registered for the Diploma. We

make a file for him and send a blank card with his name on It
to him.

(2), Thereafter whenever the member wants credits for days completed
validated on his card he makes the entries and sends the card
to us for validation along with proof of attendance and a one
dollar fee t9 cover handling costs. Ie the activity claimed
was one approved by OTF;Nwe validate the entries, make a
photocopy of the updated c d for our file;.and return the
original to the owner.

(3) When the member has 200 validated d.4ys of credit 4 his card the
Diploma is granted.

. -
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LE ROLE DE L'UNIVERSITE DANS LA
FORMATION CONTINUE DES ENSEIGNANTS

RHEAL BERUBE
Directeur, Extension de l'enseignement

Universite de Moncton

"Pouf les maitres, on dirait qu'on les a liches infirmes dans
les ecoles comptant sur les samedis et les vacances pour leur

fabriquer des bequilles. I1 n'y a quand meme pasune revolu-
tion par annee dans les mathematiques, le francais ou l'his-

toire." J.-P. Desbiens.

Formation initiale et'formation ulterieure

semble bien que personne ne metiv plus en doute que la formation

initiale appartient desormais aux universites. Le temps nous dira si

cette decision a ete sage.

Quoi qu'on en dise, je ne crois pas qu'on puisse-dissocier totalement

formation initiale et formation ulterieure, parce qu'on a'abandonad l'idee

que-rilducation superieure initiale peut a elle seule satisfaire idealement

et simultanement aux besoins culturels des individus, a leurs ambitions dans

leur vie professionnelle et aux exigences normales de la societe en ce qui

regarde l'accomplissement des taches (production ou gestion):

A

ne faut pas juger trop severement le travail accompli a date par les

universites dans le domaine de la formation continue (ulterieure) des ensei-

gnants. Les cours d'ete et du soir destines aux enseignants apportaient des

correctifs aux deficiences de leur formation initiale. C'etaient de

formation initiale a temps partiel et en cours d'emploi.

ne faut pas non plus etre trop severe a l'endroit des enseignants

qu'on dit "non-motives". On ,gAneralise souvent a partir de quelques individus.

Its ne sont pas moans motives que les gens des autres professions.

Aucune fOrmation professionnelle initiale n'est definitive. Elle doit

e faire dans 1\%esprit que la formation ulterieure est obligatoire et

ntinue.

L'Univ site, si elle doit avoir un role dans la formation continue Aes

en ignaftt oit en Assumer la responsabilite en tant que partenaire a part

ent re. Elle doit participer Yl'elaboration des politiques de perfectionne-

ment des enseignants.
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Formation continue et education permanente

Les experiences relatives a l'enseignement superieur considers dans
la perspective de l'education permanente temoignent de la necessite de
remettre en cause les methodes et les praeiques pedagogiques.

L'autodidaxie ne peut pas etre consider-de comme une activite paiallele
et separee de l'enseignement superieur. En effet, elle influence toute
l'experience educative.

Ce sont les jeunes et les adultes qui deviennent le centre et non
pas l'objet du processus educatif. 119 ont le droit de participer a la
definition des objectifs, du contenu, des methodes et des criteres
d'evaluat. d'un processus educatif qui les concerne au premier chef.

Se fo er a l'education permanente signifieaussi mattriser les
modalites d sa propre formation.

L'educati n permanente' oblige en particulier l'enseignement superieur
a remettre en q,estion l'idee que fe processus educatif s'acheve avec
l'octroi d'un dime.

Conclusion

Preparer a l'education permanente pourrait deveni le but de la
formation initiale aussi bien que la formation ulterlea4d'oill la necessite
de concevoir un processus educatif integrant l'educaLion initiale, celle
mise a la disposition des jeunes avant leur entree dans la vie sociale
et economique, et l'education ulterieure.

I
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LE ROLE DE L'ETAT DANS
LA FORMATION CONTINUE DES ENSEIGNANTS

LEONCE PELLETIER
Coordonnateur de la formation et du perfectionnement

du personnel du systeme scolaire
ministere de l'education du Quebec

Le titre de cet exposé laisse entendre que l'Etat, les administrateurs
scolaires, les institutions chargees de la' formation des maItres et 1es
enseignants reconnaissent que la formation des maltres n'est jamais achevee,
que l'enseignant en exercice doit poursuivle indefiniment sa formation.

En est-il reellement ainsi? Je sais bien que r'Etat, les administrateurs
scolaires et les,institutions de formation favorisent le perfectionnement des
maItres, qu'ils collaborent au recyclage du personnels scolaires. Je n'ignore
pas qu'aux niveaux national, regional et local it existe plusieurs programmes
de perfectionnement suivis par des milliers d'enseignants. Cela ne constitue
pas A mes yeux un plan coheyent qui decoule d'une politique officielle de
formation continue. Ces initiatives sont encord'sporadiques et ces programmes
visent surtout a pallier a aes besoins occasionnels et immediates.

Je reconnais-tputefois que lorsqu'on discute du renouvellement du systeme
de formation des maItres, on accorde de plus en plus d'importance a la
formation continue du Personnel enseignant dejA en place: Les documents
prospectifs soulevent aus i cette orientation.

Si la situation que je \Viens de decrire est celle revaut actuelle-
ment dans notre societe, le premier devoir de l'Etat seralt peut-are
d'accepter le principe de la formation continue des enseignants, de reconnaItre
que leur formation professionnelle initiale, quelle que soit sa qualite, est
vite perimee dans une spciete en constante evolution et que l'enseignarit doit
constamment adapter ses techniques et accroItre ses connaissances. La
necessite d'etablir une politique de formation continue des 9seignants qui
tient compte des programmes de formation initiale, qui int'gre les programmes
de formation recurrente, de perfectionnement et de rec age me semble
suffisamment indiquee pour etudier avec vous, quel devrait jouer l'Etat
dans l'elaboration et la realisation de cette tique.

La responsabilite de 1'i:tat relative a la f4ormation continue des
enseignants est fondee sur les mimes prinCipes qui justifient le role qu'il-
dolt assumer'dans la formation professionnelle de base.
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Il est peut-gtre utile d'en rappeler quelques-uns:

- l'enseignement est un service public qui doit repondre aux
besoins des individus et des grodpes sociaux;

- l'enseigftement est

un
come une profession dont les

membres assurent un servide public;

- les institutions d'enseignement exercent une influence
importante sur les systemes politique, social et economlque
de la societe et subissent elles-mgmes des pressions venant
de la societe dans laquelle elles evoluent;

le progres des societgs est de plus en plus lie a lteducation;
Que cette societe soit de type capitaliste ou de type socialiste;

le progres de l'eseignement depend dans une grande mesure des
qualifications et de la competence des maItres.

Suite a ces enonces nous concluons qu'en ce qui concerne la preparation
des maItres, aussi bien au stade de leur formation professionnelle de base
qu'aux phases successives de leur perfectionnement dans le cadre d'une
politique de formation continue, le role de l'Etat est capital.

Pour s'acquitter equitablement de son role l'Etat doit assumer les
operations suivantes:

- evaluer les besoins de perfectionnement des maItres en
exercice, en tenant compte des diverses initiatives
existantes et dans le contexte d'une politique de for-
mation continue;

- determiner les objectifs a atteindre;

- definir une politique appropriee;

s'assurer que 1 institutions responsabl s de la
formation des ma tres glaborent et didpensent des
programmes, selon un plan coherent conforme a la
politique reconnue;

- affecter les budgets requis pour la mise en appli-
cation des plans'et programmes acceptes;

- s'assurer de la collaboration des corporations
scolaires, des associations professionnelles4 des
syndicats eenseignants et des institutions respon-
s4bles de la formation des maItres.

V
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L'evaluation des besoins

Les besoins de formation doivent, de la part de l'Etat, fairesl'objet*

d'une evaluation qualitative et quantitative et aucun Etat ne devrait se
donner comme premier objectif la quantite sans chercher egalement, intense-

ment, la qualite. Bien que responsable de definir les besoins, l'Etat ne

doit pas proceder seul a cette evaluation. I1 n'a pas non plus l'obligation

exclusive d'y repondre. ,C'est aussi celle des corporations scolaires, des
institutions de formation des maitres et des enseignadts eux-memes. L'Etat

dolt preciser.ce qu'il attend\de chacun et se donner un mecanisme approprie
pour conjuguer les effortS de Ses partenaires dans le but d'obtenir l'infor-

mation la plus complete possible. Il dolt accepter que ses priorites Solent

ponderees par celles de ses collaborateurs. I1 doitleur faire connaitre en

temps opportun comment it entend disposer de leurs demandes et de leurs

recommandations respectives.

La definition des objectifs

L'Etat dolt determiner les objectifs generaux qui correspondent aux
besoins du systeme scolaire en general et aux besoins des enseignants en

particulier. I1 doit inciter les institutions scolaires regionales I faire

de mime pour leur milieu et leur apporterle_support necessaire.
No

Les principes suivants devraient les guider dans la definition des

objectifs:

- elargir la culture generale des maitres;

ameliorer leur competence pedagogique;

faciliter la comprehension des problemes sociaux contemporains;

aider l'enseignant a s'adapter aux changements;

- rendre le maitre de ,plus en plus nOvateur;
5

l'habiliter a de nouvelles fonctions et favoriser parfois
reorientation.

1

L'adoption de politique

C'est l'Etat, en sa .qualite d'organisme responsable de la qualite des
services educatifs dispenses dans les institutions d'enseignement, qui doit
adopter une politique conforme aux objectifs et besoins nationaux et
regionaux.

Compte to u qu'il d' we conception relativement recente de la

formation pro essionnelle, que sdn application pourrait avoir des repercussions
sur la formation de base, en evitant de la prolonger indament, it est important

que cette nouvelle politique soit maremene reflechie, bien articulee et

formulee en termes suffisamment explicites pour etre transposee en projects
operationnels..
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Comment 1'Etat doit-il s'iaquitter de son sole?

Distinguons les Niches suivantos:

l'elaboration de la politique;

l'administration de la politique

la realisatiorvu l'operationnalisation.

L'Etat, etant essentiellement un organisme a caractere legislatif et
administratif, doit assumer lesdeux premieres tgches et it devrait confier
aux institutions responsables de la formation des maitres le soin de
realiser la formation continue des enseignants commie it leur e déjà confie
celui de leur formation professionnelle initiale.

Au moment de l'elaboration de la politique, 1'Etat doit sollieiter la
contribution des organisjnes impliques. I1 leur soUmettra son projet pour
analyse et critique. 11 procedera a sa revision en tenant comptesdes
commentaires et recommandations rect.'s.

L'Etat doit diffuser la politique, la presenter et l'expliquer a ceux
a qui elle s'adresse. Il en assumera l'administration, a cette fin it
etablira des reglements et des dispositions administratives appropries qu'il
promulguera de fa-con a que tous les interesses en soient informes.

Pour operationnalisr cette politique de formation continue, l'Etat
doit confier aux institution de formation des maitries le soin de concevoir
et d'administrer des progra es apprppries. Tout en respectant la liberte
academique de ces institut o s, it doit s'assurer que leurs progammes
repondent aux besoins exprimes et conformes aux objectifs generaux etablis.

C'est'pourquoi it se reservera 1 droit de juger periodiquement de la
pertinence et de la valeur de ces pro mores. L'Etat doit aussi demeurer
present a la tache de former les maitre afin de veiller a la coordination
qui doit exister entre les differents agetts oeuvrant dans le domaine de
l'education.

financement

\\La possiblite d'atteindre les objectifs fixes depend en grande partie
des mayens financiers affectes a cet effet. Ii appartient a 1'Etat de
consacrer une part appropri'e de son budget a la formation continue des
maitres et de verser aux ins *tutions des subventions leur permettant
d'elaborer et d'administrer co venablement des.prOgrammes de qualite.

La contribution des diverses composantes du milieu scolaire

Tout en afil,im t de facon ultime sa responsabilite, 1'Etat doit identifier
ses principaux pa tenaires. Cola pourrait-etre, les corporations scolaireg,
les institutions chargees de la rormation des maitres, les associations

fq
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'professionnelles et les syndicats d'enseignants. L'Etat conviendra

eux de leur role respectif, it s'assurera de leur constante collaboration
et etablira des canaux precis de communication, Certains pourront en

quelque sorte, atre comme accredites. L'Etat assumerait ainsi la

realisation des.,-objectifs en co-responsabilite avec diverses categories
d'intervenatitS1 S'il est souhaitable que l'Etat dengue certaines
respolites dans la mise en application de cette politique et qu'il
de-ecltralise ainsi son administration, devra,cependant veiller a ce

rque chacun ne s'en emette "aux autres" pour assumer une operation qui
n'appartient plus "A personne" a force d'appartenir "a tout le monde".

L'Etat devra developper une strategie incitative A l'egard de la
politique de formation continue des enseignants. Dans le but de susciter

l'interat des personnes et des organismes concernes et a fin d'assurer
une implantation la plus rationnelle possible, l'Etat devrait prendre
l'initiative d'elaborer avec ses partenaires un projet collectif de
developpement de la formation integrale des enseignants.

Les etapes de ce projet seraient chronologiquement et realistement
etalees dans le temps et permeable a des reajustements periodiques. Des

mpments devaluation seraient prevus evchaque organisme participant
serait regulierement inform de Vast de la realisation et des modifica-
Cons apportees au projet.

Nous pensons qu'un projet de cette nature peut motiver les enseignants
les administrateurs scolaires et atre asset dtnamique pour susciter

lin engagement revalorisant et vivifiant pour l'ensemble du systeme
d'education de l'Etat.

La formation des maftres, comme celle de tout citoyen, sera continue

le jour oU la formation initiale et la forTation post-initiale"seron \

integiees dans un systeme unique dans ces deux types de formatibn

'sont relies l'un A l'autre par un anode fonct onnel de recurrence.
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GROUP REPORTS

Group /
I

Leader: /Emmet Nolan, PACT
Recorder:' Mary Ellen Daly, OECTA

Digcussion was all encompassing, but certain themes recurred sufficiently
to gronp them in the following way.

1. the "What" of Continuing Education

Such points were raised as qie difficulty of defining precisely w at
education is, what continuing education is, and what specific needs

-,ontinuing education is supposed to answer. It was further queried as o

}what the priorities in education are and what the goals of teacher educ tion
are. In situating the problem, reference was made to the pre-service program
for teachers, sasequent experience with its evaluation and follow-up pro-
cedures or lack thereof, concomitant with the need to be concerned abou
both content (knowledge) and process (skills) in the art of teaching.
was noted too that the profession is presently dealing with two groups of
people, those who have academic degrees and professional training and those
.who have, only professional training.

The scope of continuing education includes teacher centres, university
courses, professionalevelopment days, travel, specialist councils.

2. The "Who" of Contin\in$ Education

Such oints were raised as continuing eduCation is for the teacher. It

should be rimarily the responsibility of the teacher to identify 'the needs
to be answered by any form of such in-service. Teacher influence and input
ax'e necessary components in the determining of the continuing education
program. It was felt that continuing education was helpful in assisting

/ teachers to be chang9 agents, to be initiators.

Teachers,1-Igsociations were identified as very valuable agents in
co-ordinating the multi facets of continuing education. There was strong
feeling expressed that they should be "who" who motivates, co-ordinates,
oversees, influences the far-reaching scope of continuing education. They
are closest to the practitioner and do not pose a threat as do other o4tside
agencies.

1A9
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3. The "How" of Continuing Education

Such points were raised as teachers' associations occupy a vital
role and must exercise this by giving continuing education priority in
the overall goals of the association, by making policy statements, by
providing guidelines for progfam implementation, by acting as a co- ,

ordinating body or in a sensea clearing house for all continuing
education programs, by evaluating new ideas, trends, and programs before
their imposition, by planting seeds of awareness and co-operatioh.
Further, it is these associations which can create a professional image
which is upheld by society as opposed to the strong union image pre-
sently held by society, particularly in certain areas. Further, these
associations can motivate their own members to hold a 000ve profes-
sionarattitude toward continuing education with the emphaslp on responsi-
bility 6d discernment. In subscribing to the belief that teachers'
associations must be very much involved, it was emphasized that this did
not imply a high degree of'centralization but quite the reverse,. Decentra-
lization of continuing education activities was necessary according to
the identif/ied needs of a local group but provision of the mechanisms
required to commence or implement such activities would be the'role of
the aSsociation.

The funding of continuing education was briefly discussed but with
no enlightening source of such funds. There was consensus that the
teachers' associations could not assume such an onerous burden.

The matter of accreditation of courses which are included under the
general heading of continuing education4and their relation to salary
p ment was brought forth. It was acknowledged that there were difficulties
in erent in the attachment of monetary rewards to upgrading but no
alt rnative system has yet been devised to replace the present one.
Ret rning to tbe what of continuing education the difficulty of defining
crit ria for dredit and non-credit courses was mentioned.
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Group 3

Leader:' Stan Hood, OPSMTF
Recorder: John Patton, CSF

The group felt that the morning session conveyed solely the mechanics
of the question rather than the vital question of4direction. Some-felt

that the CTF paper on quality of-education would be a good launching-pad
for tackling the main issue, if we don't we'll remain 50 years behind.
Others were concerned about the depersonalization of education; they
felt this was the key ,to the whole problem.

,

The question was raised whether qpntinuing education is in a nut--
"helping teachers to dd better what they're already doing"? -- is thiS
bad? Should it be a process for asAsting teachers to dope with or
promote change? -- are these incompatible? (e.g. Canadian Studies,
metrication.) The goals for continuing education seem 65 bq unc.leaT on
any concensus basis. Another question raised was whether in-service can
really be carried out in service.

How do we proceed to identify needs? Continuing education.wil
only be successful if it is directed to felt needs on the part of the
teacher, if they see it as something which proceeds from their needs. .

There is also the question of the education-'schooling dichotomy.
Can "teachers" be "edu9ators" in "schools"? Continue education for
"education" may be very different than continuing edy/cation for "schooling".

The problem of community-school,estrangement complicates the issue
perhaps continuing education needs to meet this problem.

Should continuing education de-emphasize evaluatioh accreditation?
There seem to be a multiplicity of motives for teachers in undertaking
continuing education. However, the common denominator seem's to be
(again) felt need on the part of the teacher.

Who should pay for continuing education? Should it not be the
Teacher Association?

Should cont frig education be handled by colleagues 141 the field
or others? Sho ld there be a mix?

Should continuing education simply be reflexive -- rsponding to
expressed needs -- or directive -- instilling needs which have not been

'Nowexpressed or felt u.- articulative giving expressfon to needs which,

have been felt but not iculated?
. ...!

\ New imposed programs throw up all kinds of needs expressed and

`'inchoate -- but less thought has been given to response to them.
.
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Should continuing education "stand back and wait for needs to be
expressed? There seems to.be a tendency for teachers to react negatively

to laid-on prOgrams.

It is vital to create a non-.threatenin.k atmosphere.

Teachers must create
available. -

change in themsells but need to have support

- There should be a variety of responses -- no one formula serves pal
situations:

a.

15
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Group 4

Leader: James Bowman, BCTF

Issues

1. o defined the need for continuing education

- teachers?
- perception-of others? universities

- teacher organizations
- departments of education
- school board administrators

No consensus - tendency to wonder what the other organizations are doing

2. Who should pay for continuing education and who should control?

General agreement that teachers should pay for that part which benefits
them in economic ways and society (through all agencies) should pay for that
part which enhances teachelr performance but which does not remunerate.

No consensus on credit for "non-credit" type in-service. Discussion on
Motivation, which is altered by credit attachment.

Discussion en teacher centers as one way of getting societal financing
and a large measure of teacher control.

Strategies

As Terry McKague was a participant in the group most of the session
(which followed his paper) took the form of question and reaction' to Terry's
paper. Some discussion of the difference between "real" needs and "perceived"
needs.

Major discussion on the need-for a new strategy in teacher education. No

longer sensible to have pre - service so formalized and in-service so sporadic
and ad hoc. Need programs at all universities which combine the two and
are flexible enough to be able to react to changing conditions and needs.
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Groupes 5 et -6

', Anima eurs:- Jean-Marie Long, AEFNB
Fernand Binette, College St.

Rapporteur: Jacques Gibeault, OTF

Problemes

1. Definitions:'

Formation

Boniface

- formation initiale, capacite,habilite
- formation academique et professionnelle
connaissance de la formation

- psycho-pedagogie

Formation professionnelle

peaectionnement: acquerir des habitudes, habilites,

capacites nouvelles

recyclage: modification dc la fonction et de,la

discipline particuliere
mise a jour: apprentissage sur le plan methodologiquc

2. Schema pour mieux situer les divers termes

Formation continue (continuing)

initiale
\

post-initiale (in-service)

a,

1.4

..-4

o
.L.)

co

L 41'

0 .0
(14 0

.

.

(

recurrente

.

inst ad hoc, sous la
responsabilite

- de l'universite

non-creditable creditable)

a,

1.4

-,..1

O
I.,

c1

ri
,--i

0

.,

)

,
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3. Problemes actuels

tbrmation

1, Equilibre entre la 'formation theonque et la formation
pratique.

Dosage entp4'academique et le professionnnel

2. Formation anglaise et formation francaise.

3. Formation pour perfectionnement des maitres au secteur
vocationnel

Formation professionnelle

1. Lacune dans la formation initiale
2. Question de motivation
3. Reconnaissance sociale et economiqueinferieure
4. Manque de possibilite de perfectionnement
5. Manque de securite devant le nouveau publique qu'on

a dans les classes
6. Desaccord entre les valeurs que le professeur voudrait

passer et les valeurs que l'enfant tegoit des parents
7. Incothprehension dans la definition des,taches, des roles

d'identice,

8. Mauvaise utilisation de la competence des maitres
9. Insatisfaction du genre de culture que nos ecoles.

transmettent
10. Question d'attitudes des enseignants et du public

en general

Strategies

Necessite de coordination:

- sur le plan provincial
- sur le plan regional

un mecinisme quand-me'me assez souple et qui peut declencher
une action rapide et efficace pour repondre a des besoins
immediats.

definir les responsabilites des orgatismeS,
- le ministere
- les

'associations

scolaires
les associations professionnelles

- les universites

et,travailler dans un esprit de "collegialite" pour repondre
aux besoins 'de la formation continue des enseignants.

1 5 rz
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Moyens pour identifier les besoins:

- comment reconcilierles differences qui souvent existent
entre les besoins id"ifies par divers organismes?

- le perfectionnement professionnel pour les minorites

francophones est encore au stage de la creation et de
l'elaboration de materiel didactique adequat en
francais; les educatedr's francophones ont donc a se

preoccuper de cette double dimension: perfectionner
leur pedagogie mais aussi se donner les outils de base
pour pouvoir enseigner avec un minimum de securite et
de confiance.

- i1 reste que ce sont encore les professeurs qui sont le

mieux en mesure d'identifier leurs problemes et de
definir leurs besoins et ensuite d'avoir recours a tous
les organismes en place qui peuvent aider en termes de
`ressources humaines, d'argent et de materiel didactique.
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Group 7

Leader: Norma Mickelson, University of Victoria

The-g=u4Lbriefly discussed what is implied in the notion of "continuous"
education, then dealt with two bas4e-Torestions: 1) Who sle-teInes the
nature of in-service program? and 2) ,Should certification be limited to, say,
ten years and then be up for renewal?. AnSwers generated are reported in point
form below and the concluding remarks provide a more general summary of the
opinions expressed during the discussion.

/
.

rq
. Who determines the nature of in-service programs?

a. Teachers should determine what they want.

Comments
I

Teachers lack a vision of what is possible.

Workshops are of little use unless they bring a change in
behaviour; but perhaps working conditions must improve
(pupil-teacher ratio decrease) before much of this can be
expected.

In-service plans-,--if teacher-originated, must include
principals and supervisors.

b. Before you have effective in-service programs you must have:

an effective evaluation of teacherstend
an effective evaluation of the school program.

c. The teacher should be educated to cope with modern students.
Perhaps we should have a look at the nature of the student.

d. Teacher education should involve recognition of:

visual learning
tactile learning
listening

e. A realistic view needs to be taken of in-service programs.

Change in education comes gradually. We tend to seek
panaceas, i.e. one sudden means of instituting in-service
education.

f. Teachers are not aware of opportunities available to them.

g. Teachers need to have release time in order to engage in
self-motivated, worthwhile in-service activities.
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2. "Should certification be limited to, say, ten years and then be up for
renewal?

Opinions on this question were somewhat divided and three separate
stances are listed here; however, there was also a general consensus --
reached after considerable discussion.

a. Some felt renewal of certificates should require in-service
evaluation first.

b. Others felt renewal should be based on shown competence.

c. In-service or continuing education for teachers and evaluation
are linked, said others.

d. The majority felt careful training and selection of teacher
candidates was more important than limiting certificate life.

Concluding Remarks

Four basic points seemed to emerge as a majority opinion of the group
duritig the course of th'eentire discussion:,

1. That continuing education for teachers should be largely
teacher initiated (follow the ORGANIC MODEL).

2. That provisions (funds) should be available to staff schools
with enough people to allow release and relief time for teachers

OP to work with other teachers and to engage in more formal types
of'in-service programs.

3. That a great deal of diversity does and should continue to exist
in available continuing education experiences.

4. That teacher trai mg is a life-long process although initial
selection is very important.
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Group 10

Leader: Ian Housego, UBC
Recorder: Peter Coleman, St. Boniface

SESSION I

The Chairman asked the group to address itself to defining the main
issue(s) involved in continuing education for teachers.

After some discussion of responsibilities, and some hesitation over
the question of people other than teachers attempting to analyze the
needs of teachers, the group began an'examination of three main issues:

(1) Assessing teacher needs
(2) Delivering programs
(3) Financing the whole

1. Do teachers know what they need? In general, there was some agreement
that they do not. .CSF found the most effective technique was to pitch
its volunteer participants into program development and delivery, and
allow the problems and needs to become apparent, which they did.

Additionally, for energetic and enthusiastic teachers (probably a
minority), simply to provide a variety o'f development opportunities
may be adequate. But for the majority, some more active relationship
seems necessary: an assessment of real as opposed to perceived needs;
and stimulation of needs by clinical supervision.

2. Issues related to the delivery of services were the folloviing:

A. Short courses relatively unsatisfactory
B. Remote areas have serious problems of resource availability
C. Continuing activities are most valuable e.g. Project Canada West,
D. University faculty members are not positively viewed by teachers

as resource people
E. Rewards for faculty. (professional) are not commensurate with

effort involved in giving in- service sessions
F. There are serious coordinationld communication problems

between agencies involved
i

G. Power struggle over who does th1is task.

I3. Financing is a major issue. Among its components are:

A. Low level of teacher associati n financial commitments,
proportional to total budget, in some 'provinces

B. Rewards for resource people
C. Provision of release time for teachers.

15i
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SESSION II

This session focussed on the efficacy of in- service education. No

research supports this, or indeed the efficacy of any teacher training.
Four kinds of expectations seem possible:

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
STUDENT ATTITUTE OUTCOMES
TEACHER SKILL OUTCOMES
TEACHER ATTITUDE OUTCOMES

------ These are-probably not-e4o-se-tyi-a-t-e-E-een-nec-te,d-.-

Program development (e.g. Project Canada West) may
/

provide links between
student and teacher outcomes.

. SESSION III

With regard to efficacy, it was noted that program development activities
provide clear outcomes, in a way that in-service activities do not.

This session then focussed on resource problems. These are several
sources of many:

Teacher associations (cannot fund very heavily)

Private or government short-term funding
(in the US at least had no permanent effect)

Board commitment (a major but uncertain source)

Department of Education (funding is minor and diffused)

Other kinds of resources, curriculum materials, good people, are also
in short-supply. Materials present two problems -- availability and identi-
fication.46Teachers need help in funding instructional material which exists.
As resource people, teachers prefer other teachers.
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Croup ,11

Leader: Walter Melnyk, MTS
Recorder: Elizabeth Speyer, PAPT

FIRST SESSION

The group opened' discussion by cpnsidering the meaning of the term
"continuing education for teachers". Reference was made to the views of

Professor G.R. Lambert, Coordinator of Continuing Education Program,
Faculty .of Education, University or Western Ontario. In general teacher

continuing education has emphasized what Professor Lambert described as
"switch" courses, i.e., the acquisition of higher degrees for higher
salaries and "higher", possibly administrative, positions. In Professor

Lambert's opinion, the era of expansion in the schools is over, vertical
mobility is in decline, and emphasis on internal adjustments, experimenta-
tion and greater local school autonomy is evident. Instead of a program

of continuing education designed to develop the teacher as a teacher,
and/or as a person, the race for credits and degrees for salary and
professional status has been foremost. Government departments of education,
university faculties and school boards, motivated by their own needs-and
priorities, have competed for the education dollar, and the supposed
major objectives, quality teaching in the classroom, has been obscured.
Pedagogical courses and experiences which did in fact enhance a teacher's
professional competence were. not accorded recognition in terms of salary
or status.

Dr. S.C.T. Clarke, Director, Special Sessions, Faculty of Education,
University of Alberta, saw the problem in terms of thie control of funds

for teacher continuing education. At the moment, money for teacher-
designed, teacher-oriented courses is not being diverted into channels
to serve teachers' needs. Dr. Clarke expressed his conviction that a
Way had to be found to institutionalize, under the control of the
teaching, profession, continuing education for teachers.

The group agreed with Dr. Clarke, but raised the question of
accreditation and salary schedules. Institutionalizing teacher education

may pay for it, but will it serve the need? How can the teaching profession
break out of the "time and credit" mould which, so far, has formed the
rationalOof teacher development?

these difficult Problems led to a debate regardineincentive . Can

and should salary be separated from continuing education? Compari ons.

/were drawn with other professions. Dentists, doctors, lawyers and
notaries have a fee schedule related to certain services. e membe s'
of the session concurred in a belief that it would be bette for the

K
teaching profession if salary were not bound up with the continuing
professional development of the teacher. The basic minimum qualifica-
tions required for teaching could be established, and a fair and/reason--
able salary structure be devisea in relation to these. To encourage
continued professional development on the teacher's part, other incentives \

a
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could well replace the cdurse-for-credit-for-salary syndrome. These
might take the form of time provided out of the regular teaching schedule
for special study and genuinelparticipation in professional research and

experimentation, resulting in better classroom experiences and increased
professional satisfaction. The teachers' associations, given more
influence in the formulation of teacher development programs, might well
work towards the inculcation of changed attitudes on the part of teachers
towards in-service education, eventually perhaps accepting the concept
of a contractual commitment by all teachers of the obligation of continua
professional renewal and development.

It was pointed out that the present system of professional days,
which close the schools for intermittent periods, did not constitute the
best use of time or funds. Moreover such a system is a source of
deprivation tostudents in some ways. It might be preferable to release
one-fifth of the teachers in a district or region at one time for study
and professional development activities. A system of fluctuating days
could bedevised that would give teachers a solid bloc of time which
would prove more beneficial than isolated professional days consisting
of non-integrated lectures, meetings and school board-imposed seminars,
with expensive visiting lecturers.

There followed a consideration of the best agency for the adminis-
tration of continuing education for teacherow Universities have tended
to emphasize academic programs. Faculties of education have suffered
fern detachment from the real school world in their provision of courses
in pedagogy. Teachers and their organizations should be accorded a much
greater share of the responsibility for professional programs of all,
kinds. A close liaison should exist between teacher, associations and
any institution responsible for teacher training and development. A
much greater degree of flexibility in the school system is required to
free teachers for in-service study. Faculty of education schedules also
should be adapted to conform twrhe -needs-of practising-Ce-aEhers. A
much' mare imaginative, realistic approach to the needs of the profession
must be adopted by everyone concerned with the nurture of highly-trained,
superior teachers.

The group ended its discussion with the formulation of some fuhdamental
questions, to be considered at its next session., In the field of continuing
education...

1) Who defin s the needs of prac ising teachers?
2) How are f nds to be re-direc ed to serve these needs?
3) What kindT of in-service pr rams should be devised and by

whom?

SECOND SESSION

Discussioh continued. Some members of the group took issue with an
assumption made by the speaker at the morning plenary session, Dr. Terry
McKague, Executive AsSistant, Saskatchewan Teacherp' Federation. Stated
Dr. McKague: devising strategies for improving continuing teacher
education, don't get too hung up on the issue of who controls the project.
I just can't get as excited as some people do about the importance of

6 2
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need to avoid hierarchical structures". It was the belief of some 'individuals

in the session that all too frequently hierarchical structures blocked school
reform, and that the further removed an official was from the teaching
situation, t'he less he or she could contribute to such reform. One member
expressed the view that Dr. MtKague's opinion did not represent that of the
majority of Saskatchewan teachers with regard o bureaucratic control of

continuing education*for teachers.

This dialogue gave rise to a debate on the role of administrators in
the professional development of practising teachers. It was agreed that a

clear distinction must be made between supervision and evaluation. Evaluation

is a function of management, of which the school administrator has, up to
now, very definitely been a part. Supervision, on the other hand, implies,
not a judicial function, but a supportive one -- an individual in aflheOing"
relationship with anther. In the teaching profession, this could mean, teachers

working with teachers, possibly older, more experienced teachers assisting
new recruits tbo the profession, a common enough occurrence. An example of an

experiment in "collegial supervision" in Saskatchewan was cited. Involving

team supervision in an elementary school, it attempted to coordinate the
school's teaching program through close contact among teaching staff. Four

groups.of teachers out of a staff of twenty assumed grass-roots responsibility,
for the quality of the teaching taking place in their school. The principal

was invited to participate, but declined. sucti a concept of autonomous

professionalism transmutes the principal's role to one of a team coordinator.
It was felt that many members of the eduational establishment are not ready
and are unprepared to accept this roler /

/

Dr. James S/Hrabi, Associate Dep ty 1.,1* ister, Alberta Department of
Education, objected to the anti-hie ar hica' position taken by some members
of the group. Be stated that he W s prepared to acknowl dge that any type
of evaluation was an inherent thr at to a teacher but at, in his view,

teacher self-evaluation was no adequate. Dr. Hrabi onceded nevertheless
that teachers should Tarticip to in the formulatio of evaluation criteria.

The group members
/
generally reed that intellige , constructive supervision,

whether by admytAtrators o ,i6ry Peer group, reqn red skill, training and
experience. It was fielt t t very little thou t has so far beeh given to
the provision of traiving for this responsibi ty. Assisting teachers working

with student Lachers\should be given speci training and consideration.

The di cussion closed with sode t ougj.t being given to the plight of
teachers in isolated areas. Here again the question of externally_ impose
in-service courses was raised.' The wide diversity of teaching condition
necessitates consultation with those closest to the problems. The role,of

teaching consultant was thus brought to scrutiny. It was generally accepted
by the group that such a post should involve limited tenure and should entail
part-time teaching, to avoid the detachment from reality that inevitably
ensues when the teacher ceases to practise his or her profession.

The session ended once again with questions:

1) What roles should various organizations play in teacher professional
development?

2) What changes need t made to achieve a viable system of continuing
education for tea511 's?

1 6 f'4
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DEMAIN ET APRES-DEMAIN

RONALD LEBRETON
Directeur general

,,,L'Association des Enseignants
/7 Francophones du Nouveau-Brunswick
/

Al .

.
On m'a demand4 de, faire quelques commentaires quant a la direction que

hOus allons prep e a partir des discussions que nous avons eues ces deux
derniers jours. Premierement, je ne me seas pas tellement competent pour

/ faire ce travai et deuxiemement, je crois que chacun va sortir de ce

.., ,collqque ,av c ses propres conclusions quant a la direction a prendre.

e

J'aime s debuter, en vous communiquant quelques constatations auxquelles
nous sommes a lye's pendant ce colloque. ,,D'abord, nous nous sommes rendd

compte quill y avast un manque de direction, un manque'd'orientarion par

.
rapport au pert ctionnement professionnel tant au niveau des universites, des

ministeres de 1 ducation que des associations professionnelles d'enseignants.

Nous parlons dep s assez longtemps de l'education 1)ermanente ou de la

\, formation permanehe des etudiants et noun parlons de plus en plus de la
formation permanere,des enseignants. Mais ga demeure Omplement, a date,
en paroles et en th^ories, puisque les programmes de formation et les
programmes de perfec onnement professionnel qui suivent ne sont pas construits
en'fonction de ce continuum ou de cefteeducation permanente. En d'autres

'', mots,* le' gr mme a l'universiq n'est pas en fonction d'une continuite et

4ales progra actuels de perfectionnement professionnel ne tiennent pas
compte necessairement du programme de formation de base. NOUS avons constate

la difficulte suivante par rapport a ce probl&le: lorsque nous parlons de .

perfecy.onnement professionnel nous considerons en m'eme temps le perfectionnement
professionnel proprement dit et le programme de formation de l'emseignant par
le truchement des services d'extension,des universites. Cette difficulte

provient du fait que la profession ne presente pas actuellement l'homogeneite

que nous souhaitons dans le domaine des qualificat4ons de base; it y a des

enseignants qui t sortis du systeme,amec deux am-6es de formation et
d'autres qui ont at nt le premier grade' universitaire et plus.

Deuxieme constata n: les different :s agences qui sont concernees avec

la qultion du perfe ement ppfeibion el setblent fonctionner dans
,

un base clos. Les ons d'ensei Se montent des programmes, les

universites se mon ett =deb g ammes es miril 4res de l'Education se

.montent des far. names,: 0 a m tionne egal. ent'qu'a l'interieur

meme de certain s histeres ',Edu ation les ddffrehtes directions a.^.1.4.wt,'i." , .

-,'
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chacune leur propre programme de formation et qu'il n'y avait meme pas
d'articulation entre ces directions. Alors; it y a une difficulte de
coordination qu'il faut essayer de solutionner.

Troisieme constatation: I1 n'y a pas de definition tres claite des
besoins des enseignants. Nous n'avons pas defini d'une facon scientifique
quels sont les besoins, sauf dans certains dbmaines, pour striver a
determiner la nature des programmes de perfectionnement professionnel, les
coats, la repartition de ces coats, la responsabilite de chacune des
agences dans ce domaine et la juridiction de chacun des groupements
concernes.

En ce qui concerne la communication ou le manque de communication it
ne semble pas avojr de contacts continus entre les provinces et meme entre
les associations. On va aux Etats-Unis, on va en France ou on va en Ontario
quand souvent la province voisine vient de mettre sur pied un nouveau
programme et qui plus est, on n'est pas au courant de ce programme. Ceci

me semble inacceptable comme moyen d'arriver a une politique d'ensemble
dans ce domaine.

A l'interieur du groupe francophone on a constate que dans les endroits
ou les francophones sont en minorite qu'il y a des problemes qui leur sont
particuliers. Par consequent, les programmes de perfectionnement professionnel
doivent non seulement tenir compte de l'acquisition de nouvelles connaissances
relativement a la discipline mais doivent egalement considerer les attitudes
et tenir compte du fait que ces enseignants, en plus de communiquer la
connaissance ont la responsabilite de transmettre des elements propres a une
certaine culture.

Alors maintenant...Aemain. Qu'est-ce que.l'on fait demain? Comme je

l'ai mentionne tout a l'heure, je crois que chacun va sortir de ce colloque
avec ses propres conclusions mais neanmoins j'ai la pretention de vous en
suggerer quelques-unes qui ont déjà '&6 mentionnees et qui ont ete discutees
a l'interieur des groupes.

L'action qui int semble la plus pressante et que nous devrions considerer
aujourd'hui plutat que iemain c'est le tres grand besoin d'une coordination
des efforts. Dans touslies gioupes, je crois que nous sommes arrives a La
conclusion qu'il n'y avait pas de- coordination et qu'll n'y avait pas
suffisamment de communication entre les differentes agences concernees. Alors,

it s'avere necessaire de provoquer un dialogue entree les Avers groupements
interessCts afin de determiner ensemae-TeSTpTindEles sans pour aut ot qu'aucune-
de'ces agences ne se donne le monopole de la respOnsabilite p4r rapport
perfectionnement professionnel. e ne crois pas que demain nous puissions
accepter qu'une agence, que ce so 't le ministere de l'Education,les

. .

associations professionnnelles ou les universes, puissent reclamer l'exclu-
sivite par rapport i l'etablissement des besoins et des programmes dans
le domaine du perfectionnement professionnel. C'est une actiVit6 que nous
n'avons pas le choix de faire en collaboration afin d'arriver a une politique
d'ensemble qui entre autredOcidera des'orientations et des responsabilites.
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Prealablement aux rencontres des diverses agences dans ie but d'etablir
des politiques communes, je crois que les associations professionnelles
d'enseignants comme les i.itres agences doivent s'arrgter et prendre une
position de recul par rappprt au perfectionnement professionnel. Elles
doivent se demander des questions telles que les suivantes: Que voulons-pous
fairg et comment voulons-nous arriver a instituer dans le domaine du
perfectionnemen des enseignants ce continuum dont nous parlione tout a
l'heure a parti de la premiere annee de formation jusqu'a la tin de la
carriere de l'enseignant? En d'autres mots, l'enseignant qui se lance dans
la carriere, dans' la profession de l'enseignement, devrait avoir un
programme determine ou un cheminement qui va faire en sorte qu'il de,iendra
meilleur enseignant d'une journee a l'autre.'

=-1,,

Il a ete mentionne a l'interieur d'un des grouper que le ministere de
l'Education comme representant du.peuple a travers le gouvernement est
responsable du service public qu'est la fonction de l'enseignement. Comme
consequence de cette responsabilite vis-a-vis,le public it va de soi qu'il
a une responsabilite quant a la qualite de ce service et le"financement de
ce service. La fonCtion de l'enseignement exigd un perfectionnement continu.
Donc, le gouvernement enstant que responsable de la qualite des services
doit assumer la responsabilite du financement du perfectionnement professionnel
proprement dit.

4 ,

aime le commentaire qu'a fait le Professeur Allard de l'Universite
Laval au debut de cette 'conference. Je crois que cette constatation avait
egalement frappe moniemi Doug. En effet, en discutant des problemes l'une
des difficultes mentionnees est le fait que l'enseignant est considers comme
client ne possedant pas les exigences minimums. Donc, cetenseignant, que
l'universite considere comme moyen de revenu, s'inscrit aux cours dans le
but de recevoir des credits pour fins de certification sans necessairement
que ces cours.repondent a ses besoins professionnels, I1 exists une espece
d'atmosphere d'exploitation reciproque entre l'enseignant et l'univerSite.
Je suis d'accord avec Monsieur Allard pour dire qu'il est necessaire d'etdblir
une relation honngte entre l'enseignant et l'universite dans ce domaine.

II me semble de plus en plus evident, bien que-je ne voie.pas de solution
a court terme, que la situation voulant que le salaire des enseignanls soit
directement rattache a la certification,doit gtre changee. En d'autres mots,
it semble que la grande-difficulte ou la,pierre d'achqppement actuellement
est le fait'que 1.'individu a cause de lAtsituation of son salaire est
directement lie a ce qu'il fait au point de vue academique ou professionnel
veut obtenir descr:edits pour tout ce qu'il fait que ce soit profitable ou
non par rapport A ses fonctions actuelles.- Donc,' je crois que dans une
perspective eavenir nouS devons regarder de tres pres les alternatiyes
quant aux moyens d'etablir des echelles'de salaire pour les enseignants qui
ne soient pas directement reliees a'la ceitificatiod.

.
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Lorsque nous considerons le perfectionnehene.professionnel COMM (stant

une responsabilite du ministere de l'Education et, de la profession, it importe,

a mon avis, pour les autorites.d'arriver 'asset rapidement a la conclusion que-

l'activite professionnelle de l'enseignant ne se limite pas uniquement

.l'action d'enseigner. En d'autres mots, ses occupations pendant sa pleide

-Njournee a partir du moment\ oU it entre a loecole jusqu'au moment oU it en

sort constitue une activite qui peut axoir une valeur professionnelle meme

s"il n'est pas devant les fitudiants. Il a ete mentionne a plusieurs reprises

,,pendant ce colloque que si nous voulions instituer les programmes de perfectionne-

ment professionnel qui valent quelque chose que ces programmes devaient etre

integres pleinement a l'interieur de la journee de travail de l'enseignant.

Nous ne devrions pas assurer le perfectionnement professionnel de l'enseignant

apres les heures de travail, les fins de semaine, les dimanches, Vete, etc...

..
.

Monsieur-le President, c'est a peu pres tout ce j'ai a dire sur le sujet

sauf que lorsque nous considerons la direction a prendre j'aimerais reiterer

qu'il est,tres important pour les differences agences de se rencontrer et de

definir ensemble A mode de iperfectionnement professionnel qui Amrait pour
but d'assurer a l'enAtsnant une continuite dans sa'formation.

4
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

DOUGLAS MYERS
Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education

The combination of the fine time we've had here at UBC -- the food,
the drink and the good conversation -- along with my own quiet, gentle
unassuming nature, strongly tempt'me to leave you with a positive,
optimistic, inspirational, message. I could, for example, remind you that
after all is said and done, we are all in it for the good of the children
and that if we all put our collective noses to ,the wheel and-continue to

tcommubicae-we will likely solve all the difficult problems we have con-
fronte4 over the past few days. It is, indeed, only a strong sense of
professional responsibility which prevents me from doing this.

"Professional", by the way, is an interesting word. I got intrigued
by what it meant several years ago and did somd reading and read about the
history of the professions and so on. I came to the conclusion that it
seemed to have so many meanings to so many different people that it meant
almost nothing at all. I became convinced also that it was in fact a great
hindrance to clear thinking in discussing educational issues. I even tried
to argue this case with people in education. Unfortunately, whenever I did-
so, the discussion never proceeded past that point because.it seemed to be
an absolutely necessary term that educators use. So I gave it up. Now I
use it as frequently as anyone else, but I would like to make clear how I
use it. When I use the term "professional" I mean something good; when I use
the term "unprofessional" I mean something bad. I am sure that everyone else
uses the term much more precisely, but that is the best I can do.

, -So, as I say, it is, I think, my "professional" responsibility to try to
look more critically at the topic of continuing education. Continuing education
is a very complex, diffuse, confusing, and frustrating subject. In trying to
provide a focus_ or context for examining it, I think it would be helpful to
consider some issues concerning' power, structure, and politics in education.
Myer Horowitz touched on this when he spoke of institutional power politics,
though he did suggest, and I want to talk about this some more, that these
operated in opposition to a concern for quality education. That was followed
up inidiscussion by Pierre Thibault of Laval in, I thought, a very interesting
way. 'He commented on the blend of special interests and common interests
characteristic of those groups and associations and institutions involved in
education, and suggested that the situation we are in at the moment in many
parts of the country is that,interests which have seemed,to coincide for many
years are now seeming to be contradictory. I thought that was an interesting
perception and something that, I'd hoped others would follow up.

1(9
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We got-a little bit thrown off the scent, however, by a couple of

things Terry McKague said yesterday in what I thought was an excellent

paper. It was a paper that had, I thought, important political impli-

cations*for a number of developments in continuing teacher education.
But Dr. McKague did say at the end a couple of things which bothered

me -- that we neednt't worry about questions of hierachy and teacher

control in developing continuing education for teachers, and that, indeed,

we should opt for bureaucracy. Now, personally, I would be more than

willing to believe'that the attitudes and behaviors of-bureaucrats in

an enlightened, progressivedemocratic-socialist province like Saskatchewan

were such that teachers didn't need to worry about them. I'm not sure,

.however, how many other people in the audience would be willing to believe that.

Learning that aside, I think it is perhaps more likely the fact that in
Saskatchewan a tradition and a context may well exist where educational
structures and styles do allow teachers a real 13art of the action. But

in many other parts of the country -- in my view an increasing number of

areas -- I'm convinced that questions of hierarchy, of control, of bureau-

cracy, are crucial problems and ones to which we must,addresp ourselves in

looking at almost any educatiOnal policy or program. Certainly, I believe

this is the case in Ontario. Therefore, I want to talk about those issues.

I will present two main lines of argd'ment -- one having to do with the

tradition of teaching, and the *her having to do with what seems to me

the growth of administrative pow and management ideology in the schools,

particularly during the 1950's and 60's -- to support my contention that

teachers and their organization's must think and act in much more political

terms Sand I mean this primarily within education and not necessarily

outside it) if they wish to'exert their influence in a way that will both

serve their own legitimate interests and bring-about positive improvements

in education.

First of all, the historical experience, the tradition of the occupation

of teaching. The tradition of teaching, I think, has left the classroom
teacher very much at the bottom level of the hierarchical pyramid of power

and influence in educational policy. There are three reasons for this I

think: the failure to attain professional status in the 19th century in
Britain and elsewhere, that is to attain the closed-shop monopoly privileges

that characterize those occupations we've come to call professions. I'm

not suggesting it would necessarily have been a good thing had teachers

attalned professional status then. Certainly, I don't think it would be

a good thing if teachers attained it now. One of our major public policy

problems is to reduce the independent monopoly powers of those occupations
we call professions. I think such a reduction is a desirable public policy

objective. The fact does remain, however, that teachers, at a time when
a number of occupations were achieving that status, tried very hard to

achieve it too. They failed. Teachers as a group had other experiences

as well from which I think they, learned that it was best to avoid controversy

in matters of educational policy. These experiences made it clear to them

that their job was to run the educational system, not to ask awkward questions
about it or make awkward suggestions. Teachers associations having failed

to gain professional status and having failed to establish a position of
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influence in educational policy and decision-making, tended, therefore, to
concentrat&on self-improvement and on basic bread-and-butter protective

issues. The third thing that happened whicF left the classroom teacher at
the bottom of the pyramid is that teachers realized that to gain status
and influence and prestige and power one stopped being a teacher. One

became, instead, an administrator, a consultant or whatever. As the public

system grew it became more bureaucratic, thus offering more positions in
education outside the clasroom. Very briefly, then, and without the
supporting evidence I would ordinarily wish to present, that seems to me
to constitute the historical tradition of teaching.

More recently, the kind of bureaupratic development I've talked about
seems to have been very much enhanced by two factors. First of all, it has

been enhanced by the rapid expansion of the system. This has tended to

undermine the classic trustee-administrator relationship in which, in
theory at least, the trustees set the policy and the administrators
implemented' it. During this rapid expansion, it became harder and harder
for trustees to keep on top of issues. There was much more need for fast
expert advice, for study, for long -range planning and, hence, the administra-
tions became more and more influential in shaping policy as well as in

implementing it. In Ontario at least, and I think in some other areas of
the country, perhaps an even more acute pressure in this direction has been
the massive provincial re-organizations of recent years. The-euphemism

often employed to describe this re-organization-is "decentralization".
In fact, what has been created are a number of large, consolidated regional
units which are very, complex, which require specialization, and, again,
which contribute to the growth of administrative power and influence. In

these terms, it seems to me the trustees have bd-r1 the big losers. The

provincial government, atleast in Ontario, has'assumed more and more direct
control of finance; regional administrative officials in these larger
educational units have assumed more and more control of policy and program.

As for the teachers, they didn't have much power and inflUence to begin
with and they have found themselves through the '60's even farther from
where the power is than before, with new layers of administrative officials
to deal with.

Let me give you an example -- I think a striking one -- of how this has
happened fn one jurisdiction In Ontario. There is a fascinating OISE doctoral

study just completed -- by.a principal named Roosevelt Robinson called
"Power and Communication in York County, 1969-75" which seems 'to me to,
illustrate vividly some of these developments. It is eminently publishable
and I hope it soon will be, so that you will all have a chance to look at
it., It seems to me to offer an important cautionary tale. York) as some

of you may know, was,a system with a reputation in the late '60's for
being extremely enlightened, innovative and,open. It had a very able and
competent director and apparent good relations between trustees, administra-
tors and teachers. It is now known as the site of one of the most prolonged
and bitter strikes by secondary school teachers in the history of Ontario.
The thesis reveals a number of things. It shows the tremendous' strain of

change and re-organization which existed through the late 1960's and early
1970's, strain on trustees, on administrators and on teachers; it shows an
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increasing reliance by the trustees on the leadership and competencies of

their administrators; it shows the consequent growth of administrator power

over policy and program; it shows how the administrators employed a wide

range of sophisticated human relations devices and Management techniques,

in an attempt to improve communications, rganizational relationships,

group processes, and organizational elopment; and finally it shows how

all of these approaches were initiated from the top-down with a marked

lack of success at the grass roots level. According to Robinson these

developments were accompanied by an increasing degree of teacher frustration
and alienation, and a gradual realization by teachers that the communication

devices and techniques offered by the administration were not relevant
or effective political mechanisms for teachers; that "feed-back" did not

mean participation, that "involvement" did not mean sharing decision`

making.

"Educational leadership is what the world of private enterpriae:calls

management." That quotation comes from a government report, the Reville
Report of 1972, and was used approvingly by the Director of the York system,

S.L.G. Chapman. It is, of course, an unequivocal political statement.
In the context of the shifts of power and influence I have described above,

it reveals clearly where the real power lies with the educational

managers. It is especially interesting to see, from the evidence Robinson

has gathered, how the York administration played off both sides -- the

public and the teachers -- in order to maintain and protect the power they

had gained through the period.

To the teachers, who were increasingly requesting and demanding a

greater share in decision-making, the York administration spoke as if tya-.7"-----

classic trustee-administrator relationship still existed. Only the

trustees who were elected and therefore accountable, the Director explained,

had the power to make educational policy decisions. Teachers, if they

wanted to exert such power, would have to be prepared to be directly elected

(and defeated). A nice argument, granted, but one which ignores or at least

minimizes the fact that a preponderant share of policy-development and
decision-making lay in the hands of administrative staff -- not elected by or
accountable to.the public.

On the other hand, to the public and parenti who were demanding a more
direct involvement in educational policy and implementation, the administration

defense shifted significantly. Again the Director explained that the only way

that the public could participate was to run for or elect the board of

trustees. The trustees would then set the broad objectives and shape of
policy, leaving it to the "professionals" to translate those general policies

into school programs and practices. It's a neat'Catch-22 situation. The

public can't be directly involved because it's a "professional" responsibility;
the "professionals" (i.e. teachers) can't be directly involved because it's

up to the public. Essentially, of course, the argument leaves the administration
in control of very crucial areas of policy and-program.

Another significant aspect of the York experience is that the adminis-
tration consistently sought to avoid dealing with teachers collectively. It

explicitly regarded collective action, collective discussions as "unprofessional".
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It rega ded working conditions as exclusive management prerogative. I must
say Dr. Chapman has since concluded and to his credit has publicly acknow-
ledged t at the "channel through which teachers are consulted is as important
as the c nsulting. To seek teacher input on policy matters through any
network o er which they do not have complete control is to be seen as being
manipulat ve no matter how sincere the intent."

Altogether then it seems to me that_what the teachers in York 'Challenged
was not motivated solely by economic concerns: The salary issue was very
important of course but their concern and their militancy also had to do
with questions of decision-making and policy development. They challenged,
in a fundamental way, some of the political assumptions and management
behaviors that characterized that system. It is my view that there are
some similar kinds of educational developments and some similar kinds of
teacher reactions occurring elsewhere in Canada as well. I wouldn't claim
that those are necessarily typical, but I think teachers across the country,
in a vaiiety of ways, are beginning td challenge some of these developments.

What is wrong with the management model? I can't put it any better than
Norman Goble did in addressing a conference of British Columbia school
superintendents in January.

The biggest ob acles we face in changing the.present situation,
in improving education, are not matters of reason or logic, they
are rooted in the failure of reason, the failure to develop a
rational model of educational administration. For lack of such

-----------a--"del we have-fallen into a pernicious, negative, and totally
damnable habit of imitating the model and prestige structure of
industrial management, a model that would be hilariously inappro-
priate if there could be anything funny about anything so bad.
For a lack of a rational theory we have fallen into a habit of
venerating order as the supreme good into an indefensible re-
versal of values that makes human and social needs subordinate

--- to procedural tidiness, and predictability. When people have
been trained and shaped and promoted in such a cliniate. can we
blame them for clinging-to-authority-for fear of the uncertainty
that must accompany professional participation and decision-

.

making. .

'

What is an appropriate model? That is a very complicated and diffidult
matter, Certainly questi ns of money, of goals, of performance are important,
but not, I think, in the terms dictated by the industrial management model,
terms used by educational administrations in large consolidated school
systems. For'one thing what the industrial-management model in education
tends to create, quite naturally and reasonably, is a union response from
teachers. It will continue to do so until we start to work our way into
some new kinds of models.

What has all this got to do with what actually happens in the schools?
I think, a lot. I'd like just to mention one study of the kind of effect
that I think this tradition and this political context, particularly the

increasing reliance on industrial-management models, has on the prograins
we introduce in,the schools. A recent innovation, and'one that is very
controversial, has been the introduction in Ontario of the credit system
at the secondary, level. OISE has done several studies of this curriculum
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re-organization and one of the most interesting ones is called The Individua-
lized System: Administration and Leadership by Dr. Doris Ryan. What Ryan's

study, based on very extensive surveys and interviews with the administrators,
teaching staff, students and parents in a number of selected schools, seems
to me to show is how little teachers were involved in the planning or
implementation of that major curriculum "reform". Somehow we retain a

touching faith that a net program will change the way things are done in a
school. Invariably, the way things are done in a school, in fact, changes

that program. There was an expectation, with the credit system for example,
that a re-organized curriculum would alter administrative procedures and
structural relationships in the schools. Nothing of the sort seems to have

happened. There is plenty of evidence, however, that the existing procedures
and relationships have reduced the effectiveness of the innovation. Principals

n their responses to Ryan seemed to believe that-some really important e

changes were occurring in their schools as a result of the credit system.
T chers were much more skeptical -- a lot of new labels for a lot of old
cour es. This disparity is evident on a whole range oI issues. Principals,
to g ve another example, ranked professional development as one of the top
pri ities in their schools. Teachers, however, did not seem to see evidence

of this. Many felt they had not received, were not receiving, and were
unlikely to receive the kind of support and assistance needed to make the new

ti system work.

What is also interesting about this study is Dr. Ryan's interpretation
of the responses and v*ews expressed. It is an interpretation with which I

would like to_take i sue. She seems to reach two conclusions; one about
teachers and one abo principals. About teachers she writes, "The evidence
seems to suggest that teachers have been caught in the middle to some extent
by changes in societal expectations, changes in professional expectations,
changes in the economic situation, and even by changes in the birth rate.

Their responses to the additional challenge of meeting the philosophical
goals of the credit system must b# viewed in this context." When she comes

to the school principal, however, there is every different tone. "Secondary
school principals are confronted with challenges as great as those faced by
teachers. They must, it appears, provide leadership and support so that
teachers will see that they have more freedom to modify learning e*periencea
in Pays appropriate to the particular individuals whom they teach and so \
that they will be prepared to use "the freedoms in professional ways and
therefor& improve the quality of education".

Ngyan's conclusions wm to me to fit very neatly into the prevailing
management ideology of large school systems. The question of power is not

dealt with. There is no suggestion that the administrative and political
structure of the school systbm pay be a fundamental problem. The teacher

is dealt with as the passive victim of a variety of external forces. The

principal, on the other hand, is an active agent who must both convince
teachers that they are free ,and restrain them from abusing that freedom.
I think that teachers themselves are recognizing the inadequacy of such
interpretations and, more important, the inadequacy of school systems which

are run on those assumptions.

1
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All of whicb brings uwat long last, to the problem of continuing
education and what to do about it. If we are to take any significant
positive steps in this area, I. would insist that we must begin by looking
at the structure and politics of the teacher education system. We have,

kl.r.at of all, an ineffective and distorted system of training and
educating teachers. All uur eggs are in two baskets; the pre-service one --
which still'has most of the eggs and, more recently, the graduate
studies one. Both have serious limitations. Pre-service has been, tradition-
ally, a one-shot attempt to provide as much theory and practice as possible
that a teacher might conceivably find important or useful during a teaching
career. Until now the only opportunity for further systematic study and
reflection has been in graduate studies -- and that has been a recent
development. But graduate studies, though important, must fit within the
academic tradition of universities. The legitimacy and value of that
tradition is, I believe, undeniable; but it by no means exhausts the range
of worthwhile, relevant, desirable further education possibilities for
teachers. In short, we have at one end of a teacher's career, a pre-service
education which by its very nature must be severely limited. Farther along
in a teacher's career there exists an opportunity for some to pursue graduate
studies. In between, for most teachers, there is nothing. No. Perhaps
that is too harsh. There is something, but it is unsystematic and disjointed --
a bodge podge of short courses, training sessions, workshops and conferences.
Indeed, I am amazed at the willingness of teachers to give up their time and
to expend their energies in these, activities. There has been some discussion
here about what kind of people teachers are -- are they passive slackers or
selfless activists, etc.? My hunch is that teachers would compare favorably
with Most-other groups in terms of their willingness to participate in
continuing education activities. Teachers, I think, need not apologize to
anybody for the degree of participationt effort and commitment they show in
this regard, despite the disadvantages tthey face.

. What the situation in continuing education reveals above all is a
basic'failure to make continued professional learning and development an
integral and legitimate dart of a teacher's job. It is this situation
that we must address ourselves to and change. It is, I believe primarily
up to teachers themselves, individually and through the collective
associations that represent them, to bring about change in this area. The

motivation for and the lo is of current teacher militancy seems to me to

tinclude not only economic) concerns but also questions of working and
learning conditions. Teachers are beginning to examine, more critically
than previously, the structures and procedures that control policy-making
and decision-rdaking in education: Teachers' organizations are giving a
higher priority to areas like continuing education. They seem to,,be devoting
greater resources to independent research and policy development. They
seem to be demanding a greater ac ive role in setting education policy.

In terms of improving the situation of continuing education, teachers'
organizations must devote their resources and energies not to cbnducting their
own programs or to running their own system, but rather to develbping and
pressing for effective and coherent policies. The first need is for more
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complete and specific information -- for a careful analysis of budget and-.
time allocations and of types of continuing education offerings. At the
moment figures are hard to come by. The kind of thing, we need to know is,
for example, the relative resources devoted to pre-service, continuing
and graduate education for teachers. I came across one figure, referring
to the British system, that in England they spend better than 120 million
pounds per year on pre-service and only ,6 million a year on continuing
education. I would suspect that a similar disparity exists here in Canada.
Et *ould be helpful to know.

In developing and implementing a coherent policy in continuing education
teachers' organizations need to make a careful dis'tinction between "management
training activities" and other types of contiduing education. At the moment,
my hunch would be that a disproportionate amount of resources go into the
former under the general rubric of "professional development". I would not
suggest that there are not legitimate continuing education activities,of
special interest and use to school administrators. I would suggest that
the major emphasis in continuing educatiOn should be on those activities of
benefit and use to classroom teachers and the children they teach: -,N

I think the teachers' organizations have to.e t blish same
10

general
principles and set some "targets. 'They have to co der, for example,
roughly what proportion of a teacher's time, what kinds of budget allocations,
what kinds of resource and personnel support ideally should be aimed for if
we are to develop an effective continuing education scheme. They need to
consider whether top-down, system-wide continuing education schemes are most
effective or whether more flexible and diverse school-based, small group
and/or individual programs would be preferable. Again, some British studies
would seem to suggest that the great range of teacher experience and
interest must be a basic consideration in developing effective .continuing
education programs. i

Let me suggest two areas that I think ark of c ucial importance and
deserve careful attention. The first is the aevelo ment:df a follow-up ,

for the immediate graduates of pre-service programs. There is almost non
now and I think that distorts the pre-service progra ery badly. For

example, some issues that I think are terriblyccimportant for teachers to
think aboot and to consider, simply make very little sense to anyone before
they have been in a school, before they have had any dealings with the
federation of the administration or their colleagues or whatever. And yet
you either teach it then, or you don't teach it. And I think a 14t of
things in pre - service ave. constrained similarly. A second crucial. area is
associate teaching. I think associate teachers are a natural base.for
major continuing education development. I think their association with the
fealty and the faculty's association with them could be a very productive
form of mutual continuing education. Moreover, associate teachers provide
a "wedge" into the general, teaching force that would be effective in
developing a more coherent approach to continuing education

)
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*In these remarks I have tried to suggest that questions of power and
str cture.are of fundamental importance in considering educational policy

and o am generally and continuing education in particular. We must

recognize that if the educational coalition of trustees, provincial
government officials, faculty of'education staff, and teachers' organization
leaders that characterized the fifties and sixties hasn't broken down
entirely, it has certainly fragmented quite a bit. This is not as comfortable

. a situation doubtless but it is, I think, a healthier one. A number of basic

issues are apt to receive a fuller and more candid consideration than formerly.
I think too that the resolution of educational problems is likely tp.be more
satisfactory in'terms of the general public interest.

I have also suggested that, in this atmosphere, teachers and their
organizations can and should take a strong lead in developing better continuing
education policies. I do not for a moment intend to imply by this that
teachers' organizations have a monopoly on virtue and wisdom. Indeed, they

have plenty of internal problems to deal with. Do they adequately represent

the majority of their members who are practising classroom teachers? Should

principals be members, and if so, how does that ffect the functioning of

the organization? These questions and others ed the urgent attention of

teaicers and their collective representatives. Nonetheless, I believe that

classroom teachers and their respresentatt have been too much on the

periphery of educational policymaki g n the past. I believe that the
opportunity ndW exists for them to to e strong and central initiative on a ,
whole range of important educational issues, one of the most important being
the improvement of continuing education. I believe that teachers are in

fact, beginning to 'exert that power andtto take pgsitive'initiatives-on
educational issues. ,On the whole, I believe that is ,a gdod thing. Those

of us' who are concerned with improving continuing education should respond'
to these teacher initiatives positively and yigorously, not negatively.and

timidly. Certainly we, should challenge the teachers' organizations to
confront the central issues inAlved in continuing education. But, in the

last analysis, we can hardly object if teachers begin to take the rhetoric
-af "professionalism" seriously and begin to act upon it.
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